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Kirish
1 New Fly High 5 ning tarkibiga nimalar kiradi?
New Fly High 5 umumiy o‘rta ta’lim maktablarining ingliz tili sinflari uchun
mo‘ljallangan darsliklar seriyasining birinchisidir. U Darslik, O‘qituvchi uchun
metodik qo‘llanma va DVD diskidan tashkil topgan bo‘lib, o‘zlashtirishi sekinroq
hamda tezroq bo‘lgan sinflarga mos keladigan 102 soatlik o‘quv materialini
qamrab olgan.

New Fly High 5 NING DARSLIGI
Darslik 5-sinfga yetarli bo‘lgan 13 bo‘limga bo‘lingan. Har bir bo‘lim bir necha
darslarga taqsimlangan. Darsning mazmuni kitobning mundarijasida bo‘limmabo‘lim, darsma-dars ifodalangan. Darslar oddiydan murakkabga tomon o‘sib boradi.
Ijodiy ish
Har bir bo‘limning oxirgi darsi ijodiy ishni o‘z ichiga oladi. Ijodiy ish darslarning
samaradorligini oshirishda katta hissa qo‘shib kelmoqda. U oldingi darslikarda
ishlatilmaganligi sababli ba’zi bir o‘qituvchilarga yangi bo‘lishi mumkin. U
to‘g‘risida „Ijodiy ish“ qismida to‘liqroq ma’lumot berildi.
O‘z bilimini tekshirib ko‘rish mashqlari
Darslikning oxirgi sahifalarida 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12 bo‘limlar yuzasidan o‘z
bilimini tekshirib ko‘rish mashqlari berilgan. O‘z bilimini tekshirib ko‘rish
mashqlari o‘quvchilar bo‘lim materiallarini qay darajada o‘zlashtirganliklarini
tekshirib ko‘rish uchun imkoniyat yaratadi. Bu takrorlashning hamda o‘quvchilarda o‘z bilimini tekshirib ko‘rish javobgarlik hissini o‘yg‘otishning samarali
usullaridan biridir. O‘z bilimini tekshirib ko‘rish mashqlarini darslikni ochgan
holda dars davomida bajarish mumkin, yoki o‘zlashtirishi sust bo‘lgan sinflar
uchun u ikkiga bo‘linib, o‘quvchilar uning bir qismini darsda boshqa bir qismini
esa uyda qilishi mumkin.
Grammatik ma’lumotlar
New Fly High 5 darsligining oxirida „Grammatik ma’lumotlar“ qismi berildi. Bu
o‘quvchilar o‘quv yili davomida o‘rgangan hamma grammatik materiallar haqida
qisqacha ma’lumot beradi. O‘quvchi va o‘qituvchilar undan foydalanishlari mumkin.
Lug‘at
New Fly High 5 darsligining oxirgi qismi „Lug‘at“ bo‘lib, unda darslikda ishlatilgan
so‘zlarning so‘z turkumi, transkripsiyasi va o‘zbek, rus hamda qoraqalpoq
tiliga qilingan tarjimalari bilan alifbo tartibidagi ro‘yxati keltirilgan.

New Fly High 5 NING DVD DISKI
DVD disk ingliz tilini yaxshi egallagan mahalliy o‘zbek mutaxassislari tomonidan
o‘qilgan matn, dialog va boshqa yozuvlarini o‘z ichiga olgan. Unda darslikdagi
tinglab tushunish mashqlari uchun kerak bo‘lgan hamma materiallar kiritilgan.
Agar DVD diskni topa olmasangiz uning yozuvini o‘zingiz o‘qishingiz mumkin.
Hamma DVD disk yozuvlari O‘qituvchi uchun metodik qo‘llanmada yoki
bo‘lmasa Darslikda berilgan.
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DVD disk ham darsda ham o‘quvchilarning undan uyda foydalanishlariga
mo‘ljallangan. DVD diskda mualliflik huquqi yo‘q, shuning uchun Sizdan
hamkasblaringiz yoki o‘quvchilaringizga undan nusxa olishga yordam
berishingizni so‘rab qolamiz.

New Fly High 5 NING O‘QITUVCHI UCHUN METODIK QO‘LLANMASI
O‘qituvchi uchun metodik qo‘llanma New Fly High o‘quv metodik majmuasining
muhim bir qismi. O‘quv mashg‘ulotlarini samarali olib borishlari uchun u
o‘qituvchilarning qo‘lida albatta bo‘lishi kerak.
O‘qituvchi uchun metodik qo‘llanma quyidagilarni o‘z ichiga oladi:
• darslikning bo‘lim, mavzu, darsning kommunikativ maqsadi, grammatika,
va lug‘at doirasini ko‘rsatuvchi batafsil yoritilgan mundarija;
• har bir dars va mashqning maqsadlari;
• o‘qituvchilarning tushunishlariga yordam beruvchi til hamda madaniy sohalar
bo‘yicha qaydlar, mashqlarning javoblari;
• DVD disk uchun yozuv materiallarini;
• o‘z bilimini tekshirib ko‘rish mashqlari (javoblari bilan);
• o‘quvchilarni rasmiy baholash uchun qo‘llasa bo‘ladigan to‘rtta namunaviy
test (javoblari bilan);
• darslikdagi mashqlarni to‘g‘ri tashkil etish bo‘yicha aniq ko‘rsatmalar va
kuchli, o‘zlashtirishi sust bo‘lgan sinflar uchun takliflar.

2 Testlar
O‘qituvchi uchun metodik qo‘llanmada o‘quvchilarni rasmiy baholashda
foydalanish mumkin bo‘lgan bir necha namunaviy testlar kiritilgan bo‘lib, ular
3, 6, 10, 13 bo‘limlardan keyin o‘tkazilishi nazarda tutilgan. Bularni Siz o‘zingiz
ishlab chiqadigan testlarga andoza olishda foydalanasiz degan umiddamiz.
Testlar New Fly High 5 da qo‘llanilgan materiallarga to‘la asoslangan, shu sababli darslarga qatnashgan, barcha sinf hamda uy vazifalarini bajarib borgan
o‘quvchilar yaxshi natijalarga erishishi tayin. Testlardagi tinglab tushunish
mashqlari DVD diskiga ham yozilgan. O‘qituvchi ularni sinfga eshittirishi lozim.

3 New Fly High 5 da tez-tez uchrab turadigan mashq turlari
Bo‘lim va darslarning mavzulari

Bular darsda alohida tanishtirilmagan yangi so‘zlarni o‘z ichiga oladi, shu
sababli o‘qituvchining dars davomida ularga e’tibor qaratishi muhimdir.
Imkoniyati bor joylarda mavzu darsning lug‘ati va til materialini o‘z ichiga oladi.
Ular o‘quvchilarga dars nima haqida bo‘lishini tushunishga va ularni yodda
tutishiga yordam beradi.

Yangi so‘zlarni rasmlar bilan solishtirish mashqlari
Bunday turdagi mashqlarda o‘quvchilar yangi so‘zlarni ma’nosini fahmlash
orqali rasmlar bilan solishtirishadi. Ular solishtirishni tugatganlaridan so‘ng
javoblarini Siz yoki o‘rtoqlari bilan yangi so‘zlar ma’nosini to‘g‘ri yoki noto‘g‘ri
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fahmlaganini tekshirib ko‘rishlari kerak. Bu mashq o‘qituvchining yangi so‘zlar
ma’nosini to‘g‘ridan-to‘g‘ri berishidek amaldagi uslubga qaraganda anchagina
qiziqarlidir. U o‘quvchilarning bilish ko‘nikmalarini ham rivojlantirishga yordam
beradi. M-n.: ingliz tilidagi so‘zni o‘zlari bilgan boshqa bir til bilan taqqoslash
va shu usul bilan ma’noni topa olish yoki topa olmasliklarini sinab ko‘rish
orqali. Bir tildan boshqa bir tiIni o‘rganishda foydalanish xorijiy tilni o‘rganishda
muhim ko‘nikma hisoblanadi. (O‘quvchilaringiz so‘zlar ma’nosini fahmlay
olmasa yoki noto‘g‘ri fahmlasalar-da hech qanday muammo tug‘ilmaydi.
Zaruriyat tug‘ilganda so‘zlarning ma’nosini Sizning o‘zingiz aytasiz.)

Rasmlardan foydalanish
New Fly High 5 da barcha rasmlar til o‘rganish vazifasi sifatida xizmat qiladi.
Faqatgina bezak uchun rasmlar berilmadi. Rasmlardan ham o‘qituvchi ham
o‘quvchi dars davomida faol foydalanishlari kerak. Rasmlardan noto‘g‘ri
foydalanish yoki ularni nazardan chetda qoldirish o‘qitish va o‘rganishning
samaradorligini pasaytiradi.

Tinglash va takrorlash mashqlari
Tinglash va takrorlash mashqlari ko‘pincha yangi so‘zlarni rasmlar bilan
solishtirish mashqlaridan keyin yoki o‘quvchilar so‘z yoki so‘z birikmalarining
ma’nosini bilib olgandan so‘ng bajariladi. Tadqiqot shuni ko‘rsatadiki, yangi
so‘z yoki qurilmalarning ma’nosini bilmasdan turib ularni tinglab takrorlagandan
ko‘ra, o‘quvchilar ma’noni bilganlaridan so‘ng ularni tinglab takrorlasa yaxshiroq
esda saqlab qolishadi.

Zanjir mashqi
Bu mashq tez-tez ishlatilib turiladi. Zanjir mashqlari yangi til materiali bilan ishlashning eng samarali usullaridan biridir. Ular har bir o‘quvchiga yangi til materiali yoki qurilmani ishlatib ko‘rishga imkon beradi. Ular juda tez bajarilishi mumkin.
Zanjir mashqlari sinf mashqidir. O‘qituvchi yangi materialni tanishtiradi. M-n.:
I like sewing. O‘qituvchi oldin bir o‘quvchi bilan mashq qilib ko‘radi, boshqalar
esa kuzatib, tinglashadi. U I like sewing. What about you? deb aytadi. O‘quvchi
o‘zi uchun javob beradi va shu savolni (What about you?) so‘raydi. O‘qituvchi
o‘zi uchun javob beradi va shu qurilmani shu o‘quvchi bilan yana bir marta
mashq qilib ko‘radi. Shundan so‘ng o‘qituvchi o‘quvchilardan ushbu jarayonni
quyidagidek bajarishni so‘raydi:
O‘q. 1: I like sewing. (yonidagi o‘quvchi tomon buriladi) What about you?
O‘q. 2: I like reading books. (yonidagi o‘quvchi tomon buriladi) What about you?
O‘q. 3: I like drawing. (yonidagi o‘quvchi tomon buriladi) What about you? va h.k.
Jarayonni tezlashtirish uchun o‘qituvchi Zanjirli mashqini qatorlarda tashkil
etishi mumkin.

Ko‘rsatish va aytish mashqlari
Bu mashqdan yangi so‘zlarni mashq qilish maqsadida foydalanildi. U
o‘quvchilarga yangi so‘zlarni yodlab olgandan ko‘ra ularni amaliy yo‘l bilan
yodda saqlashga yordam beradi.
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Ko‘rsatish va aytish mashqlari rasmlar yordamida bajariladigan juftlik mashqidir.
A o‘quvchi rasmdagi narsani ko‘rsatadi. B o‘quvchi esa rasmni ifodalovchi so‘zni
aytadi. Shundan so‘ng ular navbat almashadilar.

O‘yinlar
Darslikda o‘yin mashqlari ikki maqsadda ishlatilgan: darsning boshida sinfni
faollashtirish va darsda o‘rganilgan til yoki so‘z birikmalarini mashq qilish uchun.
Bu mashqlar darsni qiziqroq olib borishga ko‘maklashadi va tilni a’lo darajada
mashq qilish imkoniyatini ham yaratadi. Ular o‘quvchilarda qiziqish uyg‘otadi
va ularni ko‘proq o‘rganishga undaydi.
Chizish
Darslikdagi ba’zi mashqlar o‘quvchilardan chizishni talab etadi. Biz shu
narsaning guvohi bo‘ldikki, kichik yoshdagi ko‘pchilik o‘quvchilar bunday
mashqlarni bajonidil bajarishadi. Buning sababi ular darsga xush kayfiyat va
o‘zgacha tus bag‘ishlashidadir. Shunday bo‘lsa-da, ba’zi bir o‘quvchilarda
chizishga xohish bo‘lmasa, ularga rasmlarni chizish uchun usta rassom bo‘lish
shart emasligini tushuntirib qo‘yish kerak bo‘ladi.
O‘quvchilarga rasmlarni yaxshiroq chizishga zarurat tug‘ilgan taqdirda, masalan
Ijodiy ish darslarida, ularga ko‘proq vaqt berilishi va o‘z dizaynlari ustida ko‘proq
o‘ylashlariga ruhlantirish kerak bo‘ladi. Bunday darslarda har bir guruhda kamida
bitta yaxshi chizish qobiliyatiga ega bo‘lgan o‘quvchining bo‘lishiga e’tibor
qaratishingiz lozim.

Mustaqil o‘rganish ko‘nikmalarini rivojlantirish mashqlari
Darsliklarda mualliflar mustaqil o‘rganish ko‘nikmalarini rivojlantirish maqsadida
turli-tuman mashqlarni kiritishga harakat qildilar. Mustaqil o‘rganish
ko‘nikmalarini rivojlantirish ustida ishlash turlichadir. U lug‘at, jadvallardan
foydalanish, o‘ziga qayd qilib qo‘yish, harflarning o‘qilish qoidalariga murojaat
qilish, grammatik ma’lumotlardan foydalanish kabilarni o‘z ichiga oladi.
Mustaqil o‘rganish ko‘nikmalarini rivojlantirish mashqlari o‘quvchilarga amaliy
ishlash usullarini o‘rgatadi va ularni mustaqil ishlashga tayyorlaydi.

Ma’lumot almashinuv mashqlari
Ma’lumot almashinuv mashqlari bevosita muloqotni, og‘zaki nutqni rivojlantirishga xizmat qiladi. Haqiqiy hayotda kimningdir bizdan nimani so‘ramoqchi
ekanligini yoki kimningdir qanday javob berishini biz aniq bilmaymiz. Ma’lumot
almashinuv mashqlarida o‘quvchilar so‘rash va javob berish orqali ma’lumot
almashishlari kerak bo‘ladi. Faqatgina muvaffaqiyatli muloqot orqaligina ular
kerakli ma’lumotdan foydalanib vazifani bajarishadi.
O‘quvchilarning o‘zlaridagi ma’lumotlarni bir-biriga ko‘rsatmasliklari juda muhim.
Bir-biriga o‘z ma’lumotini ko‘rsatmaslikni ta’minlash maqsadida bu mashq
odatda darslikning ikki joyida berilgan holda qismlarga bo‘linadi, A o‘quvchi
o‘z qismida yo‘q ma’lumot, rasmlardagi o‘xshashlik, farq va b.lar to‘g‘risida
savollar so‘raydi. B o‘quvchi A o‘quvchining savollariga o‘z qismida berilgan
ma’lumotga ko‘ra javob beradi. So‘ngra B o‘quvchi A o‘quvchidan savol so‘raydi.
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Eslatmalar
Bular darslikning ostki qismida joylashgan bo‘lib, yangi til materialini o‘zida
mujassamlashtirgan. Ular o‘qituvchi va o‘quvchilarning dars maqsadini tezda
ilg‘ab olishlariqa o‘ng‘ay. Yangi til yoki qurilmani tanishtirishdan oldin yoki
keyin o‘qituvchilarga o‘quvchilarning e’tiborini Eslatmadagi misollarga qaratishi
lozimligi tavsiya etiladi.

Ijodiy ish
Ijodiy ish bu kursning muhim qismidir. U har bir bo‘limdagi yakuniy faoliyati
bo‘lib, oldingi beshta darsda o‘rganilgan bilimga asoslangan. U o‘quvchilarga
bu darslarda o‘rgangan narsalarini o‘zi bilmagan holda, erkinroq va o‘qituvchi
tomonidan kam nazorat qilingan holda o‘zicha qo‘llashga imkoniyat yaratadi.
Ijodiy ish o‘quvchilarga o‘z bilimi darajasida ishlashga imkon beradi; vazifani
bajarish davomida kuchli o‘quvchilar ko‘proq va murakkabroq, o‘zlashtirishi
qiyin bo‘lgan o‘quvchilar esa, qisqa va oddiy ishlarni bajaradi. Ijodiy ish o‘quvchilarga o‘z ishlari, bilimlari va yaratuvchanligidan faxrlanishga imkon beradi.
Shu sababli o‘quvchilar uchun bir-birining ishlarini ko‘rishga sharoit yaratish
maqsadida sinfxona bo‘ylab Ijodiy ish darsi davomida yasalgan plakat va
chizilgan rasmlarni namoyish qilish juda muhimdir. O‘quvchilardan boshqa
o‘quvchilarning ishlarini baholash ham so‘ralishi mumkin.
Ijodiy ish davomida o‘quvchilar yozish jarayoniga tortiladi. Bunda ular mavzu
yuzasidan fikrlar, qaydlar yozadilar. So‘ngra ular bu qaydlardan tavsiflar,
maqolalar, xatlar, hikoya va she’rlar yozishda, plakatlar yasashda, dasturlar
tuzishda foydalanadilar. Ular rasmlar qirqadilar va chizadilar, xarita, grafik
tuzadilar, interview uyushtiradilar va h.k. Shu sababli o‘qituvchida materiallar,
qaychilar, chizg‘ichlar, qog‘oz, yelim, qog‘oz qiyqimlari va sh.k. solingan quti
bo‘lishi foydadan xoli emas. O‘qituvchi Ijodiy ish bo‘lishidan oldin o‘quvchilardan
bu narsalarni olib kelishni so‘rashi ham mumkin.
Yana bir muhim narsa — bu Ijodiy ishni tanlab olishdir. Ijodiy ish avvalida qiyin
bo‘lmasligi kerak va uni bir necha qism va bosqichlarga bo‘lgan ma’qul.
Ijodiy ishlarni har doim bir xil guruhlarda tashkil etish maqsadga muvofiq, chunki
o‘quvchilar bir-biri bilan muntazam hamkorlikda ish olib borishadi. O‘qituvchi
uchun Ijodiy ish darslari yuzasidan batafsil uslubiy tavsiya o‘qituvchi uchun
metodik qo‘llanmada berildi.
Ijodiy ish davomida tayyorlangan plakatlarni ota-onalarga bolalarning ingliz
tilini qay darajada o‘zlashtirayotganliklarini ko‘rsatish uchun ham foydalanishingiz mumkin.

O‘qish, tinglashdan oldin, bu jarayon paytida va undan keyin bajariladigan mashqlar
New Fly High 5 darsligida o‘qish yoki tinglashning samarasini oshirish maqsadida 3 bosqichli mashqlardan foydalanildi. Ular o‘qish, tinglashdan oldin, bu
jarayon paytida va undan keyin bajariladigan mashqlardir.
O‘qish, tinglashdan oldin bajariladigan mashqlar o‘qish, tinglash matnlaridan oldin bajariladi. Ular mavzuga o‘quvchilarning qiziqishlarini uyg‘otadi,
7
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ularni ma’lumotni oldindan aytishga ruhlantiradi, ularni o‘qish va tinglash
matnlarida yoritilgan fikrlarga yaqinroq keltiradi.
O‘qish, tinglash paytida bajariladigan mashqlar o‘qish, tinglash jarayoni
davomida amalga oshiriladi. Ular o‘quvchi, tinglovchilarga o‘qish, tinglash uchun
berilgan parchalarning mazmunini, parcha qanday yozilganligini va yozuvchining maqsadini tushunishga yordam beradi.
O‘qish, tinglashdan keyin bajariladigan mashqlar matnni o‘qigandan,
tinglagandan so‘ng amalga oshiriladi va ular o‘quvchi, tinglovchini matn
mazmunidan tashqariga olib chiqadi. Ular o‘quvchi, tinglovchini matnni o‘z
qarashlari, qiziqishlari va bilimlariga bog‘lashga yoki matndan olgan ma’lumoti
yuzasidan biror ish qilishga undaydi. 3 bosqichli yondashuvning maqsadi o‘qish,
tinglashni osonlashtirish va o‘quvchilarga tabiiy usulda o‘qish, tinglashga
yordam berishdir. Kundalik hayotimiz davomida agar gazeta o‘qiydigan bo‘lsak,
biz avval sarlavhalarga qaraymiz va umumiy tasavvurga ega bo‘lamiz, so‘ngra
diqqat bilan, batafsil ko‘rib yoki o‘qib chiqamiz.

O‘qish va tinglash matn turlari
New Fly High 5 dagi o‘qish va tinglash matnlari hayotiy matnlardir. Xilma-xil
matn turlari berildi: gazeta va jurnal maqolalari, e’lonlar, etiketka, xatlar, radio
eshittirishlari, jonli muloqotlar, musobaqalardagi nutqlar va boshqalar.

Nutq faoliyat turlari o‘rtasidagi bog‘lanish
New Fly High 5 da to‘rt nutq faoliyati turlari: tinglab tushunish, gapirish, o‘qish
va yozuv o‘zaro bog‘langan holda o‘qitiladi. Bunga sabab haqiqiy hayotda
kamdan-kam hollardagina o‘qigan narsalarimiz haqida gaplashmaymiz yoki
yozmaymiz yoki eshitgan narsalarimizga o‘qigan narsalarimizni bog‘lamaymiz.
Shu sababli nutq faoliyati turlarini bir-biri bilan quyidagidek turli faoliyatlar orqali
bog‘lashga harakat qildik:
– o‘qish va yozish, m-n.: o‘qish va jadvallarni to‘ldirish, qisqa bayonlar yozish,
xatga javob yozish, o‘zi haqida yozish, o‘ziga qayd qilib qo‘yish, savollar
yozish, fikrlar yozish va boshqalar.
– o‘qish va tinglash, m-n.: o‘qib olingan ma’lumotni tinglash orqali tekshirib
ko‘rish, matn va fikrlarni solishtirish va boshqalar.
– o‘qish va gapirish, m-n.: o‘qish va savollarga javob berish, to‘g‘ri yoki noto‘g‘ri
ma’lumotlarni aytish, matndagi ma’lumotlarni muhokama qilish, bahslashish va boshqalar.
– tinglash va o‘qish, m-n.: tinglash va matnlar tartibini joylashtirish, matndan
talab qilingan ma’lumotlarni topish va boshqalar.
– tinglash va yozish, m-n.: tinglash va tushib qolgan ma’lumotlarni, jadvallarni
to’ldirish, fikrlar yozish va boshqalar.
– tinglash va gapirish, m-n.: tinglash va savollarga javob berish, muhokama
qilish va boshqalar.

Talaffuz
Talaffuz, asosan, o‘quvchilar so‘zlarning ma’nolari bilib olingandan keyin DVD
disk va o‘qituvchining ketidan takrorlash orqali amalga oshiriladi. Tadqiqot shuni
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ko‘rsatadiki, o‘quvchilar so‘zlarning ma’nosini bilib olishgandan so‘ng so‘zlarni
qanday talaffuz qilinishni o‘rganish ular uchun osonroq va samaraliroq bo‘ladi.
Shuningdek, mualliflar mazkur sinfda ba’zi bir o‘qish qoidalarini tanishtirib borish
muhim degan qarorga kelishdi. Bular DVDning har bir bo‘limida berilgan bo‘lib,
o‘qituvchi va o‘quvchilar ulardan bo‘limni o‘rganish davomida qulay bir paytda
foydalanishlari mumkin.
Har safar birinchi mashqda o‘quvchilarning diqqati tovushning qanday harflar
bilan ifodalanishiga tortiladi. So‘ngra o‘quvchilar bilgan so‘zlarini tovush bilan
o‘qishni mashq qiladilar. O‘quvchilarga DVD da fonetik belgilar tanishtiriladi.
(Ular DVD da har bir bo‘lim uchun quloqchin belgisi ostida kiritilgan.)

Qo‘shimcha Grammatik mashqlar
Bular bo‘lim yoki darslarda o‘rganilgan grammatika uchun qo‘shimcha
mashqlarni o‘z ichiga oladi. Siz bu mashqlarni qachon va qayerda qo‘llash
yuzasidan ko‘rsatmalarni O‘qituvchi uchun metodik qo‘llanmadan topishingiz
mumkin. Qo‘shimcha grammatik mashqlarni qo‘llashdan maqsad allaqachon
orttirilgan grammatik bilimni ko‘proq ishlatish va mustahkamlash hamda
o‘zlashtirishi qiyin yoki grammatika ustida ko‘proq mashq qilishi kerak bo‘lgan
o‘quvchilarga yordam berishdir. Bu mashqlar o‘quvchilarga mustaqil va o‘zicha
ishlashga imkoniyat berish maqsadida ham ishlatilishi mumkin. Qo‘shimcha
grammatik mashqlar DVD da har bir bo‘lim uchun ABC belgisi ostida berildi.

Tarjima
Tarjima ona tili va ingliz tillari orasidagi o‘xshashlik va farqlarga ahamiyat berish
maqsadida ishlatildi. O‘quvchilar oddiy gap, qurilma, so‘z, butun matnlarni
tarjima qiladilar. Tarjima qilish malakalari 6-9 sinf darsiklarida rivojlantiriladi.

4 New Fly High da qo‘llanilgan yondashuv
New Fly High xorijiy tillar bo‘yicha Ilmiy Metodik Kengashda 2017 yilda
tasdiqlangan Davlat ta’lim standartlari va o‘quv dasturi asosida yaratildi. Dastur
O‘zbekistonning turli joylarida istiqomat qiluvchi o‘quvchi va o‘qituvchilar bilan
maslahatlashgan holda tanlangan mavzularga asoslanadi.
New Fly High da o‘quvchilarga to‘rt nutq faoliyati turlari: o‘qish, tinglab
tushunish, gapirish va yozuvni rivojlantirishga yordam berish maqsad qilib
olingan. Darslikda zamonaviy kommunikativ Ingliz tilini o‘qitishga alohida urg‘u
berilgan, shuning uchun ilgarilari nazardan chetda qoldirilgan gapirish va
tinglashga katta e’tibor qaratilgan. Albatta o‘quvchilarga Lug‘at, Grammatika
va Talaffuz bo‘yicha yaxshi bir poydevor kerak, shuning uchun bular ham
muntazam ravishda rivojlantirilib borilgan. New Fly High da lug‘at mavzular
bo‘yicha tanlangan, grammatika esa, muloqotning tarkibiy qismi sifatida
o‘rgatilgan. 5-sinf darsligida dastlabki tarjima malakalarini muntazam ravishda rivojlantirib borishga e’tibor qaratiladi. Bu sinfda tarjima ingliz va ona tilidagi
yangi so‘z va so‘z birikmalarni taqqoslash va farqini ko‘rsatish uchun ishlatiladi.
New Fly High va Siz foydalangan boshqa bir darsliklar orasidagi asosiy farq
shundaki, New Fly High da til o‘qitishning o‘quvchiga yo‘naltirilgan
yondashuviga urg‘u berganligidadir.
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Buning ma’nosi shuki, ilgarilari o‘quv jarayonida o‘quvchilarga emas, balki
o‘qituvchining roliga ko‘proq e’tibor berilar edi. Albatta, o‘qituvchi ham juda
muhim, ammo tadqiqot shuni ko‘rsatadiki, agar o‘quvchilarga yangi til materialini
mashq qilish va amalda qo‘llab ko‘rishga imkoniyat berilsa ular samarali muloqot
qilishni ko‘proq o‘rganadilar. Shunday qilib, New Fly High da ishlatilgan o‘quvchiga yo‘naltirilgan uslubning maqsadi o‘quvchini sinfxonada sodir bo‘ladigan
ko‘p narsalarning diqqat markaziga qo‘yishdir. Shu sababli New Fly High juftlik
va guruhlarda ishlash orqali yangi tilni tabiiy qo‘llashga o‘quvchilarni ruhlantiradigan ko‘pdan-ko‘p mashqlar, bahslar, ijodiy ishlar va o‘yinlarni o‘z ichiga oladi.
Albatta, Siz hanuz yangi so‘z va grammatikani o‘quvchilaringizga tanishtirishingizga to‘g‘ri keladi, lekin o‘quvchiga yo‘naltirilgan sinfxonada Siz juftlik
va guruh ishlarini tashkil qilish va boshqarishga ham ko‘p vaqt sarflaysiz.

O‘quvchiga yo‘naltirilgan sinfxonani tashkillashtirish
O‘quvchilaringiz tez-tez juftlik, uchlik va to‘rtliklarda ishlaydi, shuning uchun
oldindan darsni va bu guruhlarni qanday tashkil etish xususida o‘ylab ko‘rishga
to‘g‘ri keladi. O‘quvchilar bir necha marta guruhlarni tashkil qilib ko‘rgandan
so‘ng, ularni eslab qoladi va tezlikda guruh tashkil etishga o‘rganib qoladi.
Quyida qo‘zg‘almas partalar joylashgan sinfxonada juftlik, uchlik va to‘rtlik
guruhlarni tashkil qilish yuzasidan ba’zi takliflar keltirilgan. Diagrammada
T
ko‘rinishida tasvirlangan.
o‘quvchilar
yoki
, o‘qituvchi esa
Ikkilik

Ikkilik

T

Uchlik

Tortlik

T

T
T

a

b

c

d

a Bu yerda o‘n ikkita o‘quvchi vazifa bajarishmoqda, o‘qituvchi esa tinglamoqda. Qora nuqtalar har bir juftlikning e’tibor qaratadigan joyini ko‘rsatib turibdi.
b Bu yerda ham shu o‘n ikki o‘quvchi juftlikda vazifa bajarishmoqda, ammo
ular bu safar o‘z o‘tirgan joylarini o‘zgartirmasdan yangi sherik bilan juft
bo‘lib ishlamoqdalar. O‘qituvchi yordamlashmoqda.
c Bu yerda ham shu o‘n ikki o‘quvchi, faqat ular endi uchlik guruhda vazifa
bajarishmoqda. Ular hali ham o‘z o‘tirgan joylarini o‘zgartirgani yo‘q. O‘qituvchi uchlik guruhlardan birini tinglamoqda.
d Bu to‘rtlik guruhda o‘quvchilar o‘z qarshisida turgan o‘quvchi bilan ikki
kishilashib vazifa bajarmoqdalar. O‘quvchilarda ikkitasi o‘z joylarini o‘zgartirib,
to‘rtlik guruh hosil qilishgan. O‘qituvchi, dars davomida keyinroq o‘quvchilarga
yordam berish maqsadida, yo‘l qo‘yilgan xatolarni o‘ziga qayd qilib bormoqda.
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O‘quvchiga yo‘naltirilgan sinfxonada o‘qituvchining roli
O‘quvchilarning hayotda yaxshi muloqot qila olmaslikligining sabablaridan biri
bu ular o‘rgangan o‘zaro muloqot turlari quyidagidek bo‘lganligidandir:
a O‘qituvchi sinfga ma’ruza o‘qiydi. Muloqot o‘qituvchining bevosita ishtiroki
bilan yoki u orqali bo‘ladi.
b O‘qituvchi o‘quvchilarning biridan o‘z oldiga kelishni so‘raydi va u bilan yo
gaplashadi yo uni tinglaydi.
d O‘qituvchi joyida turgan bir o‘quvchi bilan suhbatlashadi yoki uni tinglaydi.
e O‘qituvchi ikki o‘quvchidan bir-bir bilan suhbatlashishini so‘raydi (m-n.: yod
olgan dialogini aytib berish).
f Agar o‘quvchilardan bir-birlari bilan suhbat qurish so‘ralsa, ular tabiiy muloqot
o‘rniga odatda navbatma-navbat gapirishadi. Bundan tashqari, o‘qituvchi nima
deyilayotganligini tinglab, ularning yonida turadi. Agar o‘qituvchi juftlik va
guruh ishlarini tashkil etsa, o‘quvchilar tabiiyroq usullarda bir-birlari bilan
muloqotga kirishadilar.
Quyidagi suratlarda sinfxonada o‘zaro muloqot qilishning ayrim turlari
tasvirlangan. Ulardan ko‘rinib turibdiki, butun sinf ko‘pincha bir vaqtning o‘zida
bir xil muloqotni amalga oshiradi. O‘qituvchi ham odatda muloqot qiluvchilardan
biri sifatida faoliyat ko‘rsatadi.
Bu yerda New Fly High darsliklarida qo‘llangan guruh ishlariga mos o‘zaro
moloqot turini ko‘rishimiz mumkin.
O‘quvchiga yo‘naltirilgan sinfda kommunikativ faoliyat.

Qozgalmas partalar bilan

Qozgaluvchan partalar bilan

Ko‘rinib turibdiki, o‘qituvchi bemalol tinglashi, nazorat qilishi, keyingi bosqichlarni oldindan o‘ylashi, qayta rejalashtirishi va o‘z o‘quvchilarining bir-biriga
o‘zlari biladigan so‘zlarni va grammatikani qanday o‘rgatayotganliklarini tinglashi mumkin. Kommunikativ faoliyatlar o‘sib, rivojlanib borar ekan, o‘qituvchi
boshqa „o‘qimaydi“, u tashkillashtiradi, mashq beradi va uni ehtiyotkorlik bilan
„nazorat qiladi“, u o‘quvchilarni tinglaydi va hamma narsaning o‘z joyida ekanligiga ishonch hosil qiladi. O‘qituvchi faqat o‘quvchi mashqlarni o‘zlaricha qila olmasligiga ko‘zi yetgan taqdirdagina ularga yordam berishi kerak bo‘ladi. O‘qituvchi
xuddi orkestrning dirijoridek bo‘lishi: yo‘l ko‘rsatishi, lekin chalmasligi kerak.
Avvalboshda siz bu faoliyatlarning ayrimlarini tashkillashtirishda bir oz
qiynalishingiz mumkin, ammo tezda bunga ko‘nikib ketasiz. Ishonchimiz
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komilki, ular sizning o‘quvchilaringizni shunchalik qiziqtirib qo‘yganidan ularning
o‘zi sizga mashqlarni tashkillashtirishda yordam berib yuborishadi.

Og‘zaki ingliz tilidagi xato va kamchiliklarni to‘g‘rilash
Hozirgi kunda ko‘pchilik o‘qituvchilar o‘quvchilari yo‘l qo‘yayotgan har bir xatoni
tuzatish kerak yoki kerak emasligi to‘g‘risida ikkilanib qolishadi. Amaldagi
sinfxonada urg‘u odatda nutqiy bexatolikka beriladi va hamma xatolar o‘sha
yerning o‘zida tuzatiladi. Bunda muammo shundaki, ko‘pchilik o‘quvchilar xato
qilish va uning xatosi tuzatilishidan qo‘rqib, gapirishni uncha xush ko‘rishmaydi.
O‘quvchilarni ingliz tilidan haqiqiy muloqot qilish uchun foydalanishga ruhlantiradigan, o‘quvchiga yo‘naltirilgan sinfxonada nutqiy ravonlik, xatosiz nutq
muhim ahamiyat kasb etadi. Bu bilan biz xatolar tuzatilmasin demoqchi
emasmiz, lekin u New Fly High da qo‘llanilgan kommunikativ mashqlardan
keyin qilinishi mumkin. Agarda buni muloqot paytida amalga oshirsangiz, unda
Siz o‘quvchilaringizga muntazam ravishda xalaqit bergan bo‘lasiz. Albatta,
Siz o‘quvchilaringiz yo‘l qo‘yayotgan xatolarni eslab qolishingizga to‘g‘ri keladi,
shu sababli Siz sinfxonani aylanib yurar ekansiz, ularni o‘zingizga qayd qilib
borish tavsiya etiladi. Mashqning oxirida o‘zingizga qayd etib qo‘ygan ba’zi
odatiy yoki muhim xatolarni o‘quvchilarga aytib o‘tishingiz mumkin.

Shovqin
O‘quvchiga yo‘naltirilgan sinfxonada shovqin bo‘lishi tabiiy va uning nazoratli
hamda konstruktiv ekanligini nazarda tutgan holda unga yaxshilik ramzi sifatida qaralishi lozim.
O‘quvchilaringizni juftlik va guruh ishlari davomida shovqin solmasdan va
xushmuomalalik bilan gapirishga hamda vazifasini ertaroq bajarib bo‘lganlarni
qo‘shimcha vazifa olishga tayyor bo‘lib turishga o‘rgating. Agar mashqni
bajarishdan oldin aniq ko‘rsatmalar bersangiz, o‘quvchilaringiz vazifani
adashmasdan va ortiqcha shovqinlarsiz bajara oladilar. O‘quvchilaringizni Siz
va bir-birlari bilan qanday gaplashishiga doir qoidalar ishlab chiqing.

Ona tilidan foydalanish
New Fly High 5 ning mualliflari ingliz tili ingliz tili orqali yaxshiroq o‘zlashtiriladi
deb hisoblaydilar, shu sababli biz o‘qituvchiga sinfxonada mumkin qadar ko‘proq ingliz tilidan foydalanishni tavsiya beramiz. Albatta, ba’zi hollarda
o‘quvchilarga ona tilida tushuntirish kerak bo‘ladi. Lekin hamma narsani
o‘quvchilarga tarjima qilib bermaysiz degan umiddamiz. Tadqiqot shuni
ko‘rsatadiki, agar o‘quvchilar ma’noni o‘zlari chaqib olishga ruhlantirilsa, ularning o‘rganishi samarali bo‘ladi.

Uy vazifasini tekshirish
Har bir tajribali o‘qituvchi o‘zining uy vazifalarini tekshirish usullariga ega. Quyida tajribasi yo‘q o‘qituvchilarga bir necha tavsiyalar berildi.
Qanday qilib?
Uy vazifasini tekshirishning bir necha usullari bor.
a An’anaviy usul O‘qituvchi bolalarning ishlarini oladi va xatolarni to‘g‘rilab chiqadi.
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b Noan’anaviy usul O‘qituvchi ikki rangli ruchka yoki qalamlardan tekshirish
uchun foydalanadi.
Yashil rang — ogohlantirish.
O‘quvchi birinchi marta xato qilganda Siz uning tagiga yashil rang bilan
chizasiz. Bunda o‘quvchilar qilingan xato ustida ishlashadi.
Qizil rang — yomon.
O‘quvchining xatosi ko‘p mashqlarda takrorlansa uning tagiga qizil ruchka
bilan chizing. Bunda o‘quvchilar xato ustida qattiq ishlashi kerak. Xatolarni
o‘zingiz tuzatishingiz mumkin, lekin o‘quvchilarga uni o‘zlari qilishga imkon
bersangiz yaxshiroq bo‘ladi. Quyidagi belgilarni hoshiyaga yozish orqali Siz
o‘quvchilarga o‘z xatolarini tuzatishga yordam berasiz: Gr – grammatik xato;
Sp – orfografik xato; WO – so‘z tartibida xato; P – imloda xato
d O‘z-o‘zini tekshirish usuli O‘quvchilar berilgan namunaga qarab o‘z
xatolarini tekshiradi (m-n.: o‘qituvchi o‘quvchilardan so‘raydi va to‘g‘ri javoblarni
doskaga yozadi.)
e O‘zaro tekshirish usuli O‘qituvchi o‘quvchilardan ishlarini almashtirishlarini va ularga berilgan namuna asosida xatolarni tuzatishni so‘raydi.
Qachon?
a O‘quvchilar sinf mashqlarini bajarayotgan paytlarida Siz sinfni tezda aylanib,
uy vazifalarni ko‘rib chiqasiz.
O‘quvchilarda ikkita ish daftari bo‘lsa yaxshi bo‘lardi. Bittasi sinf ishi uchun,
boshqa biri uy vazifalari uchun.
b Ijodiy ish davomida uy vazifalarni baholashingiz mumkin.
d O‘quvchilarning ishlarini baholash uchun daftarlarni uyga olib ketishingiz mumkin.
O‘quvchilarning ishlarini yig‘ib olish juda muhim chunki:
• Bir haftada uch soat darsga qo‘shimcha berilgan uy vazifalarini bajarish
orqaligina o‘quvchilar yaxshi natijalarga erishishadi. Agar Siz uy vazifalarini
tekshirmasangiz, o‘quvchilar uni bajarishni to‘xtatib qo‘yishadi.
• O‘quvchilar o‘rgangan bilimlarini uy vazifasida ishlata turib xato qiladilar.
Agar Siz bu xatolarni topishda ularga yordam bersangiz, har bir xato ular
uchun o‘rganish imkonini beradi. Agarda ko‘rsatmasangiz, ular o‘rganish
imkonini qo‘ldan boy beradilar, hattoki xato bir narsani o‘rganishlari mumkin!
• O‘quvchilarning o‘zlashtirishini ko‘rishingiz mumkin.
• O‘quvchi bilan yakkama-yakka ishlashingiz mumkin.
• O‘quvchilarni ko‘rgazma, musobaqalar qilishga rag‘batlantirishingiz mumkin.
• U o‘quvchilarning ota-onalari bilan ishlashga yordam beradi.

Vaqt hisobi
Darslarda mashqlar uchun belgilangan vaqt taxminiy bo‘lib, o‘qituvchilar uni
o‘quvchilarning qobiliyati va tayyorgarligidan kelib chiqib o‘zgartirishi mumkin.

New Fly High 5 ni o‘qib o‘rganing!
Biz, mualliflar, New Fly High 5 darsligini yaratish davomida ko‘p izlandik. Endi
umid qilamizki, Siz, o‘qituvchilar, undan o‘quvchilaringiz bilan foydalanib, o‘qiborganasizlar. Sizlarga omad tilaymiz!
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Unit 1 All about me
Lesson 1 My favourite things
Aims
Educational:
- to revise saying, asking and
answering about each other
Developing:
- to enable pupils to say, ask
and answer questions about
themselves and each other.

Learning
outcomes

Vocabulary
Required
and structure equipment

At the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to say,
ask and answer questions about
other people.

Revision of
Pupil’s
vocabulary
Book,
related to
the DVD
greeting and
talking about
personal issues

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song. Ask which
words they recognised.
DVD script:
I have a grandad (Tune of “Hocky pocky”)
I have a grandad.
I have a grandma.
I have a mother, have a father
And a little sister too.
I have an uncle, have an aunt
And little cousin too.
I love them and they love me too.
Activity 2 Play “My name’s Aziz.”. 8 min
Objectives: to warm up, to revise vocabulary related to greetings
Ask the pupils to stand up, mingle, shake hands, and say ‘Hello, my
name’s ....’. First time they say own name and then the name of the previous
person they’ve shaken hands with. So every time they have a different name.
They have 5 minutes to find a person with their own name.
Stop the activity and ask who found the person with their own name. It’s
OK if only some or nobody found the person with own name.
Activity 3a Look, read and write about Aziz. 10 min
Objective: to consolidate the vocabulary related to personal information
Ask the pupils to look at Aziz and pictures around showing his hobby,
favourite sport, favourite subject, favourite month, favourite season, favourite
holiday and his favourite animal. Ask them to complete the sentences about
Aziz in their copy books.
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Possible answers:
His name’s Aziz.
His hobby’s riding a bike.
His favourite sport’s football.
His favourite subject’s English.
His favourite season’s spring.
His favourite holiday’s New Year.
His favourite animal’s lion.
NB: Remind that when we speak we use contractions e.g. We write “His
name is Aziz.” But we say “His name’s Aziz.”
Activity 3b Work in pairs. Ask and answer. 5 min
Objective: to revise Present Simple: questions and answers
Ask the pupils to work in pairs and ask each other questions about Aziz’s
hobby, favourite sport, subject, month etc.
Activity 3c Work in pairs. Play “Interview”. 7 min
Objective: to consolidate Present Simple: questions and answers
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to work in pairs. Say that first Pupil A is a journalist
and asks questions. Then Pupil B asks questions.
STEP 2: Ask some pupils to report. Ask them to introduce first saying
something like: I’m Madina Bahramova, “Uzbekistan Today”. This is X. S/he
is .... His/her favourite ...
NB: 1) Help the pupils with names of TV channels, journals, newspapers.
2) Encourage the pupils to ask also other questions like What’s your favourite
colour? (day of the week, toy, transport, game) etc. if your class is advanced.
Activity 4 Play “Two things about me.” 7 min
Objective: to revise Present Simple and answers
STEP 1: Read out two sentences about yourself and ask the class to
guess which one is true and which one is false. å.g. I like dancing. I’m good at
maths.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to write two sentences about themselves: one true
and one false. Possible structures: I like ... I can ... I’m good at ... My favourite ...
STEP 3: When they finish, ask the pupils to work in groups of 4/5. In turn
one pupil reads his/her sentences, the other groups listen and decide: Yes,
it’s true. Or No, it’s false. The group whose guess is correct wins a point.
NB: If your class is more advanced ask them to write 4 sentences: 2 true
sentences and 2 false.
Homework 3 min
Explain that the pupils should write 4 sentences about their friend. Say
they should use She/He likes ... She/He can ... She/He’s good at ... Her/
His favourite ... Ask not to write the names.
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Lesson 2 I have two sisters.
Aims
Educational:
- to learn the formation of the
possessive case;
- to learn how to say sentences with possessive case.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to say sentences with possessive case;
- to develop the pupils’ reading
and speaking skills.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of the use
of the possessive case.

Learning
outcomes

Vocabulary
Required
and structure equipment

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- say sentences with
possessive
case;
- understand
the formation
of the possessive case.

father’s name
…, elder sister’s name …,
kindergarten,
medical college, daughter,
son

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD,
word cards
for Activity
2

Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 1 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
NB: Do not worry if the pupils cannot sing everything. It is OK if they sing
some lines or even just some words.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to read their sentences to
each other. Say they should listen to the sentences and guess who that
person is.
Activity 2 Play “I have a sister. Her name’ Kamila.” 10 min
Objective: to practise talking about family members
Ask the pupils to stand in a circle. Give out cards one by one with words:
a mother, a father, a brother, a sister, a grandad, a granny. The pupils must
look at the card and say, e.g. I have a sister. Her name’s Kamila. and pass
the card to another pupil.
NB: Say that they can use imaginary people if they don’t have a sister for
example.
Activity 3a Read and complete. 10 min
Objectives: to enable pupils to read for detailed information;
to introduce possessive case
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STEP 1: Ask the pupils to read the text about Aziz and his family and
complete the sentences.
Answer key:
1 There are four children in the family.
2 The eldest sister’s name is Sabina.
3 Sabina wants to be a nurse.
4 Davron and Madina cannot read and write.
5 They can count.
6 The cat’s name is Snowball.
7 Snowball likes fish.
STEP 2: If necessary work on the meaning and pronunciation of the word
‘kindergarten’ and ‘college’. Ask what other colleges they know. (Art college,
Sports college, etc). To help the pupils to understand better you can write on
the board: kindergarten – school – college.
STEP 3: Write on the board the sentence: Father’s name is Karim. Mother’s
name is Odina. Explain that we use -’s to show possessive case.
STEP 4: Ask the pupils to complete the sentences. The youngest sister’s
name is _______. The brother’s name is _______. The cat’s name is ______.
Activity 3b Work in pairs. Point and say. 5 min
Objective: to enable pupils to use possessive case
STEP 1: Write on the board: Aziz is Karim’s and Odina’s son. Sabina is
Karim’s and Odina’s daughter. Ask the pupils to guess what the words ‘son’
and ‘daughter’ mean.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to complete the sentences: Madina is .... Davron
is ...
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to work in pairs. Explain that they should point
and say as in the example in turn. e.g. A: (points) B: It’s Aziz’s father. His
name’s Karim. Aziz is Karim’s son.
STEP 4: Draw a table on the board. Point and read. Ask the pupils to
repeat after you.
[s]
cat – cat’s
Ulugbek – Ulugbek’s
Sharof – Sharof’s

[z]
dog – dog’s
father – father’s
Davron – Davron’s

[iz]
Aziz – Aziz’s
Sevinch – Sevinch’s

STEP 5: Ask the pupils to complete the table with their own names with
possessive case. e.g. Fazilat – Fazilat’s
2 — New Fly High 5 Teacher’s book
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Activity 4 Play “What’s your friend’s name?” 7 min
Objective: to reinforce possessive case
It is a usual Chain Drill. e.g. A: What’s your friend’s name? B: Samira.
What’s your friend’s name? C: Davron. What’s your friend’s name? D: ...
NB: If you have time, you can play with other structures like What’s your
uncle’s name? etc.
Homework 3 min
1) Explain that the pupils should complete the sentences using the
words: uncle, cousin, grandad and granny. Draw their attention to the
example: My father’s sister is my aunt, and check all understand what to do.
2) Explain that the pupils must write three questions. Draw their attention
to the example: What’s your uncle’s name? and check all understand what
to do.
NB: Ask the pupils to bring their photo taken when they were young.

Lesson 3 Who is the youngest?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn how to ask and answer the questions ‘Who is the
eldest/youngest in your family?’
Developing:
- to enable pupils to ask and answer the questions ‘Who is the
eldest/youngest in your family?’;
- to enable pupils to talk about
their families.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of the ways
of saying who is the eldest/
youngest.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- ask and
answer the
questions
Who is the
eldest/
youngest in
your family?

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Pupil’s
Who is the
eldest/young- Book,
the DVD
est in your
family?

Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 1 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils mingle and ask the questions
from homework Task 2. Stop the class after 4 minutes and ask to report e.g.
Madina’s father’s name is Bahrom.
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Activity 2a Look, read and continue. 5 min
Objective: to revise making Past Simple negative sentences
Ask the pupils to look at the pictures, read the text and continue it using
the phrases from the cloud.
Possible sentences:
I didn’t wash the dishes. I didn’t mop the floor. I didn’t sweep the floor. I
didn’t feed the animals. I didn’t take the rubbish out.
Activity 2b Play “My favourite toy was a car”. 8 min
Objective: to revise making Past Simple sentences
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to show their photo and make sentences. Say
that sentences can be positive and negative. Say they can use the phrases
from Activity 2a.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to work in pairs or small groups.
STEP 3: Ask some pupils to report. Ask them to report about their friends.
e.g. This is my friend Sobir. In this photo he’s 5 years old. He was small. He
was ...
NB: Ask the pupils to use the text from 2a as a model.
Activity 3 Play “Who is the eldest in your family?” 5 min
Objectives: to revise superlatives; to practise “Who is the eldest in your
family?”
STEP 1: Ask the pupils “How old are you?” and “When’s your birthday?”
and establish who is the eldest in the class. Write on the board:
e.g. Davron is the eldest in the class.
STEP 2: Say about own family e.g. My granny’s the eldest in our family.
She’s 88 years old. Then ask one pupil: Who is the eldest in your family?
STEP 3: Play Chain Drill.
A: Who is the eldest in your family?
B: My grandad. He’s 95 years old.
Activity 4 Play “Who is the youngest in your family?” 5 min
Objectives: to revise superlatives; to practise “Who is the youngest in
your family?”
STEP 1: Establish who is the youngest in the class. Then write on the
board: e.g. Madina is the youngest in the class.
STEP 2: Say about own family e.g. My daughter is the youngest in our
family. She’s 4 years old. Then asks one pupil: Who is the youngest in your
family?
STEP 3: Play Chain Drill.
A: Who is the youngest in your family?
B: My brother. He’s 3 years old.
NB: Draw pupils’ attention to the Remember box. Say that they can use
My sister or My sister is the youngest to answer the question.
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Activity 5 Read and match. 5 min
Objective: to enable pupils to match the parts of the sentences
Ask the pupils to match the beginning and ending of the sentences as
shown in the example.
Answer key:
My brother is
His name’s
My grandad is
He was
My uncle worked
My aunt’s name is
My sister is
She goes to

a pupil.
Botir.
the eldest in our family.
a doctor.
in the bank.
Nargiza.
the youngest in our family.
the kindergarten.

Activity 6 Write about your family. 5 min
Objective: to consolidate superlatives
Ask the pupils to write about own or imaginary families.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to open their Workbooks to Page 92 and look at Homework
1. Check that everybody understands what to do. If necessary, explain that
in Homework 1 they must write the questions.
Then ask the pupils to look at Homework 2 on Page 93. Explain that
they must read the answers and write the questions to them. Give one
example. 1) What’s your name? My name’s Tom.

Lesson 4 Where are you from?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn the structure of informal letter (email);
Developing:
- to enable pupils to write
simple letters (e-mails);
- to enable pupils to write and
say e-mail addresses;
- to develop the pupils’ reading,
writing and speaking skills
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of interests of kids from other countries.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- say short
information
about people’s
interests;
- write and
say e-mail
addresses.
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Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
E-mail addPupil’s
ress
Book,
Recycling the the DVD
language
learnt in
previous
lessons
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Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 1 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to read their questions from
Activity 1. Ask the pupils to mingle and ask the questions to as many
classmates as possible. Say you will check the information. Stop the class
after 5 minutes and ask the questions e.g. Who is the youngest in Madina’s
family? etc.
Activity 2 Play “My uncle’s from Termez”. 7 min
Objective: to practise talking about relatives
Ask the pupils to look at the example. Play Chain Drill.
NB: Ask the pupils to use imagination and say interesting facts using
different places.
Activity 3a Look, read and match. 10 min
Objectives: to practise reading for detail; to introduce informal (e-mail)
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and say where the children
come from. Ask the pupils to explain how they guessed. (Possible answer:
the flags next to the children.)
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to read the letters and match them with the children.
Check the answers together.
Answer key:
1C (Sara is from France).
2A (Mary is from England.)
3B (Harry is from Germany.)
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to say what kind of letters they are. Establish that
they are e-mails, which people send via internet.
STEP 4: Ask the pupils to look and say what is written at the end of the
letters. Establish that they are e-mail addresses. Write them on the board.
Ask the pupils to repeat after you.
mary.black@yahoo.co.uk [ m
! eEri dt b! lÏk Ï
! t j! Ahu dt k! Eç dt j! u keI]
sarawinter12@gmail.com [ !seErEwIntE !twelv !Ït !dZimeIl dt !km]
harry.brown11@hotmail.com [ !hÏri dt !brEçn I !levn !Ït !htmeIl dt !km]
STEP 5: Ask the pupils to create their own e-mail address and write in the
notebooks. Ask them to play Chain Drill. e.g. A: What’s your e-mail address?
B: It’s ...
Activity 3b Choose a letter. Read and write. 10 min
Objective: to practise writing
Ask the pupils to choose any letter and write about that child.
e.g. His name is ... or Her name is ...
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Activity 3c Work in pairs. Listen and guess. 5 min
Objective: to practise listening to and identifying people
Ask the pupils to work in pairs. Pupil A chooses somebody from Activity
3a and says any information about him/her. Pupil B should listen and guess
the name.
NB: If you have advanced pupils ask them to write questions for the rest of
the class. e.g. What’s Harry’s e-mail address? How old is he? etc. Give them
time to ask their questions.
Homework 3 min
Ask the pupils to choose any letter and write an answer following the
structure of the letters.
Establish that usually people start with general information like their
name, age, the place they are from and then write something more specific
like hobbies or favourite things.

Lesson 5 What’s your address?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn transferring information from the text into the table;
- to learn how to write questions using answers as clues.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to transfer
information from the text into
the table;
- to develop reading and speaking skills.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- write questions using
answers as
clues;
- transfer
information
from the text
into the table.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the Pupil’s
language
Book,
learnt in
the DVD
previous
lessons
New: grade;
all

Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 1 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to work in pairs and read the
letters to each other.
Activity 2 Look, read and complete. 10 min
Objectives: to enable pupils to transfer the information from the text into
the table; to establish the difference in writing addresses
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STEP 1: Ask the pupils to read the text about Aziz. Ask them to open the
Workbook to Page 93 and complete the card using the information from the
text.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to look at Aziz’s address. Say that we usually
write our address in the following order: 1) country 2) city and postal code 3)
street 4) house number 5) flat number e.g. Uzbekistan, Tashkent 100112,
Navoi street, House 27, Flat 56 OR Uzbekistan, Tashkent, Navoi str., 27/56.
Establish that the British people write the address in a different way. The
order is usually: 1) flat number 2) house number 3) city and postal code 3)
country e.g. 27/8 Oxford Street, London WC3 8JL, UK
Activity 3 Play “What’s your address?” 5 min
Objectives: to develop speaking skills; to practise saying address
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to write their postal address. Say they can use
any version of writing addresses.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to play Chain Drill using their postal address.
Activity 4 Read and say True or False. 5 min
Objective: to develop reading skills
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to read the text about Lucy.
Establish that in Britain they use the word ‘grade’ instead of ‘class’. Check
they understand what ‘all’ and ‘university’ mean. If necessary, help them.
NB: Draw the pupils’ attention to the pronunciation of the word ‘uniVERsity’,
help to pronounce correctly with a stress on the third syllable.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to listen and say True or False. Read out the
sentences. The pupils listen and say True or False.
1) Lucy’s family is big.
2) Lucy’s mum’s name is Kate.
3) Lucy’s father is a teacher.
4) Lucy’s father and mother work at school.
5) Lucy’s brother goes to the kindergarten.
6) Lucy’s brother’s name is Daniel.
7) They have two cats.
8) Lucy’s granny lives in England.
Variations: You can ask the pupils to stand up if the sentence is false.
Or you can ask the pupils to correct the sentences, e.g. You: Lucy’s
family is big. Pupils: It’s false. Lucy’s family is not big.
NB: If the class is strong, you can ask the pupils to say true or false
sentences about Lucy and her family.
Activity 5 Read the answers and write the questions. 10 min
Objective: to enable pupils to write the question using the answer as clue
Ask the pupils to read the answers and write questions as in the example:
What’s her name?
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Answer key:
1) What’s her name? Lucy Whitfield
2) How old is she? 12
3) Where is she from? England
4) What’s her address? 4 Clover Road
5) What’s her telephone number? 283207
6) What’s her favourite sport? Football
Homework 5 min
Ask the pupils to look at Activity 4, open their Workbooks to Page 93 and
write about Lucy.

Lesson 6 Project
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn how to create and
develop Portfolio.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to make
presentations;
- to enable pupils to create and
develop Portfolio.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to understand how to
create own
learning
portfolio.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Revising the
vocabulary
and structures learnt
in previous
lessons.

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 1 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to ask and answer the
questions about Lucy.
Activity 2 Look at Aziz’s English Portfolio. 15 min
Objectives: to introduce portfolio; to develop pronunciation
Phonetics
STEP 1: Put on the board 3 cards: [s], [z], [iz] separately as far from each
other as possible. Then write underneath and pronounce:
[s] Ulugbek’s book, Sharof’s book, Shahodat’s book, Mannop’s book
[z] Kamila’s bag, Botir’s bag, Komil’s bag, grandad’s bag, mum’s bag,
cousin’s bag
[iz] Abbos’s portfolio, Aziz’s portfolio, Sevinch’s portfolio
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to repeat in chorus what is written on the board
and elicit when we pronounce [s], when [z] and when [iz].
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STEP 3: Say the names of kids in turn, the pupils should point to the
corresponding sound (or they can stand next to the appropriate sound).
e.g. Karomat’s, Bobur’s, Madina’s, Laziz’s, etc.
STEP 4: Ask the pupils to look at the pages from Aziz’s portfolio. Explain
that the pupils will start creating own portfolio where they will keep their best
works, projects, pages with good tests, diaries in English and other things.
Say that in the Multimedia there are different types of Portfolio works shown.
Activity 2 Listen to Aziz’s presentation. 15 min
Objectives: to develop listening skills; to start developing portfolio
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to listen to Aziz’s presentation. Ask questions
about Aziz’s portfolio.
DVD script:
Aziz: This is my English Portfolio. Part 1 is All about me. Part 2 is My
family. Look, this is my photo. I was 10 years old, I was in Class 4. Now
I’m in Class 5 and I’m 11 years old. My birthday is in August; August is
my favourite month. My hobby is collecting cards. I have cards from
Russia, Kazakhstan, Germany, France and England. They are beautiful. I
have cards from Uzbekistan too. They are from Bukhara, Samarkand,
Tashkent and Nukus.
STEP 2: Discuss with the pupils how to start creating their portfolio. Agree
that after each unit you will allocate some time to listen to portfolio presentations.
Homework 5 min
Ask the pupils to finish their work on portfolio entry.

PROGRESS CHECK 1
1 Complete the sentences. Use the words are, like, is, have, am. (5x2=10)
Hello. I (1)… Lucy. My father’s name (2)…Thomas. My parents (3) … teachers.
We (4) … two cats. We all (5)… football.
Answer key: 1 am; 2 is; 3 are; 4 have; 5 like
2 Write questions to the answers. (5x2=10)
1) My name is Akmal.
your/ What’s/ name?
2) I am from Uzbekistan.
are/ Where/ from/ you?
3) I am 11 years old.
you/ are/ How/ old?
4) 10 Bobur Street, Istiqbol,
address/ your/ What’s?
5) I am fine.
are/ How/ you?
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Answer key: 1) What’s your name? 2) Where are you from? 3) How old are
you? 4) What’s your address? 5) How are you?
3 Complete the sentences about you. (5x2=10)
1) My name’s … . 2) My favourite holiday is … . 3) My hobbies are: … .
4) My favourite sports are: … . 5) My favourite subject is … .
Answer key: Pupils’ own answers.
4 Complete the sentences about your family. (5x2=10)
e.g. There are four people in my family.
1) There are … . 2) I have … . 3) My father’s name … . 4) My mother is … .
5) My elder brother … . 6) My younger sister … .
Possible answers: 1) There are four people in my family. 2) I have two brothers
and a sister. 3) My father’s name is Farhod. 4) My mother is a doctor. 5) My
elder brother is eight. 6) My younger sister goes to the kindergarten.
5 Listen and choose the right words. (5x2=10)
1) There are four/five people in Kate’s family. 2) Kate’s father is 55/45 years
old. 3) They have three/two cats. 4) Kate’s mother is younger/older than her
father. 5) Tom is the oldest/youngest in the family. 6) Kate is 12/11 years old.
Answer key: 1) four; 2) 45; 3) two; 4) younger; 5) youngest; 6) 11.
DVD script:
Reporter: Hello Kate.
Kate: Good morning.
Reporter: Thank you for coming. Kate, how many people are there in
your family?
Kate: There are four: my father, my mother, my brother Tom and me ...
and two cats: Blacky and Snowball.
Reporter: I see ... thanks. Kate, how old’s your father?
Kate: My dad’s the oldest in the family ... he’s 45.
Reporter: What about your mom?
Kate: She’s younger than my father ... and she’s a doctor.
Reporter: Thank you. What about your brother?
Kate: Tom’s the youngest in our family ... he goes to the kindergarten.
Reporter: What about your cats?
Kate: Oh ... they’re funny. I like playing with my cats.
Reporter: And you? How old are you Kate?
Kate: Well ... I’m 11 years old ... and today’s my birthday!
Reporter: Oh ... Happy birthday!
Kate: Thank you!
Total: 50 points
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Unit 2 At home and at work
Lesson 1 They live in a ...
Aims
Educational:
- to revise saying, asking
and answering about each
other.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to say, ask
and answer questions about
themselves and each other.

Learning
outcomes
By the end
of the lesson
pupils will be
able to say,
ask and answer questions about
other people.

Vocabulary
Required
and structure equipment
Revision of
vocabulary
related to
greeting and
talking about
personal
issues

Pupil’s Book,
the DVD;
flashcards
with pictures
from the fairy
tale “Goldilocks and the
Three Bears”
for Activity 3b

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song. Ask which
words they recognised.
DVD script:
The pilot (Tune of “Bingo”)
The pilot flies a plane to sky
He flies to different countries.
p-i-l-o-t, p-i-l-o-t, p-i-l-o-t
He flies to different countries.

The pupil is at school all day.
And he learns maths and nature.
p-u-p-i-l, p-u-p-i-l, p-u-p-i-l
And he learns maths and nature.

The nurse works at the hospital.
She looks after sick people.
n-u-r-s-e, n-u-r-s-e, n-u-r-s-e
She looks after sick people.
Activity 2a Look and write the words. 5 min
Objectives: to revise vocabulary related to house;
to enable pupils to categorise words
Ask the pupils to read the words in the cloud related to different rooms.
Ask the pupils to open their Workbooks to Page 94. Say they must put them
into the rooms: a kitchen, a bedroom, a living room. Establish that some
words like a chair can be in any room.
Activity 2b Play “Ball”. 7 min
Objective: to reinforce vocabulary related to house
Ask the pupils to stand up. One pupil says a word e.g. a fridge and throws
a ball. The pupil who catches the ball must say a room e.g. a kitchen.
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Activity 3a Look and say. 3 min
Objective: to introduce a fairy tale “Goldilocks and the Three Bears”
Ask the pupils to look at the pictures with the scenes from “Goldilocks and
the Three Bears”. Ask what fairy tale it is. They can say: Masha and the Three
Bears. (Russian version of “Goldilocks and the Three Bears”). Say they will
listen to a fairy tale “Goldilocks and the Three Bears”, which is very similar to
the fairy tale they know.
Activity 3b Listen and show. 10 min
Objective: to develop listening skills
STEP 1: Prepare and allocate the cards with pictures from the fairy tale
and ask to show the picture when they hear the word.
Possible cards:
a) Daddy bear, Mummy bear, Baby bear
b) Daddy Bear’s porridge in a big bowl, Mummy Bear’s porridge in a medium
bowl, Baby Bear’s porridge in a small bowl
c) Daddy Bear’s big chair; Mummy Bear’s medium chair; Baby Bear’s small
chair
d) Daddy Bear’s big bed; Mummy Bear’s medium bed; Baby Bear’s small bed
Make sure the pupils know what the cards mean. Help the pupils by pointing
to the kid with the picture if necessary.
STEP 2: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and show their cards.
DVD script:
The three bears lived in a big house in the forest. Daddy Bear, Mummy
Bear and Baby Bear like porridge. They eat porridge in the morning. Today
the porridge is too hot. “My porridge is hot.”, said Daddy Bear. “My porridge
is very hot.”, said Mummy Bear. “My porridge is very very hot.”, said Baby
Bear.Daddy bear said: “Let’s go for a walk.” They went for a walk. Goldilocks
sees the house. She opens the door of the kitchen. “Oh, I like porridge.”,
she said. She eats Daddy Bear’s porridge. “Oh, this porridge is very hot.”
She eats Mummy Bear’s porridge. “Oh, this porridge is hot.” She eats
Baby Bear’s porridge. “Oh, this porridge is just right.”She went into the
living room. She sat on the Daddy Bear’s chair. “Oh, it’s too big.” She sat
on the Mummy Bear’s chair. “Oh, it’s too hot.” She sat on the Baby Bear’s
chair. “Oh, it’s too small.”She went into the bedroom. “Oh, I’m tired.”, said
Goldilocks. “Oh, this bed is too big. This bed is too hot. This bed is just
right.”
NB: Don’t worry if your pupils don’t know some words. The main objectives
are to develop pupils’ listening skills, to raise their interest and confidence.
They shouldn’t understand every word in order to understand the story and
enjoy it. Check they understand what ‘porridge’ means.
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Activity 3c Listen and say. 8 min
Objectives: to develop listening skills; to develop guessing skills
Ask the pupils what happened next. Say that the pupils must help to finish
the story.
The teacher: The three bears came home. They went into the kitchen.
Daddy bear said: Who ate my porridge? Mummy bear said: (encourage the
pupils to say in chorus: Who ate my porridge?), Baby Bear said: (the pupils
in chorus: Who ate my porridge?)They went into the living room. Daddy
bear said: Who sat on my chair? Mummy bear said: (the pupils in chorus:
Who sat on my chair?), Baby Bear said: (the pupils in chorus: Who sat on
my chair?)They went into the bedroom. Daddy bear said: Who slept on my
bed? Mummy bear said: (the pupils in chorus: Who slept on my bed?),
Baby Bear said: Look! Who’s sleeping on my bed?
Ask the pupils what happened next. Possible answer: Goldilocks woke up
and ran away.
Activity 4 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to revise Past Simple verbs
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the verbs. The pupils
repeat first in chorus, then 50/50 – e.g. first row – come; second row – came,
etc. go – went / come – came / sit – sat/ eat – ate / sleep – slept
NB: 1) You can do this activity before doing Activity 3c if you think that
your pupils need this. 2) You can ask your pupils to prepare a role play. Help
them with the scripts which are given in Activity 3b and 3c.
Homework 2 min
Explain that the pupils must use the verbs in Activity 4 to complete the
sentences.

Lesson 2 What number is your house?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn how to describe a
house or flat.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to describe
a house or flat;
- to develop pupils’ reading and
speaking skills.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of the
ways of describing objects.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- describe a
house or flat;
- understand
what object
is by listening
to its description.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the Pupil’s
language
Book,
learnt in
the DVD
previous
lessons
New: parents
grandparents
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Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 2 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Note: Do not worry if the pupils cannot sing everything. It is OK if they sing
some lines or even just some words.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to read their sentences to
each other.
Activity 2 Play “Bingo”. 8 min
Objective: to revise vocabulary related to house
Ask the pupils to draw a Bingo card with 6 boxes. Write on the board the
words: a bathroom, a living room, a kitchen, a bedroom, a chair, a table, a
dresser, a fridge, a cooker, a bed, a rug, a computer. The pupils must choose
and write 6 words from the list. Say you will dictate definitions not words.
Dictate definitions:
1 We cook here. (a kitchen) 2 We sleep here. (a bedroom) 3 We watch
TV here. (a living room) 4 We brush teeth here. (a bathroom) 5 We sit on it.
(a chair) 6 We eat on it. (a table)
NB: You can give another go if your class is strong. Dictate other
definitions. e.g. We cook on it. (a cooker) We play games on it. (a computer)
We sleep on it. (a bed) etc.
Activity 3a Read and write the questions. 10 min
Objectives: to develop reading skills; to introduce new words ‘parents’
and ‘grandparents’
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and read the text. Ask: Who
are grandparents? Who are parents? Help them by completing the sentences:
Father and mother are ....
Grandad and granny are ...
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to open their Workbooks to Page 94. Say they
should write the questions.
Answer key:
1) What number is your house?
2) How many rooms do you have?
3) What is your favourite room?
4) What do you do in your favourite room?
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to work in pairs. Say they will be answering the
questions on behalf of the girl.
Possible answers:
1) What number is your house? 27. (It’s 27. OR Our house number is 27.)
2) How many rooms do you have? 5. (We have 5 rooms.)*
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3) What is your favourite room? Our living room. (Living room.)
4) What do you do in your favourite room? We play chess, read books,
watch TV.
*Usually we don’t count a kitchen and bathrooms.
Activity 3b Work in pairs. Play “Ask and answer”. 5 min
Objectives: to reinforce the vocabulary;
to develop asking and answering questions
Ask the pupils to ask each other the 4 questions from 3a.
NB: 1) If a pupil lives in a flat, they should ask the question: What
number is your flat?
2) If your class is strong, ask them to ask other questions like:
Do you live with your grandparents? Do you live in a flat? How many
bathrooms do you have? etc.
Activity 3c Report. 5 min
Objectives: to develop speaking skills; to enable pupils to talk about a
person using the questions as prompts
Ask the pupils to report about each other using the questions as a plan.
Ask them to look at the example given in the book.
Activity 4 Play “What number is your house? 5 min
Objectives: to develop speaking skills;
to revise pronouns ‘her’ and ‘his’
Ask the pupils to play Snowball.
e.g. P1: My house number is 37.
P2: Her house is 37. My house is 88.
P3: Her house is 37. His house is 88. My house is ...
NB: If your class is not strong, you can play Snowball in small groups or
stop the game after some time (e.g. after pupil 5) and start again.
Homework 2 min
Explain that the pupils must complete the sentences on Page 94 as
in the example.
Possible answers:
1) We cook in the kitchen.
2) We watch TV in the living room.
3) We sleep in the bedroom.
4) We have PE in the gym.
5) We eat and drink in the canteen.
6) We read books in the library.
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Lesson 3 What’s your job?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn how to ask and answer the questions: What’s
your father’s job? What do your
parents do?
Developing:
- to enable pupils to ask and
answer the questions: What’s
your father’s job? What do your
parents do?
- to enable pupils to talk about
parents’ jobs.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - ask
and answer
the questions:
What’s your
father’s job?
What do your
parents do?
- use irregular
plural.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Pupil’s
What’s your
father’s job? Book,
What do your the DVD
parents do?
irregular plural:
businessman
– businessmen/businesswoman –
businesswomen

Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 2 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Write on the board: What do you do in ...?
Ask the pupils to make questions. e.g. What do you do in the kitchen? What
do you do in the living room? What do you do in the gym?
Ask the pupils to mingle and ask the questions to each other. Say the
pupils must answer the questions using their sentences from the homework.
STEP 3: Stop checking homework after 5 minutes. Elicit some answers.
Activity 2a Match the pictures and words. 5 min
Objectives: to revise vocabulary related to jobs; to introduce new words
Ask the pupils to match the pictures and words.
Answer key: 1 b, 2 e, 3 a, 4 h, 5 g, 6 i, 7 c, 8 f, 9 d
Activity 2b Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to develop pronunciation skills
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen and repeat.
a pupil
pupils
teachers
a teacher
a nurse
nurses
a taxi driver taxi drivers
a shop assistant shop assistants
doctors
a doctor
a businessman
businessmen
musicians
a musician
a businesswoman businesswomen
a mechanic mechanics
farmers
a farmer
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to look at the Remember box. Draw the pupils’
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attention to irregular plurals. Establish that some words have irregular plural
e.g. businessman – businessmen/ businesswoman – businesswomen. Say
that it is the same as man-men/woman-women.
STEP 3: 50/50 practice.
Activity 2c Look, listen and match. 5 min
Objective: to develop listening skills
Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD. Ask them to look at the pictures, listen
to the 6 short texts and match them. e.g. 1e
DVD script:
Text 1
A: Hi, I’m Kate. I work at school.
B: Hello, Kate. Are you a teacher?
A: No, I’m not a teacher....I’m a secretary.
Text 2
A: Hello Tony. What’s your job?
B: I live in the small village. I’m a farmer. I like my job. I have a lot of
cows and sheep. They are very nice.
Text 3
A: Hi, my name’s Sabina. I have a brother. He works on a farm.
B: Oh...is he a farmer?
A: No, he’s not a farmer ...he’s a mechanic.
Text 4
A: Hi, I’m Kamola. My mother works at the hospital.
B: Hello, Kamola. Is your mother a doctor or a nurse?
A: My mother’s a doctor... She loves her job.
Text 5
A: Hi, I’m Bobur. I’m a businessman.
B: Hello, Bobur. Do you like your job?
A: Yes...it’s very interesting.
Text 6
A: Hi, I’m Tahir. Can I help you?
B: Hello, Tahir. Are you a mechanic?
A: No, I’m not ... I’m an engineer... electronic engineer ...
B: Oh, good ...
Activity 3a Ask and answer. 8 min
Objective: to revise jobs and possessive case
This is a usual Chain Drill. The pupils can talk about their fathers, mothers
etc. e.g. A: What’s your father’s job?
B: He’s a taxi driver. What’s your father’s job?
NB: Explain that the pupils can say any job they like to avoid embarrassing
situations.
3 — New Fly High 5 Teacher’s book
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Activity 3b Ask and answer. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the question What do your parents do?;
to revise jobs and possessive case
STEP 1: Write on the board: What is your father’s job? He is a doctor.
What does your father do? He is a doctor.
Establish that the two questions have the same meaning.
STEP 2: This is a usual Chain Drill. The pupils can talk about their fathers,
mothers, etc. e.g. A: What do your parents do?
B: They’re teachers. What do your sisters do?
NB: Explain that the pupils can say any imaginary relatives and jobs.
Activity 4 Read and answer the questions. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Ask the pupils to read the text and answer the questions.
Possible answers:
1) Mrs Whitfield is a French teacher.
2) She works at the university.
3) Mrs Simpson is an English teacher.
4) Mr Simpson is a businessman.
Homework 2 min
Explain that the pupils must answer the questions about Lucy’s mother.
Remind them to use the text from Activity 4 in order to answer the questions.

Lesson 4 Where do you work?
Aims
Educational:
- to learn how to ask and answer the question Where do
you work?
Developing:
- to enable pupils to ask and
answer the question Where do
you work?
- to enable pupils to talk about
their relatives’ jobs.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of the ways
of asking about job places.
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Learning
outcomes

Vocabulary
Required
and structure equipment

By the end of Where do you
the lesson
work?
pupils will be
able to ask
and answer
the question
Where do
you work?

Pupil’s Book,
the DVD
cards: college, school,
farm, bank,
flower shop,
book shop,
toy shop,
supermarket,
museum,
police
station
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Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 2 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to mingle and ask and answer
the questions from Homework. Stop the class after 4 minutes and elicit some
answers.
Activity 2 Play “Where do you work?”. 10 min
Objective: to revise jobs, job places
Prepare the cards with job places and jobs. Ask one pupil to come to your
table and take one card. The class must ask questions as in the example.
Say that first they should guess the place and then job.
Possible cards:
the hospital
the school
the farm
a nurse
a teacher
a mechanic
the college
a teacher

the school
a director

the school
a pupil

the farm
a farmer

the university
a teacher

the college
a director

the market
a businessman

the book shop
a shop assistant

the school
a secretary

the hospital
a doctor

the bank
secretary

the supermarket
shop assistant

the police station
a police officer

the market
a shop assistant

the canteen
a cook

the flower shop
a shop assistant

the toy shop
shop assistant

NB: 1) You can revise other jobs if necessary e.g. a secretary, a director, a
shop assistant, a fireman, a police officer etc.
2) It’s OK if the pupils say ‘at the school’ or ‘in the school’ as both
versions are possible. They will learn the difference between them later.
Activity 3a Read and match. 5 min
Objective: to develop reading skills
Ask the pupils to match 5 short texts with the photos.
Answer key: 1c, 2e, 3b, 4a, 5d
Activity 3b Complete the sentences. 10 min
Objective: to develop reading skills
The pupils complete the sentences using the information from the texts.
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Activity 4 Play “Yes./No.” 5 min
Objective: to revise Yes/No questions
Ask the pupils to play Yes/No game. Say they should guess their partner’s
job by asking questions. Say that they are allowed to ask only Yes/No
questions.
e.g. A: Do you work at the school?
B: Yes.
A: Do you teach?
B: No.
A: Are you a secretary?
B: Yes.
Homework 5 min
Explain that the pupils must read the sentences and correct them as shown
in the example.

Lesson 5 How do you go to ...?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn how to ask and answer the questions How do you
go to ...? Do you live far from ...?
Developing:
- to enable pupils to ask and
answer the question How do
you go to ...?
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of the
ways of saying how to get to
school.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to ask
and answer
the questions
How do you
go to ...? Do
you live far
from the
school?

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
How do you
Pupil’s
go to ...?
Book,
Do you live far the DVD
from the
school?
It’s far/not far
from ...
about
...kilometres

Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 2 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to mingle and read to
each other the correct sentences. Stop the class after 4 minutes and elicit
some sentences.
Activity 2a Read about Anji. 5 min
Objectives: to develop reading skills;
to introduce new words: far from, about 20 kilometres
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Ask the pupils to read the text about Anji. Check they understand the
phrases: “far from the village”, “about 20 kilometres”.
Ask the pupils to answer the questions:
1) What does she want to be?
2) How far is her school?
Answer key: She wants to be a maths teacher. Her school is about 20
kilometres from her village.
Activity 2b Write T for true and F for false. 10 min
Objective: to develop reading skills
Ask the pupils to write T for true and F for false sentences.
Answer key:
1) Anji lives in the mountains. T
2) There is a small school in her village. F (There is no school in
Anji’s village.)
3) Her school is far from her village. T
3) She goes to school on foot. T
4) She doesn’t like maths. F
Activity 3 Play “How do you go to ...?”. 8 min
Objectives: to revise the question How do you go to school?;
to revise transport
Chain Drill. e.g. A: How do you go to school? B: By bus.
NB: If all the pupils go to school on foot, ask them to pretend they use different means of transport like cars, buses, trains, motorbikes, minivans, etc.
Activity 4 Listen and complete. Answer the questions. 10 min
Objectives: to develop listening skills; to enable the pupils to make a
story using questions as prompts
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to listen to the text about Jessica. Say the pupils
must copy and complete the card on the right.
DVD script:
Reporter: Good morning. This is school radio. Today our guest is
Jessica Brown, our chess champion. Hello, Jessica.
Thank you for coming.
Jessica: Hi. I’m happy to be here.
R: Jessica, do you go to school?
J: Yes, my school is number 55. ... It’s in London Street not far from
the metro.
R: Is the school far from your house?
J: No, not really ... It’s ten minutes by metro or 20 minutes on foot.
R: Do you go to school by metro?
J: No, I go to school on foot.
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R: And when it rains? ... it often rains ...
J: Oh, it’s OK ... I like rainy weather...I like walking in the rain ...
R: Jessica, your hobby is playing chess, right? ... What’s your
favourite subject?
J: Well ... I like maths, French and PI ...
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to check in pairs their answers.
Answer key: Name: Jessica Hobby: playing chess
School number: 55
Favourite subjects: maths, French and PI
She lives not far from school
How she goes to school: on foot
STEP 3: Ask the questions:
1) What is Jessica’s school number? 4) Does she like rainy weather?
5) What’s her hobby?
2) Does she live far from school?
6) What are her favourite subjects?
3) How does she go to school?
STEP 4: Ask the pupils to talk about Jessica in pairs using the questions
as a plan: e.g. Jessica goes to school number 55. She lives not far from her
school. She usually goes to school on foot. She likes rainy weather. Her
hobby is playing chess. Her favourite subjects are maths, French and PI.
NB: If your class or some of pupils are strong ask them to make a story
about their cousin or friend.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do. If necessary, explain that they must answer the questions about
themselves.

Lesson 6 Project
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn how to transfer the
information into the table using
answers.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to ask and
answer personal questions;
- to enable pupils to talk about
their friends.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - ask
and answer
the questions;
- talk about
friends using
the infor from
the table.
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Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Revising the Pupil’s
Book,
vocabulary
and structures the DVD
learnt in previous lessons.
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Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 2 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to mingle and read to each
other the answers to the questions. Stop the class after 4 minutes and elicit
some answers.
Activity 2a Answer the questions and complete the table. 10 min
Objective: to enable the pupils to answer personal questions
Ask the pupils to answer the questions and complete the table with the
information about themselves.
1) What’s your name?
2) How old are you?
3) Where do you live? What’s your address?
4) What’s your telephone number?
5) Do you live far from school?
6) How do you go to school?
7) What’s your favourite subject?
Activity 2b Work in groups of 4. Ask the questions and complete the
table. 10 min
Objective: to enable the pupils to ask and answer personal questions
STEP 1: Ask the pupils in turn to ask each other the questions and complete
the table in Activity 2a. 1) What’s your name? 2) How old are you? etc.
STEP 2: The pupils choose one pupil from the group to report. e.g. Her
name’s Madina. She’s 11 years old.
Activity 2c Write about your friend. 10 min
Objective: to enable the pupils to write about friends using personal
questions and answers
Ask the pupils to choose one pupil from the group to write about. e.g. My
friend’s name’s Madina. She’s 11 years old.
Ask them to write neatly on separate sheets of paper so you can put their
stories on the display.
Homework 5 min
1) Ask the pupils to prepare Portfolio entry on Unit 2.
2) Ask the pupils to do the quiz “I can ...”. This quiz does not test
memory – it is a learning opportunity, so the pupils should be allowed to
use their Pupil’s books. Where necessary, they write the answers in their
exercise books.
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(5x2=10)
1 Read and complete the sentences with words: sisters, lives, are, plays, is.
Aziz (1)… in a house. There (2)… six people in his family. He has a father, a
mother, a brother and two (3) ….. His favourite room (4) … living room. He (5)
… chess and reads books there.
Answer key: 1) lives; 2) are;
3) sisters; 4) is; 5) plays
2 Look and match. (5x2=10)
1) A doctor works
a) at the college.
2) A secretary works
b) at the hospital.
3) A teacher works
c) at the police station.
4) A farmer works
d) at the supermarket.
5) A policeman works
e) on a farm.
6) A shop assistant works
f) at the office.
Answer key: 1b; 2f; 3a; 4e; 5c; 6d
3 Match the questions and answers. (5x2=10)
1) Where do you work? 2) What do you do? 3) Do you have a grandmother?
4) How old is your sister? 5) How many people are there in your family?
6) What’s your address?
a) I’m a mechanic. b) 5 Amir Temur Street, Ferghana. c) There are four.
d) I work at the office. e) She is eight. f) Yes, I do. I have a grandfather too.
Answer key: 1d; 2a; 3f; 4e; 5c; 6b
4 Write the sentences. (5x2=10)
4) you/Where/work/do?
1) is/English/she.
5) favourite/ your/ What’s/ subject?
2) She/a sister/and/has/a brother.
6) goes/ on/ to/ school/ foot/ He.
3) do/What/you/do?
Answer key: 1) She is English. 2) She has a sister and a brother. 3) What do
you do? 4) Where do you work? 5) What’s your favourite subject? 6) He goes
to school on foot.
5 Listen and write T for true and F for false. (5x2=10)
1) Jessica has a sister.
4) She goes to work on foot.
2) Jessica works at the hospital.
5) Her work starts at 6 o’clock.
3) Monica is a nurse.
6) She goes to bed at 11 o’clock.
DVD script:
Hi, my name’s Jessica. I have a sister Monica. She works at the hospital.
She’s a nurse. She likes her job. But she wants to be a doctor. She goes to work by bus. Her work starts at 8 o’clock. She comes home at
6pm. In the evening she usually watches TV and goes to bed at 11 o’clock.
Answer key: 1T 2T 3T 4F 5F 6T
Total: 50 points
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Unit 3 What do you look like?
Lesson 1 His hair is short and curly.
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to describe people;
- to learn some adjectives used
to describe the body.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to say how
people look like;
- to develop reading, listening
and speaking skills.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of describing people’s appearance.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- describe
people’s
appearance;
- use some
adjectives to
describe the
body.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the Pupil’s
previously
Book,
learnt
the DVD
vocabulary
New:
blond, dark,
straight, curly,
square, round,
it, its, robotgirl

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to listen to the song and say what this song is
about. Play the DVD.
STEP 2: Play the DVD again and ask them to repeat the song.
DVD script:
Is he tall? (Tune of Are You Sleeping).
Is he tall? Is he strong?
Yes, he is. Yes, he is.
He is tall and strong.
Are you short, are you tall?
He is tall and strong.
Are you strong? Are you thin?
Yes, he is. Yes, he is.
I am very tall.
Is she short? Is she thin?
I am very strong.
Yes, she is. Yes, she is.
Yes, I am. Yes, I am.
She is short and thin.
She is short and thin.
Yes, she is. Yes, she is.
Activity 2a Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to present some adjectives used to describe the appearance
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the illustrated words. Check they know
the meaning of the words. e.g. Is my hair blond? Is my hair curly? Is Anora’s
hair short or long? Is Bahodir’s hair straight or curly? etc.
STEP 2: Ask them to repeat them after you or the DVD.
See Pupil’s for the DVD script.
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Activity 2b Complete the sentences. 8 min
Objective: to revise the learnt material using the new words
Ask the pupils to look at the pictures in Activity 2a and complete the
sentences in Workbooks.
Answer key:
1) Roma has curly and blond hair. 4) Alisher has straight and dark hair.
5) Robot A has a square head.
2) Lena has long and blond hair.
3) Barno has short and dark hair. 6) Robot B has a round head.
Activity 2c Work in pairs. Listen and say. 10 min
Objectives: to give less controlled practice in speaking;
to practise listening
Divide the pupils into pairs. One pupil describes a person. The other pupil
listens and guesses. The pupils take turns to describe and guess the people.
Draw pupils’ attention to the correct word order.
The pupils can make up their own sentences using the table in the textbook
or the DVD.
Activity 3 Look at Zizi. Read and choose the words. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for detailed information
Ask the pupils to read the text. They should look at the picture of the robot
and choose the correct word for each sentence.
This activity can also be done in the DVD. Another option gives the
opportunity to listen to the text with the answers.
NB: Draw the pupils’ attention to the Remember box. Establish that we
should use e.g. My hair is long.
Answer key:
This is a robot-girl. Her name is Zizi. Her head is round/square. She has
long/short hair. Her hair is curly/straight and blond/dark. She has a big/small
nose and a big/small mouth. Her ear is big/small. Her eyes are round/square.
Activity 4 Read and draw. 10 min
Objective: to practise reading for detailed information
Ask the pupils to read the description of the robot’s head and draw it in
their exercise books.
Extra activities: 1) Ask two pupils to go to the board. They should listen to
you and draw a robot on the board. Give short sentences e.g. The robot has
a round head. It has a big mouth, etc. The pupil who draws the picture which
fits the description is the winner.
2) Allocate sheets of paper to each pupil (or one paper for a pair). Say one
sentence e.g. The head is big and square. All pupils must draw the head
which fits the description. Then ask the pupils to give their papers to the pupil
on their right and dictate another sentence. e.g. His hair is long and straight.
Again ask the pupils to give their papers to the pupil on their right and dictate
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another sentence. Stop the activity when you wish and ask the pupils to find
their original drawing and check whether the drawing is correct. Elicit the
description.
3) Ask the pupils to write the words next to their drawing e.g. a big square
head, long and straight hair etc.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at their Homework on Page 96. Check that everybody
understands what to do. If necessary, explain that in Activity 1 they must
match the words and the pictures. In Activity 2 they must read the words after
the equal sign and write the words denoting them before the equal sign.

Lesson 2 He is tall and thin.
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to write and talk
about people’s appearance;
- to learn more adjectives
used to describe appearance.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to write how
people look like;
- to develop reading and listening for specific information;
- to practise writing and speaking about people’s appearance.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of describing people’s appearance.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- write short
description of
people and
talk about
their physical
appearance;
- use some
more adjectives to describe appearance.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the Pupil’s
Book,
previously
the DVD
learnt
vocabulary
New:
thin, plump,
man, woman

Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up; to create a friendly atmosphere;
to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 3 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to swap their exercise books in pairs. Ask them to
check each other’s homework. Then you can check the homework involving
the whole class.
Answer key:
long = not short
small/little = not big
straight = not curly
round = not square
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Activity 2 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to present vocabulary for physical description
STEP 1: Explain that you are going to revise words used to describe
people and learn some new words. Use the pictures to introduce new words
‘thin’ and ‘plump’. Try not to use the pupils in order to avoid embarrassing
situations.
STEP 2: Check if the pupils understand the words asking questions. e.g.
Am I plump? Are you strong? etc.
STEP 3: Play the DVD. Ask them to repeat all the words after it.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 3 Write five sentences and play “Who Is My Friend?” 7 min
Objective: to give freer practice in describing people
STEP 1: Divide the class into groups of 4/5. Ask the pupils to describe a
friend or one of the pupils in the group. Tell them to write five sentences.
Explain that they can look at the example. They should not write the names.
Go around the class and help if necessary. Do not worry about mistakes.
STEP 2: The pupils take turns to read their descriptions aloud for their
group. The others in the group listen to the description and guess who it is.
Activity 4 Match the names and words. 3 min
Objective: to read for detailed information
Ask the pupils questions about Lucy and her family. Then ask them to
match the members of Lucy’s family and the words. This activity can also be
done in the DVD. Answer key: 1c, 2b, 3a, 4e, 5d
Activity 5a Read and write six differences. 7 min
Objective: to practise reading for detailed information
Ask the pupils to look at the picture and read the text carefully. Explain
that they should spot the six differences between the text and the picture and
write them in their exercise books.
Answer key:
Text

Picture

Lucy — curly black hair
grandmother — thin
father — curly hair
mother — short hair
Daniel — tall and thin
Daniel — red hair

Lucy — straight red hair
grandmother — plump
father — straight hair
mother — long hair
Daniel — short and plump
Daniel — brown hair

Activity 5b Listen and check your answers. 3 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
Play the DVD. The pupils listen and check their ideas.
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DVD script:
Lucy’s family
This is Lucy and her family. They live in a village near Cambridge. Lucy’s
a tall girl. She has long straight red hair. Her grandmother’s short and
plump. Her hair’s white. Mr Whitfield’s tall and strong. His hair’s short
and straight. Mrs Whitfield’s a nice woman. She’s tall. She has blond
hair. It’s long and straight. Her eyes are blue. Lucy’s brother Daniel’s
short and plump. He has brown hair. It’s short and straight. His eyes are
brown.
Activity 5c Work in groups. Talk about Lucy’s family. 8 min
Objective: to give controlled practice in describing people
STEP 1: Draw the pupils’ attention to the Remember box and explain the
order of adjectives in the sentence.
STEP 2: Divide the class into groups of five. Allocate members of the
Whitfield family to each group member. Each pupil should describe one member
of Lucy’s family with closed texts. They can close the text but look at the
picture.
NB: If your class is strong, they can play ‘Listen and guess’. Pupil A
describes somebody without saying the name. Other members of the group
listen and guess.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at their Homework on Page 96. Check that everybody
understands what to do. If necessary, explain that in Activity 1 they must
complete the sentences with the right verbs, and read the text to find people
in Activity 2.

Lesson 3 My robot has ...
Aims
Educational:
- to learn how to describe
members of a family and
robots.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to say
appearance;
- to practise listening for
specific and reading for
detailed information;
- to develop writing skills.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- write sentences about
appearance;
- describe
relatives.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the Pupil’s
Book,
previously
the DVD
learnt
vocabulary
New:
body
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Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up; to create a friendly atmosphere; to check
homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 3 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to take and swap their exercise books in pairs.
Ask them to check each other’s homework. Then you can check the homework
involving the whole class.
Possible answers:
Exercise 1
4) My hair isn’t blue.
1) His hair isn’t dark. It’s blond.
5) My eyes are green.
2) Her eyes are brown.
6) His eyes aren’t yellow.
3) Her hair is long and curly.
Exercise 2
Bobur - b; Malika - e
Activity 2 Listen. Write T for True and F for False. 5 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to listen to the text. Explain that Aziz is describing
the members of his family. Play the DVD.
STEP 2: After listening to the text, the pupils should write T or F as shown
in the example.
Answer key: 1T 2F 3F 4F 5T 6F 7F 8T
DVD script:
My name’s Aziz. I have a big family. We live not far from Tashkent. My
father’s tall and strong. My mother’s short. She has dark hair. Her eyes
are brown. My sisters’ names are Sabina and Madina. Madina’s a nice
little girl. She has long straight hair. Sabina’s a big girl. She’s tall. Her
hair’s long. It’s dark and straight. My little brother Davron’s only five
years old. His hair’s short. He has brown eyes.
Activity 3 Listen and repeat. 3 min
Objective: to present more words for parts of the body
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the illustrated words. Check they
understand them. Ask them to show a leg, an arm, a body.
STEP 2: The pupils listen to you/the DVD and repeat the words: leg, arm,
body.
Activity 4a Read and find the robot. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for detailed information
Ask the pupils to read the description of the robot. They should find this
robot among the pictures of 8 different robots.
Answer key: g
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Activity 4b Work in pairs. Speak and guess. 5 min
Objective: to give freer practice in physical description
STEP 1: Draw the pupils’ attention to the Remember box and see if they
remember the order of the adjectives in the sentence.
STEP 2: Divide the class into pairs. Explain that the pupils take turns to
describe and show robots. Pupil 1 thinks about the robot and describes it.
Pupil 2 listens and shows the right robot.
There is an interactive version of this activity in the DVD. The pupils can
listen to the description (pressing one of eight loudspeakers) and match it
with one of eight robots.
Activity 5a Draw a robot and write about it. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing a physical description
The pupils draw a robot and write about it in their exercise books. They
can use the text from Activity 4a as an example.
Activity 5b Work in groups. Read about your robot to your group. 10 min
Objective: to give freer practice in physical description
Version 1
Divide the class into groups of 4/5. The pupils show and talk about their
robots in turn. Then they discuss and choose the best picture to make a
report to the class.
Version 2
The pupils draw their robots without showing to anybody. The teacher
collects drawings and puts them on the wall. Some pupils read out their
descriptions, the others must listen and identify.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at their Homework on Page 97. Check that everybody
understands what to do. If necessary, explain that they must write the
sentences in Activity 1 and write the words in the correct box in Activity 2.
There is also a text in Activity 3, which they must read and find the people.
Answer key:
1 Write the sentences.
1) I have brown eyes. 3) His sister has long hair. 5) Her nose is small.
2) My father is tall.
4) My eyes are brown.
2 Write the words in the correct place. Add more words.
family
job
colour
e.g. mother, teacher, doctor, driver red, white, green
son, father

body
leg, ear, hair

3 Look, read and find Tom, Dick, Pete and Mark.
1 Dick; 2 Pete; 3 Mark; 4 Tom
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Lesson 4 My family is …
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn how to describe people’s appearance;
- to learn to make questions
about families and appearance.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to describe
people;
- to practise reading for detailed
information;
- to develop pupils’ reading and
writing skills.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- talk about
appearance;
- make questions;
- read for detailed information.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the Pupil’s
previously
Book,
learnt vocabu- the DVD
lary. Revising
structures with
the verbs “be”
and “have” in
the 3rd person
singular and
plural.

Activity 1 Sing the song. 5 min
Objectives: to warm up; to create a friendly atmosphere
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 3 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2 Play “Funny monsters.” 10 min
Objective: to revise vocabulary from the previous lesson
STEP 1: Divide the class into two or three teams. Have each team stand in
line in front of the board. Allocate each team a place on the board and a piece
of chalk or a marker. Explain that they have only one minute to draw a monster
on the board.
STEP 2: With your signal, the pupils from each team come up to the board
in turns. They can only draw one part of the monster’s body. Then s/he gives
the chalk or marker to the next pupil. The pupils should not speak to each
other. Tell the pupils that their monster can be funny and have several heads,
legs, eyes or ears.
STEP 3: Then they should describe it. One correct sentence gets two
points. If the information is correct but there is a mistake or if the information
is wrong but the grammar is correct, they get one point. The winning team is
the one with the most points.
DVD option: an interactive board, where the pupils can draw any monster.
Activity 3 Work in pairs. Write 3 sentences with your partner’s words. 5 min
Objective: to practise describing people
Divide the class into pairs. Each pupil chooses three words (the words for
parts of the body and adjectives) for his/her partner from the cloud. They make
up sentences with the words and read them aloud.
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Activity 4a Match the pictures and people. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for specific information
Ask the pupils to read the text and identify the people in the picture. Explain
that they must write the name next to the number like the example in the book.
Answer key: 1 Shahlo; 2 Nilufar; 3 Nodirbek; 4 mother; 5 father; 6 Mirumid
Activity 4b Write questions for the answers. 10 min
Objective: to practise writing questions
The pupils read the sentences. Explain that these are answers and they
have to make questions for them. They should use their knowledge from
previous lessons. If it is necessary, give them examples with the verbs be,
have and the word order in questions.
The pupils can also use the DVD to put the words in order.
Answer key:
2 What’s her sister’s name? 3) What are her brothers’ names? 4) What
does his father look like? 5) What does her mother look like?
Activity 5 Write about your family or imaginary family. 8 min
Objective: to practise writing about a family
Ask the pupils to write about their family. They can use Shakhlo’s story as
an example and they can write about their real or imaginary family.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at their Homework on Page 97. Check that everybody
understands what to do. If necessary, explain that they must write about their
families.

Lesson 5 He didn’t stay at home.
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn how to say what people did and did not do yesterday.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to say what
people did and did not do in
the past;
- to revise the learnt material.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to say
what people
did and did
not do yesterday.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the Pupil’s
previously
Book,
learnt vocabu- the DVD
lary.
Revising Past
Simple positive and negative.

Activity 1 Sing the song. 7 min
Objectives: to warm up/create a friendly atmosphere/check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 3 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
4 — New Fly High 5 Teacher’s book
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STEP 2: Ask the pupils to swap their exercise books in pairs. Ask them
to check each other’s homework. Then you can check the homework
involving the whole class.
Activity 2a Look and say what Ahror did. 5 min
Objectives: to revise Past Simple positive; to give controlled speaking
practice about past events
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and say what the boy did
yesterday. The pupils should use their knowledge from previous units.
STEP 2: Draw the pupils’ attention to the correct pronunciation of -ed. If it
is necessary, write the verbs on the board and ask them to repeat after you.
DVD script: The pupils can match the following audio sentences and
pictures: He jumped. He listened to music. He played with a dog. He played
football. He climbed a tree.
Activity 2b Read. Say the first form of the verbs. 5 min
Objective: to revise Past Simple
The pupils read about the girl and what she did yesterday. Then ask them
to give the first form of the verbs given in bold.
Activity 2c Read about Nodira and write about Ahror. 10 min
Objective: to revise Past Simple negative
STEP 1: Write two sentences on the board: one sentence about Nodira
and the second about Ahror. Ask the pupils what they have noticed. Specify
the usage of negation “didn’t” and the first form of a verb.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to read sentences about Nodira and write negative
sentences about Ahror.
STEP 3: When they finish, ask the pupils to repeat all the sentences after
you. The pupils can also do the activity through the DVD.
Activity 3a Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence about yesterday. 5 min
Objective: to practise Past Simple negative
The pupils think about what they did yesterday and write three sentences.
One of them must be false.
Activity 3b Work in pairs. Listen and find a false sentence. 5 min
Objective: to practise listening
The pupils work in pairs. Explain that Pupil 1 reads the sentences s/he
wrote in Activity 3a. Pupil 2 listens and guesses which sentence is false.
Then Pupil 2 reads and Pupil 1 tries to guess. Draw pupils’ attention to the
Remember box and see how to respond correctly.
Activity 3c Make a report. 5 min
Objective: to consolidate the learnt material
The pupils should talk about their partners. They say what they did and did
not do yesterday.
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Homework 3 min
1) Ask the pupils to look at their Homework on Page 98. Check that
everybody understands what to do. If necessary, explain that they must
complete the sentences in Activity 1 making Past Simple of the verbs in the
brackets, in Activity 3a they must find the two words and in Activity 3b they
must read the text about Rufty Tufty and mark the sentences true and false.
2) Ask the pupils to bring a photo of their favourite celebrity for the next
lesson.

Lesson 6 Project
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to revise all the learnt material
so far.
Developing:
- to develop the pupils’ ability
to talk about people;
- to develop pupils’ predicting
abilities.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to talk
about people
and their
professions.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the
vocabulary
learnt in the
previous
lessons.

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD,
cards

Activity 1 Sing the song. 7 min
Objectives: to warm up/create a friendly atmosphere/check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 3 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to swap their exercise books in pairs. Ask them to
check each other’s homework. Then you can check the homework involving
the whole class.
Activity 2 Look, listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to develop pronunciation
STEP 1: Phonetics. Put on the board 3 cards: [d], [t], [id] separately as
far from each other as possible. Then write underneath and pronounce:
[d] opened, loved, played, stayed, cleaned
[t] liked, jumped, helped, washed, talked
[id] pointed, wanted, visited, reported
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to repeat in chorus what is written on the board
and elicit when we pronounce [d], when [t] and when [id].
STEP 3: Say the words in turn, the pupils should point to the corresponding
sound. e.g. skated, answered, helped, mopped, etc.
Activity 3a Look at the pictures. Answer the questions. 5 min
Objective: to develop pupils’ predicting abilities
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TEST 1

Ask the pupils to look at the picture and guess the answers. Do not worry
if the pupils do not know the answers.
Activity 3b Read the text. Check your answers. 5 min
Objective: to read for specific information
Ask the pupils to read, check their answers and see how well they could
guess about the boy.
Activity 4a Work in groups. Prepare a presentation about a celebrity.
Use the questions. 8 min
Objective: to organize ideas for a presentation
Divide the class into groups of 4/5. Ask them to choose a celebrity and
prepare their presentation about him/her using the questions.
Activity 4b Make the presentation on your celebrity. 13 min
Objective: to give freer practice in speaking
Ask the pupils to prepare a group presentation in their groups. When they
have finished, ask each group to make a presentation about their celebrity to
the whole class?
Homework 2 min
1) Ask the pupils to look at their Homework on Page 99. Check that
everybody understands what to do. If necessary, explain that they must
complete the sentences in Activity 1. In Activities 2-4 they must read the
text about Heggy, answer the questions and draw Heggy.
2) Ask the pupils to prepare Portfolio entry on Unit 3.

TEST 1
1 Read and match. (5x2=10)
e.g. 1f
1) It is thin or plump.
2) It is short, straight and dark.
3) They are big and blue.
4) It is small, not big.
5) They are small.
6) It is big and round.
Answer key: 1f; 2b; 3e; 4d; 5a; 6c

a) ears
b) hair
c) head
d) nose
e) eyes
f) body

2 Write the questions. (5x2=10)
e.g. colour/hair/have/does/What/she/?= What colour hair does she have?
1 colour/hair/have/does/What/she/?
4 long/her/legs/Are/?
2 is/What/her hair/like/?
5 she/have/Does/short hair/?
3 his hair/Is/curly/?
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TEST 1

Answer key: 1) What colour hair does she have? 2) What is her hair like?
3) Is his hair curly? 4) Are her legs long? 5) Does she have short hair?
3 Read and choose the correct answers. (5x2=10)
My name is Rustam. I am 12 years old. Our family is big. We are six: my
grandparents, my parents, my brother and me. My grandparents are old.
My grandad is 63 years old. He is the oldest in the family. My father is 38
years old and my mother is 37 years old. My father is a taxi driver. My
mother is a businesswoman. She has a small shop. My brother Ibrohim is
8 years old. My brother and I are pupils.
1) How many people are there in Rustam’s family?
a) 4
b) 6
c) 5
d) 3
2) How many children are there in the family?
a) 5
b)1
c) 2
d) 3
3) What do Rustam and Ibrohim do? They are … .
a) pupils
b) engineers
c) teachers
d) businessmen
4) Who is the youngest in the family?
a) father
b) Ibrohim
c) grandad
d) Rustam
5) Who has a shop?
a) Ibrohim
b) father
c) mother
d) grandad
Answer key: 1b; 2c; 3a; 4b; 5c
4 Put the sentences in order. (5x2=10)
a) I work at the supermarket. b) My job is interesting. c) Good morning.
d) I’m a shop assistant. e) My name is Andy.
Answer key: 1c; 2e; 3a; 4d; 5b
5 Listen and complete the table. (5x2=10)
Liz

Pat

tall
plump
short and curly hair
long legs
dark eyes
Answer key: Liz: thin, long and straight hair, blue eyes. Pat: short, short legs.
DVD script:
Liz and Pat are sisters. Liz is tall and thin. She has long and straight hair.
Her legs are long. She has blue eyes.
Pat is short and plump. Her hair is short and curly. Her legs are short.
She has dark eyes.
Total: 50 points
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Unit 4 My school life
Lesson 1 Today is ...
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to revise classroom language
and the days of the week;
- to practise short forms of the
days of the week.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to recognise
the short forms of the weekdays;
- to enable pupils to answer and
write questions in the past;
- to enable pupils to read
diaries.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- recognise
the short
forms of the
weekdays;
- answer and
write questions in the
past.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling:
Monday (Mon),
Tuesday
(Tues),
Wednesday
(Weds),
Thursday
(Thurs), Friday
(Fri), Saturday
(Sat), Sunday
(Sun), today’s,
tomorrow’s

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD,
flashcards:
the days of
the week

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song. Ask which
words they recognised.
DVD script:
My school (Tune of “Oh, Susanna”)
When I am at school
I see my friends.
I love them very much.
And I have my pencils in my bag,
Some copybooks and pens.
When we are at school
We read and write.
We do a lot of things.
And we don’t have many lessons.
Two, three, four, five and six.

I’m so happy.
I’m happy to go to school.
For I meet my friends
And they meet me,
And we are happy here.

Activity 2 Look and write the days. 10 min
Objective: to revise and practise writing the days of the week
STEP 1: Say: ‘Look and listen.’ Then show the flashcards of the days of
the week and say: ‘Repeat after me: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.’ Then ask: ‘What are they?’ and get the answer:
‘They are the days of the week.’
STEP 2: Ask: ‘What day is today?’ Get the answer: ‘Today’s Wednesday.’
Ask: ‘What day is tomorrow?’ Get the answer: ‘Tomorrow’s Thursday.’ Remind
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the pupils that we write ‘Today is ... Tomorrow is ...’ but we say ‘Today’s ...
Tomorrow’s ...’ .
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to open the Workbook to Page 100 and look at
Activity 2a. Draw their attention to the short forms of the days of the week.
Say that it is very easy to guess the days of the week; the first three or four
letters of the days can help guess them. Elicit one or two answers. Then ask
them to write the days of the week in full form.
Activity 3 Listen and match. 10 min
Objective: to develop pupils’ listening skills
Ask the pupils to look at the three pictures in Activity 3 and the days of the
week. Say that they should listen to the children, and match the pictures and
the days of the week. Check they understand what to do and play the DVD.
You can play the DVD again if necessary.
Answer key:
1 (Monday), 5 (Friday) – b;
2 (Tuesday), 4 (Thursday) – a;
3 (Wednesday, 6 (Saturday) – c.
DVD script:
Ron: Lucy, what do you do after school?
Lucy: Well ... I like music and sport ... On Monday and Friday, I have
my music lessons. I play the piano ... On Tuesday and Thursday, I play
basketball. We play in our school gym.
Ron: And on Wednesday and Saturday?
Lucy: On Wednesday and Saturday, I ride my bike. I like my bike ...
Activity 4a Read and answer the questions. 10 min
Objectives: to revise the past form of irregular verbs;
to develop pupils’ reading skills
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the words in the cloud. Ask what they
have understood. Elicit the answers. Then sum up that they are the present
and past forms of the verbs.
STEP 2: Ask the meaning of the verbs in mother tongue. Then the pupils
repeat the verbs after you.
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to read Lucy’s diary and answer the questions.
Answer key: 1) Where did they go on Monday? They went to the Art Museum
on Monday. 2) What did they see in the Art Museum? They saw interesting
pictures in the Art Museum.
Activity 4b Read and write the questions. 7 min
Objective: to develop pupils’ writing, listening and speaking skills
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to read the questions in the example and answer
them looking at Lucy’s diary.
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STEP 2: The pupils work in 4 groups. Allocate the days to each group:
Group 1 – Weds; Group 2 – Thu; Group 3 – Fri; Group 4 - Sat. Ask the groups
to write questions using the info from the diary as in the example. Say that
each member of the group must write the questions in her/his copybook.
STEP 3: The groups in turn choose another group and ask their questions.
e.g. Group 1 can choose Group 4 and ask the questions. Group 4 must listen
and answer.
Possible questions:
Group 1 - Weds
Group 2 – Thu
Group 3 – Fri
Group 4 - Sat

1) Where did they go on Wednesday?
2) What did they see in the Train Museum?
1) Where did they go on Thursday?
2) What did they see?
1) Where did they go on Friday?
2) What did they see in the zoo?
1) Where did they go on Saturday?
2) What did they eat?

NB: If your class is strong, make new groups: A, B, C, D. In each new
group, there must be pupils from all 4 groups. They should in turn ask the
questions from each other and answer them.
Homework 3 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do. If necessary, explain that they must look at the answers on the
right and write questions as shown in the example.
Answer key: 1) Where did they go on Tuesday? 4) What did they see?
2) Where did they go on Friday? 5) What did they eat? 3) What did they buy?

Lesson 2 The third day is Wednesday.
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to say the ordinal
numbers from 1 to 12;
- to learn to use the definite article with the ordinal numbers;
- to learn to use the ordinal numbers with the days of the week.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use the
ordinal numbers and the definite article with them.

By the end of
the lesson pupils will be able
to use the ordinal numbers
from 1 to 12 and
the definite article with them
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Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the
weekdays;
New: the 1st,
the 2nd, the
3rd, the 4th —
the 12th, week

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD,
flashcards:
the days of
the week
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Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 4 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to take and swap their exercise books in pairs.
Ask them to check each other’s homework. Write the questions on the board
and check the homework with the whole class.
Activity 2 Look, listen and repeat. 12 min
Objective: to present the ordinal numbers
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the picture. Make sure they understand
its meaning.
STEP 2: Play the DVD, the pupils listen and repeat in chorus.
STEP 3: Draw the pupils’ attention to the Remember box. Explain that we
use the definite article before the ordinal numbers. Also draw their attention to
the spelling of certain ordinal numbers. Then ask them to repeat the cardinal
and ordinal numbers after you in chorus.
STEP 4: 50/50 practice
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 3 Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to practise the ordinal numbers
This is a usual Chain Drill – do it fast and in sequence - first, second, third,
etc. but keep changing the next pupil so that pupils can’t prepare a particular
number.
Activity 4a Make sentences. 5 min
Objective: to practise using the ordinal numbers with the days of the week
The pupils make sentences according to the example. Be sure to introduce
“week”. Focus on it in particular. You can play the DVD to make the sentences
and have the pupils repeat them in chorus.
Activity 4b Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to practise using the new vocabulary
Do this in the usual way.
Activity 5 Look, ask and answer. 5 min
Objective: to practise the ordinal numbers
Ask the pupils to work in pairs. The pupils look at the calendar, ask
questions and give answers as shown in the example.

Ü

Language Note
It is usual to use the Simple Present for timetables
and routines.
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Homework 3 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do. If necessary, explain that they must look at the answers on the
right and complete the questions accordingly using appropriate ordinal
numbers.
Answer keys:
1) What’s the first month of the year? It’s January.
2) What’s the second month of the year? It’s February.
3) What’s the third month of the year? It’s March.
4) What’s the fifth month of the year? It’s May.
5) What’s the eighth month of the year? It’s August.
6) What’s the eleventh month of the year? It’s November.
7) What’s the twelfth month of the year? It’s December.

Lesson 3 We must do our homework.
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to use the modal verb
“must/mustn’t”.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use the
modal verb “must/mustn’t”.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of the use
of modal verbs “must/mustn’t”.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to use
the modal
verb “must/
mustn’t”.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
every day,
Pupil’s
work hard,
Book,
must/mustn’t, the DVD
matches, get
ready, learn a
poem by heart

Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework.
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 4 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to take and swap their exercise books in pairs.
Ask them to check each other’s homework. Then you can check the homework
involving the whole class.
Activity 2a Look, listen and repeat. 10 min
Objective: to present and practise the modal verb “must”
STEP 1: Tell your pupils (preferably in their mother tongue) that they are
going to learn the modal verb “must” which is used when you speak about
rules and regulations. Elicit some rules they know e.g. Do homework. Don’t
eat in the lesson.
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STEP 2: Ask them to look at the pictures and read the sentences under
them silently. Check they understand each picture and the words: “every day”,
“work hard”, “classroom”.
STEP 3: Help them understand the meaning of the sentences focusing on
“must”, “mustn’t” by comparing the pictures in the first row with the pictures from
the second row. Draw the pupils’ attention to the red cross in the second row.
Write two sentences on the board and ask the pupils to complete the
sentences.
1) We _______ do homework.
2) We _______ eat in the lesson.
STEP 4: Play the DVD, the pupils repeat the sentences one by one. Then
draw their attention to the pronunciation of “mustn’t”. Use the Remember Box.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 2b Translate the sentences in 2a. 8 min
Objective: to give practice in translation
Draw the pupils’ attention to the Remember Box. Help them translate the
two sentences there. Then ask them to translate the sentences in Activity 2a.
Activity 3 Make the sentences. 5 min
Objective: to practise making sentences with must/mustn’t
STEP 1: The pupils make and say sentences with “must” and “mustn’t”
orally. Help them understand the meaning of “matches”, “get ready”, “learn a
poem by heart”.
STEP 2: The pupils must write 2 sentences: 1 sentence with “must” and 1
with “mustn’t”.
STEP 3: 50/50 practice.
Group 1: Play with matches.
Group 2: You mustn’t play with matches! Get ready for our lessons.
Group 1: You must get ready for our lessons!
NB: If your class is strong, ask the pupils to use more phrases. e.g. wash
the dishes, drink Coca Cola, brush teeth etc.
Activity 4a Look, read and complete. 5 min
Objective: to consolidate “must/mustn’t” and “cannot”
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the picture and read the sentences
under it silently.
STEP 2: Ask them to open their Workbook to Page 100 and complete the
sentences.
STEP 3: Check the answers involving the whole class.
Answer key:
I cannot watch TV and play computer games.
I must play the piano and clean the room.
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Activity 4b Look, read and complete. 5 min
Objective: to consolidate “must/mustn’t” and imperatives
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to open their Workbook to Page 101 and look at
the picture in Activity 4b.
STEP 2: Ask them to complete the sentences next to the picture.
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to compare their answers in pairs. Then check the
answers with the whole class.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do. Explain that they must use the table in Activity 3 in their Pupils Book.

Lesson 4 On Thursday I ...
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to use the modal verb
“must”;
- to learn to make a diary and
make sentences according to it;
- to learn to offer to do something, agree with the offer or
refuse it saying the reason.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use the modal verb “must”;
- to enable pupils to make a diary.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of how to
offer to do something, agree
with the offer or refuse it saying
the reason.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - use
the modal
verb “must”
and the preposition “on”
with the days
of the week;
- make a diary;
- offer to do
something,
accept the
offer or refuse
it saying the
reason.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the Pupil’s
Book,
vocabulary
the DVD
learnt in
previous
lessons and
classes

Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework.
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 4 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to take and swap their exercise books in pairs.
Ask them to check each other’s homework. Then you can check the homework
involving the whole class.
Activity 2a Look, read and say. 5 min
Objective: to revise the use of modal verb “must” and preposition “on”
with the days of the week
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STEP 1: Draw the pupils’ attention to the Remember Box. Remind them
that they must use the preposition “on” with the days of the week.
STEP 2: First the pupils read the example. Then they look at Aziz’s diary
and make sentences with “must”.
STEP 3: Then you can play the DVD, and ask the pupils to repeat the
sentences after it.
Activity 2b Work in pairs. Listen and say. 5 min
Objective: to consolidate the modal verb “must” and use of preposition
“on” with the days of the week
The pupils work in pairs. Pupil A says a day from Aziz’s diary, Pupil B says
a sentence accordingly using “must” and the preposition “on” with the days of
the week. Then they change roles.
Activity 3a Complete your diary. 10 min
Objectives: to prepare for Activity 3b; to practise writing a diary
Ask the pupils to open the Workbooks to Page 101. Ask them to copy the
empty diary and complete it in their exercise books as in Aziz’s diary. Explain
that they must leave one day empty.
NB: Warn that they should keep their diary secret.
Activity 3b Work in pairs. Play “Sorry, I must …”. 10 min
Objective: to develop pupils’ speaking skills
The pupils work in pairs. As in the DVD, Pupil A looks at his/her diary and
offers Pupil B to do something. Pupil B looks at his/her diary and agrees if
that day is empty in his diary. If the day is not empty s/he should refuse Pupil
A’s offer saying the reason.
Homework 5 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do. If necessary, explain that they must do the crossword using the
keys under it.
Answer key:

2S
3T
5A
5M

u
h
4S
p
a

?J
1A
n
u
a
r
y

u
d
r
t
i

g
a
s
u
l

u
y
d
r

s

t

a
d

y
a

y

? JANUARY
It’s the first month of the year.
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Lesson 5 School subjects
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment

By the end of Recycling:
Educational:
Pupil’s
maths, art,
- to learn the school subjects; the lesson
Book,
- to learn to use adjectives to pupils will be mother
the DVD
express opinion and conjunc- able to: - use tongue,
tion “because” to provide a the adjectives fun,
to express
interesting,
reason for something;
New:
- to learn to ask for and give opinion and
mathematics,
opinions about school subjects. conjunction
“because” to computers,
Developing:
difficult,
- to enable pupils to talk about provide a
reason for
boring,
school subjects;
- to enable pupils to express something;
because
opinions using adjectives and - ask for and
say a reason for something give opinions
with the help of the conjunction about school
“because”.
subjects.
Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework.
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 4 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to take and swap their exercise books in pairs.
Ask them to check each other’s homework. Then you can check the homework
involving the whole class.
Activity 2 Work in pairs. Point and say. 5 min
Objective: to revise the old vocabulary; to introduce the new vocabulary
STEP 1: First revise the subjects: English, mother tongue, maths, art, PE
and music. Then introduce: mathematics and computers. You can also use
the DVD for this purpose.
STEP 2: The pupils do a usual Point and Say activity. Pupil A points and
says the number of a picture, Pupil B says the school subject as in the
example. The pupils are expected to use: English, mother tongue, mathematics
(maths), art, PE or PI, computers and music.
Ü Language Notes
In modern English the school subjects:
a) are not written with capital letters when used in an ordinary sentence:
e.g. I like maths and botany.
b) are written with capital letters when used on timetables and as a
name of a room: e.g. Monday: 9.15 Maths; 10.00 Botany; History Room
c) do not have capital letters when used as an adjective: e.g. The history
lesson ends at 10.45. The art room is beautiful.
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Ü

d) are always written with capital letters when they are languages: e.g.
Uzbek, English, Russian, French, Tajik, etc.
e) PE = Physical Education and PI = Physical Instructions are the
same. So in the DVD, mostly PI is used.

Ü

Culture Notes
Pupils in Britain have no lessons on Saturdays. However, school sports
teams often play games on Saturday mornings.

Activity 3a Look and answer. 7 min
Objective: to consolidate the days of the week, preposition “on”, ordinal
numbers and school subjects
You can start this activity with the whole class and after several questions
and answers the pupils may continue working in pairs.
Activity 3b Work in pairs. Listen and guess the day. 8 min
Objective: to further consolidate days of the week, the ordinal numbers
and school subjects
The pupils work in pairs. They look at the timetable in Activity 3a. Pupil A
chooses a day in the timetable and starts saying sentences as shown in the
example. Pupil B guesses the day.
Activity 4a Look, read and match the words. 5 min
Objective: to present adjectives to express opinion and conjunction
“because” to provide a reason for something
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to match English words with their translations.
Answer key: 1 c; 2 e; 3 b; 4 a; 5 d
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to listen to you and repeat in chorus. Read the
words in English and ask the pupils to repeat after you and point to the
corresponding picture.
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to listen to your sentences and complete them with
“because”. Possible sentences: 1) I like chess ... 2) I don’t like maths ... etc.
NB: Ask the pupils to write two sentences with 1) I like X because ... 2) I
don’t like X because ...
Activity 4b Work in pairs. Play “Do you like ...?” 8 min
Objective: to practise asking for and giving opinions about school subjects
The pupils work in pairs. As in the example/DVD, they ask each other
and answer the questions about different subjects giving a reason for why
they like/do not like these subjects. Homework explanation 2 min

Lesson 6 Project
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to make a graph and
do a presentation about a favourite day/month/subject;

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - make

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the
language
learnt in
previous

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD,
poster
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- to learn to provide a reason
for something with “because”.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to make graphs;
- to enable pupils to do presentation.

a graph and
lessons and
do a presenta- classes
tion about a
favourite day/
month/subject.

paper,
markers

Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework.
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 4 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to take and swap their exercise books in pairs.
Ask them to check each other’s homework. Then you can check the homework
involving the whole class.
Activity 2a Work in groups of 5/6. Make a group graph. 15 min
Objectives: to practise making graphs
STEP 1: Make three groups of 5/6. Ask one of the pupils in each group to
be a writer and one to be a presenter. Allocate a question to each group:
What’s your favourite day of the week? What’s your favourite month? What’s
your favourite subject?
STEP 2: Explain that the pupils must ask each other the allocated question
and answer it. The writer puts down the answers.
e.g. A: What’s your favourite day of the week?
B: My favourite day is Sunday. I like Sunday because we don’t have
lessons.
STEP 3: When the groups finish Step 2, give out poster paper to each
group. Say that they must count the results and make a graph on the upper
part of the poster paper. e.g.
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Activity 2b Present your group graph. Look at the example. 15 min
Objectives: to practise making graphs
STEP 1: The pupils work in the same groups. Ask them to read the example
presentations in their Pupil’s Book silently.
STEP 2: When they finish, ask them to write a similar text for their
presentations using their graphs on the lower part of the poster paper, i.e.
under the graph.
STEP 3: Ask the presenters from each group to present their graph.
Homework 5 min
1) Ask the pupils to do the quiz “I can ...” at home. This quiz does not test
memory – it is a learning opportunity, so the pupils should be allowed to use
their Pupil’s books. Where necessary, they write the answers in their exercise
books. 2) Ask the pupils to prepare Portfolio entry on Unit 4.

PROGRESS CHECK 3
1 Complete the sentences with sixth third first second fifth. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1) third; 2) fifth; 3) first; 4) sixth; 5) second; 6) seventh
2 Read and choose. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1) mustn’t; 2) mustn’t; 3) must; 4) must; 5) must; 6) mustn’t
3 Match. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1f; 2d; 3b; 4a; 5c; 6e
4 Complete the sentences about yourself. (5x2=10)
Possible answers: 1) My head is big and round. 2) My eyes are dark/brown.
3) My nose is small/big. 4) My mouth is small/big. 5) My ears are small/big.
6) My hair is black/dark.
Answer key:
5 Listen and complete the table with ... (5x2=10)
DVD script:
Monday
swimming
T: Samira, what do you do after school?
Tuesday
playing chess
S: Well … on Monday and Wednesday I
Wednesday swimming
go swimming … I like swimming.
T: Very nice … I know you like chess.
dancing
Thursday
When do you play chess?
playing chess
Friday
S: I like playing chess … and I go to the
Chess Club on Tuesday and Friday …
Saturday
dancing
T: Oh … I see you’re very busy …
S: Yes …on Thursday and Saturday I go to the Dancing Club … I love
dancing …
T: Oh … you love swimming, playing chess and dancing … What do you
want to be?
S: Hmmm … I don’t know …
Total: 50 points
5 — New Fly High 5 Teacher’s book
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Unit 5 I like English. Do you?
Lesson 1 I like ... . It’s fun.
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn more words for school
subjects;
- to revise to say likes and
dislikes;
- to learn to say reasons for
likes/dislikes.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
their likes and dislikes;
- to enable pupils to say reasons for likes/dislikes.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- say if they
like/ do not
like subjects;
- say reasons
for their likes/
dislikes.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
handicrafts,
botany,
geography,
literature,
playground,
timetable,
history

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song. Ask which
words they recognised.
DVD script:
I like English. (Tune of “London bridge”)
I like English. Do you like…?
Do you like…? Do you like…?
I like English. Do you like…?
Yes, I do!

I like history. And you?
Do you like history?
I like history. And you?
Yes, I do!

I like handicrafts. And you?
Do you like handicrafts?
I like handicrafts. And you?
Yes, I do!

I like botany. And you?
Do you like botany?
I like botany. And you?
Yes, I do!

Activity 2a Match the words and pictures. 5 min
Objective: to present more school subjects
This is a usual matching activity, which can also be done in the DVD.
Answer key: 1a; 2f; 3b; 4d; 5g; 6e; 7c
Activity 2b Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to practise pronunciation
Ask pupils to listen to the DVD and repeat in chorus. Then ask the
pupils to repeat after the DVD and point to the corresponding picture.
See Activity 2a in the Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
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Activity 3 Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to practise the new vocabulary with “I like …”
Do this in the usual way.
Activity 4 Copy and complete the table with or û . 10 min
Objective: to practise expressing likes and dislikes
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to copy the table.
STEP 2: Draw their attention to the symbol ü which means like/likes and
û which means don’t/doesn’t like. Then ask them to fill in the “You” column of
the table with ü or û.
STEP 3: The pupils work in pairs. Ask them to read the example first.
Then they take turns to make similar sentences using the adjectives in the
cloud and complete the “Your friend” column of the table with ü or û accordingly.

Ü

Language Notes
Because it is a school subject, handicrafts is considered to be singular
and takes a singular verb even though it looks like a plural noun.

Activity 5 Report. 8 min
Objective: to talk about likes and dislikes
The pupils use the completed table in Activity 4. Ask as many pairs as you
can to report about their likes and dislikes.
Activity 6 Play “My favourite subject”. 5 min
Objective: to give freer practice in speaking
Ask one of your pupils to think of her/his favourite subject. The rest ask
her/him questions to guess. Play several rounds with the whole class. If time
permits, the pupils can continue playing in pairs.
NB: If your class is strong, the pupils can play with other things like favourite
day of the week, month, song, game, colour etc.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework tasks. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 3 tasks.

Lesson 2 What time is it?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to ask and tell the
time;
- to learn to use prepositions
with times.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to ask and
tell the time.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- ask the time;
- tell the time;
- use time
prepositions.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Pupil’s
when
Book,
half past,
the DVD
quarter to,
quarter past,
time, o’clock,
break, minute
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Activity 1 Sing the song. 5 min
Objective: to warm up by singing the song
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 5 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2 Play “Snowball”. 5 min
Objective: to revise school subjects
Play “Snowball”. You say: ‘I like botany’. Ask a pupil to repeat your sentence and add his/her sentence about a school subject. The second pupil repeats the first two sentences and adds a sentence about herself/himself, etc.
e.g. You: I like botany.
Pupil 1: Mr Ahmedov likes botany. I like history.
Pupil 2: Mr Ahmedov likes botany. Salim likes history. I like handicrafts, etc.
NB: If your class is big, you can stop the game in the middle and start again.
Activity 3 Find the words in the Wordlist. 5 min
Objective: to practise working independently with the Wordlist
Give your pupils time to find the eight words in the Wordlist.
Activity 4a Look, listen and learn to tell the time. 8 min
Objective: to present new vocabulary for saying the time
STEP 1: Assuming that your pupils know how to tell the time from Classes
2 and 4, you can further teach them to tell the time in English. Let the pupils
look at the clocks and read the sentences under them. Then explain how to
say the time.
STEP 2: You may ask your pupils to repeat the sentences after the DVD
or read them aloud in chorus or individually.

Ü

Language Notes
English speakers say both: It’s a quarter past nine and It’s quarter past
nine. Draw your pupils’ attention to the Remember box.

Activity 4b Look and say. 5 min
Objective: to practise telling the time
The pupils take turns to say the time. You can also have them listen and
repeat the times after the DVD.
NB: 1) Say that we write e.g. It is (a) quarter past ten. But we say It’s (a)
quarter past ten. 2) If your class is strong, ask them to say 2 sentences e.g.
It’s half past 4. It’s time to play tennis. Ask the pupils to use the words from
the word cloud.
Activity 5 Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to practise saying the time
Do this in the usual way.
NB: To make it more challenging, use the clock. Pupil A shows the time on
the clock, Pupil B should say the time.
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Activity 6 Work in pairs. Draw and complete the clocks. 5 min
Objective: to give more practice in saying the time
STEP 1: The pupils work in pairs. Ask them to draw 3 blank clocks.
STEP 2: Pupil A asks Pupil B: What time is it? Pupil B says any time,
which Pupil A draws on one of the blank clocks. Then Pupil B checks if Pupil
A has drawn the time correctly. Then Pupil B asks the question from Pupil A,
etc. The activity goes on until all the blank clocks are completed.
Activity 7 Play “My favourite time”. 5 min
Objectives: to give more practice in saying the time;
to develop listening skills
This game was used in Kids’ English series. Despite this, we decided to
repeat it but this time to consolidate the time and the conjunction “because”.
To play this game, point to a place in the classroom and say that it is 12
o'clock. The spot opposite is 6 o'clock. To the left and right are 3 and 9 o'clock.
The pupils go to a spot in the classroom which indicates their favourite time;
you may choose a place for yourself too. Ask one of your pupils What is your
favourite time? S/he should be ready to say two sentences: 1) about the
favourite time, e.g. I like five o'clock; 2) about the reason for favourite time,
e.g. Because I play football.
Now ask that pupil to repeat your question and address it to someone
else. Make your pupils talk to the nearest neighbours asking and answering
the same question.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 3 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework
tasks.

Lesson 3 Midday? Midnight?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to ask and tell the time;
- to learn to use prepositions
with times;
- to revise school subjects.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to ask and
tell the time.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of the
times and English timetables.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- ask the time;
- tell the time;
- use prepositions with
times.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Revision:
Pupil’s
in the morning, Book,
in the afterthe DVD
noon, in the
evening
New:
a.m., midday,
p.m., midnight
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Activity 1 Sing the song. 5 min
Objective: to warm up by singing the song
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 5 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2a Look and say. 8 min
Objective: to present new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the digital clocks and the words above
them. Let them guess the meaning of the words. If necessary, teach your
pupils what a.m. and p.m. stand for.
STEP 2: Play the DVD. The pupils repeat.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.

Ü

Language Notes
In English speaking countries, the 24-hour clock is only used for travel.
So they say ‘Five twenty in the morning’ and write 5.20 a.m. For the
afternoon they write 5.20 p.m. A.M is Latin for ante meridiem and p.m.
for post meridiem (before midday, after midday). Both ways are possible
a.m. or am, pm or p.m. You can say six o’clock or six am and six pm.

Activity 2b Copy and write in the correct place. 3 min
Objective: to practise writing the new vocabulary
The pupils should write the different times of the day in the correct ‘cloud’.
There are eight including the times shown in the pictures.
Activities 3a, 3b 7 min
Objective: to practise the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to draw 3 blank clocks.
STEP 2: The pupils work in pairs. Pupil A asks Pupil B: What time is it?
Pupil B says any time, e.g. It’s half past four in the morning, which Pupil A
draws on one of the blank clocks. Then Pupil B checks if Pupil A has drawn
the time correctly. Then Pupil B asks the question from Pupil A, etc. The
activity goes on until all the blank clocks are completed.
Activity 4a Look and answer. 5 min
Objective: to give further practice in talking about time
STEP 1: First ask your pupils to look at the Remember Box. Remind them
when to use the prepositions “at” and “in”.
STEP 2: Then, as in the DVD, the pupils look at the picture, ask and answer.
Ü Culture Notes
Explain that it is an English timetable and that children in English schools
do not have breaks between the lessons, but there is a coffee break
(usually at about 11 o’clock) and a long break for lunch (school lasts all
day). In British schools, the teachers move around from class to class,
not the pupils. This means the process of ending one lesson and starting
another is very quick that’s why there are no breaks between lessons.
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Activity 4b Work in pairs. Ask and answer. 5 min
Objective: to give less controlled practice in talking about timetables
This is an ‘information gap’ activity. The pupils work in pairs. Pupil A looks
at the timetable on Page 32 and Pupil B looks at the timetable on Page 35.
They ask each other questions to find out the missing information. Tell them
not to look at their partner’s timetable.
Activity 5a Write today’s timetable. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing timetables
STEP 1: Ask the pupils draw a timetable for a day of the week, write “Time” on
the first line in the left-hand column and “Lesson” in the right-hand one as follows.
Time

Lesson

STEP 2: Then ask them to write the timetable for that day. Help them if
they do not know the right time for each lesson.
Activity 5b Play "My Favourite School Time". 5 min
Objective: to give freer practice in talking about school time
Version 1: Ask the pupils to work in pairs. They should ask as many
questions as they can.
e.g. A: My favourite time is 10 am on Monday.
B: Why?
A: Because we have English.
B: Why do you like English?
A: Because I like English songs.
B: Why do you like English songs?
A: Because I like singing English songs.
B: Why do you like singing English songs?
A: Because they are beautiful. etc.
Version 2:
STEP 1: Prepare the cards. If you have a class of 15 pupils, you will need
5 sets of A, B and C cards. Explain how to play the game. Demonstrate with
two pupils. Take Card A and give cards B and C to the pupils. Say that you will
tell the time e.g. 7.30. The pupils must listen and the pupil who has 7.30 (Card
B) must repeat the time and say his/her time 8.30. The pupil who has 8.30
(Card C) must repeat and say his/her time 9.30
STEP 2: The pupils work in threes. Give them cards. Go around and monitor.
NB: 1) You can make the cards easier or more complex depending of your
pupils’ abilities. 2) If a game is too difficult, you can play Bingo.
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Possible cards:
Card A

Card B

You hear You say
Start: 7.30
9.45
9.15
6.00
5.30
12.45
11.15

You hear
7.30
9.30
10.15
2.30

You say
8.30
9.15
5.30
7.00

Card C
You hear
8.30
9.45
6.00
12.45

You say
9.30
10.15
11.15
2.30

Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.

Lesson 4 Do you like it?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to practise ‘do-questions’;
- to practise short answers with
‘do’;
- to revise school subjects.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
their likes and dislikes.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of how to
make ‘do-questions’.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- make ‘doquestions’;
- say short answers with ‘do’;
- talk about
likes and
dislikes.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the
language
learnt in
previous
lessons and
classes
New: I think
it’s …
Why?

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD,
flashcards
with classroom furniture, pictures or textbooks for
different
subjects

Activity 1 Sing the song. 5 min
Objective: to warm up by singing the song
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 5 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2 Play “I think it’s a chair!” 5 min
Objective: to practise expressing opinions
Prepare beforehand flashcards with classroom furniture, pictures or
textbooks for different subjects.
STEP 1: Divide the class into two teams. Ask them to stand in rows.
STEP 2: Show different flashcards upside down, the first pupils in the rows
must tell what they saw saying, for example, ‘I think it’s a chair’. Go on until
all the pupils have the chance to say their opinions.
Activity 3a Find the frog. 2 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
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The pupils look at the picture and find the frog. Explain to them that the
frog is doing nothing but it will be active later.
Activity 3b Look and answer. 5 min
Objective: to present Do-questions
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to answer the question. You can use your mother
tongue. Explain that the frog is jumping now and carrying ‘Do’ to help them to
make a question. Explain that the frogs are responsible for word order and
they show us how to make questions properly.
STEP 2: Draw their attention to the question form and responses in the
Remember box.
Activity 4 Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to practise the new structure
This is a usual Chain Drill. The pupils can use the words from the cloud on
the right.
Activity 5a Read. 3 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
Ask the pupils to read the dialogue silently. Check they understand what
‘Why?’ means.
Activity 5b Work in pairs. Complete Aziz and Lucy’s dialogue. 8 min
Objective: to practise writing and asking Yes/No questions
The pupils work in pairs. Ask them to continue Aziz and Lucy’s conversation
using the words from the cloud below Activity 5b. Ask them to use ‘Why?’ and
‘I think ...’.
Possible dialogue:
Lucy: Do you have botany?
Aziz: Yes, we do.
Lucy: Do you like it?
Aziz: No, I don’t.
Lucy: Why?
Aziz: I think it’s boring.
Activity 5c Role play. 10 min
Objective: to give freer practise in using Yes/No questions and answers
The pupils act out their dialogues.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody
understands what to do. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.
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Lesson 5 When does the school start?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment

Educational:
- to learn about English and
German children’s school life;
- to revise the language related
to school.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to read and
listen for specific and detailed
information.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of English
and German children’s school
life.

By the end of Recycling the Pupil’s
the lesson
Book,
language
pupils will be related to
the DVD;
able to:
sentences
school
- be able to
about
New: have a
read and lis- break, have
school life
ten for speci- lessons,
for Activity
fic and detail- begin, end
2
ed information;
- learn about
English and
German
children’s
school life.
Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 5 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to take and swap their exercise books in pairs.
Ask them to check each other’s homework. Then you can check the homework
involving the whole class.
STEP 3: Have the pupils repeat the words after you in chorus.
Activity 2 Play “True/False”. 5 min
Objective: to develop pupils’ listening skills
Beforehand prepare the sentences beginning as follows:
1 The first lesson starts at ...
2 You have 7 lessons on Saturday.
3 Your botany teacher’s name is ... etc.
For classrooms with enough space. Read the statements about school
life. The pupils must move to the right if the sentence is correct, and to the left
if the sentence is false.
For classrooms with limited space. The pupils must stay at their chairs if
the sentence is correct, and stand up if the sentence is false.
Activity 3 Read and answer the questions. 8 min
Objective: to practise reading for specific information
STEP 1: To make reading more challenging, you can ask the pupils to
read the questions first and guess the answers. It does not matter if their
guesses are wrong. The purpose is make them think and predict.
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STEP 2: Then ask the pupils to read the text and find out whether they
were right or not. They can also listen to the DVD for this purpose.
Activity 4a Listen and answer the questions. 10 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
STEP 1: To make listening more challenging, you can ask the pupils to
read the questions first and guess the answers. It does not matter if their
guesses are wrong.
STEP 2: Play the DVD. The pupils listen and find out whether they were
right or not.
DVD script:
Lucy: I go to school Red Wood in London. I like my school, my teachers,
my classmates and our uniform. English schoolchildren go to school on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. We have four lessons
in the morning and two in the afternoon. We have a long lunch break at
school. School ends at a quarter past three. We usually do our homework
in the evening.
Activity 4b Work in pairs. Read and say True or False. 10 min
Objective: to practise listening for detailed information
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to listen carefully. Play the DVD in 4a once more.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to work in pairs. They read the statements about
English children’s school life and say True or False according to the information
in the listening text.
Answer key: 1 False; 2 False; 3 True; 4 False; 5 True; 6 True
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework tasks. Check that everybody understands what to do with the 3 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.

Lesson 6 Project
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to revise the language related
to different themes the pupils
have learnt so far.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to show
knowledge in different themes;
- to give pupils less-controlled
practice in speaking.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - show
understanding
of times;
- show knowledge in different themes.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the
language
learnt in
previous
lessons and
classes

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD;
questions
of different
levels of difficulty for
each category in Ac. 3
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Activity 1 Sing the song. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework.
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 5 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to take and swap their exercise books in pairs.
Ask them to check each other’s homework. Then you can check the homework
involving the whole class.
Answer key for homework task 3: c, e, b, g, d, a, f
Activity 2 Play “Time race”. 10 min
Objective: to consolidate times
STEP 1: Divide the class into two teams. Ask them to stand in rows.
STEP 2: Say the time, the first pupils in the rows must run to the board
and write the time. Go on until all the pupils have the chance to write the time.
The times you can say:
1) It’s half past 5. – 5.30
2) It’s 7 o’clock in the morning – 7a.m.
3) It’s a quarter past 2. – 2.15
4) It’s midday. – 12.00
5) It’s 8 o’clock in the evening – 8 p.m.
6) It’s a quarter to 10. – 9.45
7) It’s midnight. – 12.00
Activity 3 Work in groups. Play “Language Expert.” 23 min
Objective: to revise the material of the unit
This activity is called ‘Auction’ (Kim oshdi savdosi. Àóêöèîí). Divide the
class into two teams. The idea of the game is to ‘earn’ money for the team by
answering questions. Each team must choose a category (e.g. long words,
short words, regular verbs ... etc.) and a level of difficulty. 100 represents the
easiest question and 400 the most difficult. You will need to prepare questions
of different levels of difficulty for each category.
Begin by asking a team which category they have chosen. Then ask a
level of difficulty. Ask a question corresponding to that level of difficulty. If they
give the correct answer, they ‘earn’ the appropriate number of points. If they
give the wrong answer, the team loses those points.
Long words/short words
The pupils will have to write any short words from long words: e.g.
telephone, supermarket, caterpillar, hospital, helicopter, etc.; Mon, Tue,
Oct, don’t, etc. or vice versa.
Regular verbs/irregular verbs
The pupils will have to find regular/irregular verbs from the list: e.g. ask,
go, etc. and write correct past forms.
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Yes/No
The pupils will have to convert affirmative sentences into negative: e.g.
She is good at maths. – She isn’t good at maths. He likes botany. – He
doesn’t like botany, etc.
I like ...
The pupils will have to say sentences about their likes and dislikes.
Do you ...?
The pupils will have to convert affirmative sentences into questions e.g.
She is good at maths. – Is she good at maths? He likes botany. – Does he
like botany? etc.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to prepare Portfolio entry on Unit 5.

PROGRESS CHECK 4
1 Complete the sentences about you. (5x2=10)
Possible answers: 1) I like botany. It’s interesting. 2) My favourite lesson is
maths. 3) I like PE. It’s fun. 4) I don’t like maths. It’s boring. 5) I don’t like art.
It’s difficult. 6) I like English. We sing songs there.
2 Look and write. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1) It’s eight o’clock. 2) It’s half past ten. 3) It’s (a) quarter to five.
4) It’s a quarter past eight. 5) It’s seven o’clock 6) It’s a quarter past twelve.
3 Complete the sentences. ( 5x2=10)
Answer key: 1) in; 2) at; 3) at; 4) on; 5) in
4 Write questions for the answers. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1) What colour eyes does your sister have? 2) What’s her hair
like? 3) What colour eyes does he have? 4) Is history interesting? 5) Do you
have lessons on Friday? 6) What’s your brother’s name?
5 Listen and match. e.g. 1c (5x2=10) Answer key: 1c; 2e; 3f; 4a; 5d; 6b
DVD script:
Sofa: Laziza, what’s your school like?
Laziza: It’s not very big but it’s nice.
Sofa: Is there a library there?
Laziza: Yes, there is. But it’s not big. Our gym is very big.
Sofa: Do you like PE?
Laziza: No, I don’t. I think it’s boring.
Sofa: What’s your favourite subject?
Laziza: I like music.
Sofa: Do you like singing?
Laziza: Yes, I’m good at singing.
Sofa: I like Selena Gomes. Who’s your favourite singer?
Laziza: I like Shahzoda very much.
Total: 50 points
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Unit 6 In the classroom
Lesson 1 Classroom things
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn new vocabulary to
describe a classroom;
- to learn to read silently for the
main idea;
- to learn the prepositions of
place in, at and on.
Developing:
- to practise giving oral instructions.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of the
formation of plurals in English.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to say,
ask and
answer
questions
about the
classroom.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Revision of
Pupil’s
vocabulary
Book,
related to the the DVD
classroom
New: a whiteboard, a marker, a portfolio, a shelf
(shelves)

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song. Ask
what the song is about.
DVD script:
In my classroom (Tune of “Oh my darling Clementine”)
In the classroom,
In the classroom
There are windows and the door. We have English and computers.
We have a blackboard.
We learn art and botany.
It is square.
We have history and geography.
Oh my classroom, you’re my home!
And some pictures on the wall.
Activity 2a Match the classroom things and words. 8 min
Objectives: to revise vocabulary related to the classroom; to enable
pupils to match words with objects; to introduce irregular plurals
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the picture in the book or in the DVD and
match the words with the objects. Check the answers together.
Answer key: 1c, 2f, 3d, 4a, 5e, 6g, 7b
STEP 2: Write on the board:
a door – doors, a map – maps, a whiteboard – whiteboards
a computer – computers, a marker – markers, a portfolio – portfolios
Ask the pupils what they have noticed. Elicit that plural form of nouns are
formed by adding “-s”.
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STEP 3: Write on the board: a shelf - shelves
Ask the pupils what they have noticed. Establish that some nouns like
“shelf” have irregular forms.
Activity 2b Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to develop listening and pronunciation skills
Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD and repeat the words from 2a.
Activity 3 Write the labels and put them on things in the classroom. 10 min
Objectives: to practise writing the new vocabulary;
to enable pupils to match words with objects
STEP 1: Allocate the objects to the pupils working in groups of 4/5. The
pupils must write names of objects on the cards and stick them. Ask them to
recall also and use the words they learnt previously e.g. a chair, a table, a wall etc.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to listen to you and touch or point to the object
you call.
STEP 3: Use realia or pictures to practise ‘at’ and revise ‘on’ and ‘in’. e.g.
3 pictures: a box and a cat at the box, in the box, on the box.
STEP 4: Ask the pupils to answer your questions:
1) Where is the cat? (Point to one of the pictures)
2) Where is the map? (point to the map)
3) Where is the door? (point to the door) etc. You can also use the DVD for
this purpose.
Ask the pupils to answer the questions using prepositions at, on, in.
Draw their attention to the Remember Box.
Activity 4 Picture dictation. 10 min
Objective: to practise writing the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Divide the class into groups of 3/4. Each group draws a classroom
on a sheet of paper and keeps it a secret. Group A must dictate their description
to Group B. Group B must listen and draw. e.g. There are 2 windows. There is
a big table. There are 6 desks. There is a map on the wall.
NB: If the class is strong, they can say more complicated sentences e.g.
There is a window on the left. There is a teacher’s table at the window.
STEP 2: Then Group B must dictate their description to Group A. Ask
them to compare their drawings.
Activity 5 Read and match. 5 min
Objective: to read for detailed information
Ask the pupils to read the text and match. Answer key: 1b; 2c; 3a
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 104. Check that everybody
understands what to do. Explain that in Homework 1 they should complete
the sentences about their classroom.
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Lesson 2 Lucy’s pen is blue.
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to practise new colours to
describe a rainbow;
- to practise pronunciation.
Developing:
- to enable the pupils to use
possessives and colours;
- to enable the pupils to describe objects using several
colours.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- say the colours of the
rainbow;
- describe objects using
several colours.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Revision of
colours

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

New: indigo,
violet

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 8 min
Objectives: to warm up; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to read their texts from Exercise 2 to each other. They should listen and guess the room described. They can
do it in pairs or go round the class and work with as many pupils as they can.
Possible answers:
There is one door/whiteboard in the classroom.
There are two shelves in the classroom.
There are three windows in the classroom.
There are four flowers in the classroom.
There are five lamps in the classroom.
Explain that in Homework 2 they should write about any classroom they
like. Ask them not to write the name of the classroom.
Activity 2a Watch, listen and match. 10 min
Objectives: to introduce rainbow; to revise colours
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to match the English words with their translation.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD and repeat the poem.
DVD script:
It’s a rainbow!
It’s a rainbow!
Red, orange

Yellow and green
Blue, indigo and violet.

STEP 3: Ask the pupils to name the colours of the rainbow in their mother
tongue. Ask what can help them to remember the rainbow colours. Remind
that in Russian there is a funny sentence which helps to remember the colours:
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Êàæäûé Îõîòíèê Æåëàåò Çíàòü Ãäå Ñèäèò Ôàçàí - Êðàñíûé
Îðàíæåâûé Æåëòûé Çåëåíûé Ãîëóáîé Ñèíèé Ôèîëåòîâûé.
Say that English children use the sentence “Read Out Your Good Book In
Voice” to remember the colours of the rainbow: Red, Orange, Yellow, Green,
Blue, Indigo and Violet.
Check they know the colours: indigo and violet.
STEP 4: Ask the pupils to match the colours in English with colours in
their mother tongue.
STEP 5: Ask the pupils to recite the poem. Congratulate those who
managed to remember it.
Activity 2b Work in pairs. Listen and guess. 10 min
Objectives: to develop listening skills; to revise colours
Ask the pupils to look at the pictures. Then ask them to read the two
dialogues. Ask them to find the difference between the dialogues.
Answer key: Dialogue 1 – an object in singular; dialogue 2 – plural.
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures. Then ask them to read the
two dialogues. Ask them to find the difference between the dialogues.
Answer key: Dialogue 1 – an object in singular; dialogue 2 – plural.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to choose any picture and make a dialogue as in
the sample dialogues.
Activity 3 Listen and match. 8 min
Objectives: to revise colours and possessives
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to read the example. Say that they will listen to
the DVD and match the first column with the second as in the example.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD and match the names and colours.
DVD script:
1) Lucy’s pen is blue.
2) Andy’s pen is yellow.
3) Sally’s pen is pink

4) Jenny’s ruler is green.
5) Teddy’s ruler is red.
6) Kate’s ruler is white.

STEP 3: Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD once more and repeat.
STEP 4: Ask the pupils to answer your questions:
1) Whose pen is blue/yellow/pink? 2) Whose ruler is red/green/white?
Answer key: Lucy’s pen is blue. or Lucy’s. etc.
STEP 5: Ask the pupils to put on their desks their pens, pencils, sharpeners,
erasers and ask questions. The pupils should look around and answer your
questions. They can give full answers like “Jasur’s sharpener is green” or
short answers like “Jasur’s”.
Possible questions:
1) Whose sharpener is green/orange/pink (etc.)? 2) Whose ruler is green/
orange/pink (etc.)? 3) Whose eraser is green/orange/pink (etc.)?
6 — New Fly High 5 Teacher’s book
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Activity 4a Work in pairs. Look and find the differences. 7 min
Objectives: to develop speaking skills; to consolidate possessives
Ask the pupils to work in pairs and find the differences. Then they can
check their answers through the DVD.
Differences:
a boy
a girl

DVD script:

a white desk
a pink pencil case
a violet sharpener
a red eraser
a yellow copy book
a green ruler
a pink pen

a green desk
a blue pencil case
a black sharpener
a grey eraser
a white copy book
a brown ruler
a brown pen

The girl’s desk is white. The boy’s desk is green.
The girl’s pencil case is pink. The boy’s pencil case is blue.
The girl’s sharpener is violet. The boy’s sharpener is black.
The girl’s eraser is red. The boy’s eraser is grey.
The girl’s copy book is yellow. The boy’s copy book is white.
The girl’s ruler is green. The boy’s ruler is brown.
The girl’s pen is pink. The boy’s pen is brown.
Optional Activity 4b Write five sentences.
Objectives: to develop writing skills; to consolidate possessives
Ask the pupils to write the sentences with the differences.
NB: This activity is for more advanced classes or pupils. Slower pupils can
do it at home.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do. Explain that they should write the sentences using ‘her, his’.

Lesson 3 It’s my book.
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to revise and practise personal and possessive pronouns
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use possessives and adjectives;
- to enable pupils to answer the
question “Whose … is it?”.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - answer questions with
“whose”;
- use possessives.
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Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Revision of
personal and
possessive
pronouns

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD
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Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to read their sentences to
each other. They can do it in pairs or go round the class and work with as
many pupils as they can.
Answer key:
1) The girl’s ball is orange. Her ball is orange.
2) The boy’s ball is white. His ball is white.
3) Kamola’s bag is pink. Her bag is pink.
4) Jasur’s pencil is brown. His pencil is brown.
5) Setora’s eraser is red. Her eraser is red.
6) Bobur’s eraser is black. His eraser is black.
Activity 2a Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to revise personal pronouns and possessives
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD and repeat after it.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to continue. Say: I and hint they should continue – my.
Then continue with the rest. Say: You and hint they should continue – your, etc.
STEP 3: 50/50 practice
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 2b Show and say. 5 min
Objective: to revise possessives
Ask the pupils to work in groups of 4/5. Ask them to play “Snowball” as in
the DVD. e.g. A: (shows his sharpener). My sharpener is black and orange.
B: His sharpener is black and orange. My sharpener is green, etc.
Activity 3 Look, listen and answer. 5 min
Objective: to consolidate possessives
Collect your pupils’ things (pens, pencils, rulers, etc.). Show somebody’s
possession and ask questions.
e.g. Teacher: Whose book is it? Is it your book, Jasur?
Jasur: No, it’s not my book.
Teacher: Is it your book Aziz? Aziz: Yes, it’s my book.
NB: If your class is strong, they can play in groups of 4/5. The pupils in
turn should ask the questions instead of the teacher.
Activity 4a Look, read and complete. 5 min
Objectives: to consolidate possessives; to develop reading skills
Ask the pupils to look at the picture and complete the dialogue.
Answer key: T: Is it your chair, Davron?
Umid: No …
Davron: No, it’s not my chair …
Teacher: Whose chair is it?
Teacher: Is it your chair, Umid?
Aziz: Sorry, it’s my chair.
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Activity 4b Work in groups of 4. Role play. 5 min
Objectives: to consolidate possessives; to develop speaking skills
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to make own dialogues using other objects and names.
STEP 2: The groups play roles. Go round and listen to their dialogues.
NB: If you have time, you can ask some groups to perform in front of the class.
Activity 5 Listen, look and find. 8 min
Objectives: to consolidate possessives; to develop listening skills
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the picture and say what they see there.
Tell the pupils they should listen to the DVD and identify the boys’ rucksacks.
DVD script:
Aziz: Kamol, is it your rucksack?
Kamol: No, my rucksack is black and white.
Aziz: Where is my rucksack?
Kamol: Look ... is it your rucksack?
Aziz: No, it’s Davron’s rucksack. It’s black and orange. My rucksack is brown.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to answer your questions by pointing to the
rucksacks in the picture. Ask: Where’s Kamol’s rucksack? Where’s Aziz’s
rucksack? Where’s Davron’s rucksack?
Optional Activity 6 Complete the sentences.
Objectives: to consolidate possessives; to develop writing skills
Ask the pupils to complete the sentences.
Answer key:
1) Where’s your book, Aziz? Is this your book? No, it’s Ulugbek’s book.
2) Madina has a green bag. Her bag is nice.
3) My brother bought a new car. His car is black.
4) Where’s my sister’s bag? It’s not her bag. Her bag is red and pink.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Pages 104-104. Check that
everybody understands what to do. Explain that they should write the sentences
using your, my, his.

Lesson 4 This – that, these – those
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to revise and practise using determiners: this, that, these, those.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use determines: this, that, these, those;
- to enable pupils to use “can”.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - use
determiners:
this, that,
these, those.
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Revision of
determiners:
this, that,
these, those

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD
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Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to read their sentences to
each other. They can do it in pairs or go round the class and work with as
many pupils as they can.
Answer key:
Aziz: Kamol, is it your rucksack?
Kamol: No. My rucksack is black and white.
Aziz: Where’s my rucksack?
Kamol: Look ... is it your rucksack?
Aziz: No, it’s Davron’s rucksack. It’s black and orange. My rucksack is brown.
Activity 2 Play “I Spy ...”. 7 min
Objectives: to revise the vocabulary related to classroom
Ask the pupils to play a game “I spy …”. As in the DVD, the pupils must
guess the thing you say. The pupil who guesses continues the game.
e.g. Teacher: I spy with my little eye something beginning with ‘d’.
Pupil 1: Is it a desk? Pupil 2: Is it a door? etc.
Activity 3 Work in groups. Point and say. 8 min
Objectives: to revise determiners, i.e. demonstrative adjectives
STEP 1: Before the lesson put some things on your table and some in the
far away corner. Remind that we use this/these when we speak about things
that are here, near to us and that/those for things which are there, not near.
Point and say: this flower – that flower. Then point to another object near
you and say e.g. this shelf – ... hint that the pupils should continue and say
that shelf and point.
STEP 2: 50/50 practice. Group 1: This desk. Group 2: That desk, etc.
STEP 3: Do the same with ‘these/those’.

Ü

Language Notes
In this lesson pupils revise demonstrative adjectives: this, that, these,
those. They are not demonstrative pronouns here because they are not
used instead of nouns. Compare:
Dem. adj.: Show me that book. Touch these books.
Dem. pron.: Can you give me this, please? That is interesting.

Activity 4 Work in pairs. Play “Robot”. 10 min
Objectives: to consolidate determiners
Ask the pupils to work in pairs. When Pupil A is a robot, Pupil B must give
instructions like: Touch this desk. Touch that desk. Then Pupil B must give
instructions to Pupil A.
Activity 5 Work in pairs. Make a dialogue. 8 min
Objectives: to develop reading skills; to introduce “Here you are.”
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STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and read the dialogues. Ask
them to guess what “Here you are.” means. (Establish that it means “Mana
marhamat.” / Âîò, ïîæàëóéñòà.)
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to make own dialogues. Remind them that they
should use a polite form “Can I have this/that book, please?”
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to role play. Go round and listen to their performances. If you have time, ask some pairs to perform in front of the class.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 105. Check that everybody
understands what to do. Explain that they should write the answers using the
information from the table as shown in the example.

Lesson 5 Our school is old but nice.
Aims
Educational:
- to learn “There’s / There are”;
- to learn the conjunction “but”.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to describe the
room using “There is/there are”;
- to enable pupils to use the
conjunction “but”.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of English
pupils’ school life.

Learning
outcomes

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment

By the end of Revision of
the lesson
determiners
pupils will be New: but
able to:
- use “There
is/there are”;
- use the conjunction “but”;
- write a letter
to a friend.

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to read their sentences
to each other. They can do it in pairs or go round the class and work with as
many pupils as they can.
Answer key:
1) Whose hair is brown? Madina’s hair is brown.
2) Whose hair is blond? Anna’ hair is blond.
3) Whose hair is black? Dilnoza’s hair is black.
4) Whose eyes are green? Anna’s eyes are green.
5) Whose eyes are blue? John’s eyes are blue.
6) Whose eyes are black? Madina’s eyes are black.
7) Whose eyes are grey? Timur’s eyes are grey.
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Activity 2a Match the pictures and words. 5 min
Objectives: to revise vocabulary related to school;
to introduce new words
Ask the pupils to match the words with pictures. Check the answers together.
This activity can also be done in the DVD. Answer key: 1c; 2b; 3e; 4f; 5a; 6d
Activity 2b Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to practise pronunciation
Ask the pupils to listen and repeat after the DVD.
Activity 2c Look and say. 5 min
Objectives: to practise “There is”, “There are”; to develop speaking skills
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at picture f. Ask the pupils to read the
sentences and continue e.g. There’s a canteen in the school. There are tables
in the canteen. There are chairs. There are two flowers. etc.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to describe other rooms in turn. Ask them to use
“There is/there are …”
Activity 3 Work in pairs. Listen and guess. 5 min
Objectives: to develop listening and speaking skills
Ask the pupils to work in pairs. Pupil A describes a room, Pupil B must
listen and guess the room.
e.g. A: This room is big. There are tables there. There are two flowers.
B: It’s a canteen. (A canteen.)
Activity 4a Read the letter. Answer the questions. 7 min
Objectives: to introduce the conjunction “but”; to develop reading skills
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to read the text and answer the questions:
1) Where’s Iris from? 2) What’s her favourite subject?
Answer key: 1) Iris is from London. 2) Her favourite subject is French.
STEP 2: Draw the pupils’ attention to the sentence “It’s old but beautiful”.
Ask the pupils to guess what “but” means. Help if necessary.
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to continue the sentences using ‘but’.
e.g. Iris is from London but I’m from …
Her favourite subject is French but my favourite subject is English.
Her brother’s name is Ted but …
Her brother is 4 years old but …
Her first lesson is at 9.15 but … etc.
Activity 4b Complete the sentences. 7 min
Objectives: to develop reading skills; to develop writing skills
Ask the pupils to complete the sentences in the workbook.
Possible answers:
1) Her school is in London but our school is in Tashkent.
2) Her first lesson is at 9.15 but our first lesson is at 8.00.
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3) She has four lessons in the morning and two in the afternoon but we
have five or six lessons in the morning.
4) She can sing French songs but we can sing English songs.
5) She has a lot of French books but we have a lot of English/Russian/
Uzbek books.
Homework 1 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on page 105. Check that everybody
understands what to do. Explain that they should write a letter to Iris about
their school life. Ask the pupils to write their letters on separate sheets of
paper and draw illustration. Say they can draw their school or any room they like.
Possible answer:
Dear Iris,
I go to school 25 in Istiqlol. Our school is small but nice. There is a gym, a
canteen, a staff room and a lot of classrooms. The first lesson is at 8.30. We have
four or five lessons in the morning. At school we have maths, Uzbek, Russian,
English, history, music, PE and handicrafts. My favourite subject is English.
Please write to me.
Love,
Sabina

Lesson 6 Project
Aims
Educational:
- to learn to write a poem;
- to learn how to use “but” to
explain the one odd out.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to write a
poem following a sample;
- to enable pupils to use “but”
to explain the one odd out;
- to develop pupils’ critical
thinking abilities;
- to develop listening skills.

Learning
outcomes

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment

By the end of Revision of
the lesson
the unit
pupils will be
able to:
- write a poem
following a
sample;
- explain the
one odd out
things using
“but”.

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to put their letters on the
wall. Ask them to go round in pairs, read the letters and look at the drawings.
Give them 2-3 minutes. Stop them after 2-3 minutes and ask:
1) Whose letter is the most interesting? 2) Whose picture is the most colourful?
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Encourage them to talk about good positive things without criticising
anything or anybody.
Activity 2 Listen and complete the sentences. 8 min
Objectives: to develop listening skills
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD and say who is speaking.
(Answer key: a small girl Sally and her mother.)
STEP 2: Ask them to listen once more and complete the sentences in the
Workbook on Page 105.
Answer key:
Sally is in the garden. Sally is playing with her sister’s pencil case.
She doesn’t go to school. She cannot write but she can draw.
DVD script:
Mother: Sally, dear, where are you?
Sally: I’m here mum … in the garden.
Mother: What are you doing here?
Sally: … mmmm … playing ….
Mother: Are you playing with your sister’s pencil case? Don’t touch it. It’s
your sister’s pencil case, it’s not your pencil case …
Sally: Oh mum, please …I like it. Look … there’s an eraser, a sharpener,
a ruler, two pens ...
Mother: Sally, you don’t go to school … you can’t write …
Sally: I can’t write but I can draw … look … she has beautiful colour pencils.
Mother: Yes, but it’s your sister’s pencil case … please don’t play with it …
Sally: But I want her pencil case … it has a mirror and a comb … I can comb
my hair. The comb’s pink and the mirror’s white.Oh they are beautiful …
Mother: Oh Sally, Sally …(faded)
Activity 3 Read and write your poem. 10 min
Objectives: to revise colours; to enable the pupils to write a poem
STEP 1: Read the poem aloud or play the DVD. Ask the pupils to repeat
after you/the DVD line by line.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to write own poem. The pupils can change the
colour, school objects etc. and write own poem. Ask them to write neatly on
the sheet of paper, draw pictures and be ready to read their poem aloud.
STEP 3: Help the pupils to put their poems on the wall. Ask the pupils to
read aloud their poems.
NB: Ask the pupils to put their works into portfolios at the end of the lesson.
Activity 4 Find the odd one out. 8 min
Objectives: to revise jobs, subjects, animals, fruit; to enable the pupils
to explain reasons using ‘but’
Read the example together. Say that they should find the odd one out and
explain using “but”.
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Possible answers:
Teacher, driver and secretary are jobs but brother is a family member. (Or
Teachers, drivers and secretaries are jobs but brother is not.)
History, maths, literature are subjects but pencil case is a school thing.
Helicopters, bused, minivans are transport but elephant is an animal.
Tigers, lions, monkeys are animals but kitchen is a room.
Apples, peaches and apricots are fruit but carrots are not.
NB: Prepare additional tasks if your class is strong.
I can
7 min
As usual ask the pupils to start “I can” in the class and finish at home. This
is to revise Unit 5 and 6.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to prepare Portfolio entry on Unit 6.

TEST 2
1 Find the odd word. e.g. A-shelf (5x1=5)
A secretary farmer shelf engineer mechanic
B short plump thin pink strong
D eye ear mouth Thursday arm
C white third brown green blue
E college doctor farmer mechanic pupil
Answer key: a shelf; b pink; c third ; d Thursday; e college
2 Put the sentences in order. e.g. 1b (5x2=10)
a) No, the red book. b) Can you give me that book? c) OK. And this pink
pencil? d) Yes, thank you. e) This green book?
Answer key: 1b, 2e, 3a, 4c, 5d
3 Complete the sentences. Use the words: staff room, classroom, yard,
canteen, library, gym. e.g. Pupils have lessons in a classroom. (5x1=5)
1) Pupils have lessons in a … 2) Pupils have PE in a … 3) Teachers sit in a …
4) There are shelves with books in a … 5) Teachers and pupils have palov in a …
6) Pupils play in a …
Answer key: 1) classroom 2) gym 3) staff room 4) library 5) canteen 6) yard
4 Read and complete the table. (5x2=10)
N
1
2
3
4
5
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Monday
Literature
Russian
Geography
Mathematics
...

Tuesday
…
Mathematics
History
Computers
PE

Wednesday
Geography
English
…
Handicrafts
Handicrafts

Thursday

Friday
History
Literature
Mathematics
…
Russian
Uzbek
Russian …
Botany

Saturday
…
Uzbek
English
Botany

TEST 2

Answer key:
N
1
2
3
4
5

Monday
Literature
Russian
Geography
Mathematics
Uzbek

Tuesday
English
Mathematics
History
Computers
PE

Wednesday
Geography
English
Mathematics
Handicrafts
Handicrafts

Thursday

Friday
Literature History
Computers Mathematics
Russian
Uzbek
PE
Russian
Botany

Saturday
Art
Uzbek
English
Botany

My name is Zafar. I have five lessons on Monday. The fifth lesson is Uzbek.
The first lesson on Tuesday is English. It is my favourite subject. On Thursday
the second lesson is computers. I like computers. It is interesting. But on
Wednesday the third lesson is mathematics. I don’t like it. It is difficult. I
have PE lessons on Tuesday and on Friday. I like PE. We play football.
The first lesson on Saturday is art. It is funny.
5 Listen and complete the sentences. (5x2=10)
Use Monday, on foot, pupil , 11, history, from
Kate is a (1) pupil. She is (2) … . She goes to school. Her school is not far
(3) … her home. She goes to school (4) … . Her school is number 10. She
likes her school. Kate’s favourite subjects are mathematics and (5) ... . They
are interesting. Kate likes Sunday and she doesn’t like (6) … .
Answer key: 1) pupil 2) 11 3) from 4) on foot 5) history 6) Monday
DVD script:
Kate is a pupil. She is 11. She goes to school. Her school is not far from
her home. She goes to school on foot. Her school is number 10. She likes
her school. Kate’s favourite subjects are mathematics and history. They
are interesting. Kate likes Sunday and she doesn’t like Monday.
Total: 50 points

Unit 7 My day

Lesson 1 I usually wake up at ...
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn Present Simple affirmative and negative sentences
(except 3rd person singular);
- to revise adverbs of frequency.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
and discuss daily routines and
habitual actions.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- talk about
daily routines;
- use the
adverbs of
frequency.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
wake up,
Pupil’s
get washed,
Book,
get dressed/ the DVD
put on clothes,
do my hair,
leave home,
get to school
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Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song. Ask which
words they recognised.
DVD script:
My day (Tune of “If you are happy”)
Get up early in the morning
And get washed (Brrr Brrr).
Get up early in the morning
And get washed (Brrr Brrr).
Get up early in the morning
And get dressed and brush your teeth.
Get up early in the morning
And get washed.
Get up early in the morning
Have breakfast (yummy yummy).
Get up early in the morning
Have breakfast (yummy yummy).
Get up early in the morning
And get dressed and brush your teeth.
Get up early in the morning
Have breakfast.

Get up early in the morning
Comb your hair (OK).
Get up early in the morning
Comb your hair (OK).
Get up early in the morning
And get dressed and brush your teeth.
Get up early in the morning
Comb your hair (OK).

Activity 2 Play “Clock Line”. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up; to revise the time and conjunction “because”
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to stand up. Point to a spot in the classroom and
say that it is the early Sunday time (e.g. 5am) and the place opposite it is the
later one (e.g. 11 am).
STEP 2: Explain that they should find out what time they get up on Sundays
by asking questions e.g. What time do you get up on Sunday? and at the
same time, they should find and stand in the right place in a line according to
the time they get up.
STEP 3: With your signal, the pupils start. When they all have found their
places and the clock line is ready, check if everyone is in the right place by
asking questions. e.g. What time do you get up?
STEP 4: After that the pupils should report the time they get up and say
why they get up at that time using “because” e.g. I get up at 10 o’clock
because I like sleeping very much.
Activity 3a Look, listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to revise the old vocabulary and present new ones
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to look at the pictures, listen to and
repeat the words after the DVD. See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
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STEP 2: The pupils read the phrases and say the meaning of the phrases
in their mother tongue. Ask them to give some examples from their life using
these phrases.
Activity 3b Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to practise the key vocabulary of the lesson
As usual, the pupils make true sentences about themselves using different
times and actions. You can also play the DVD for the pupils to watch a model
chain drill.
Activity 3c Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to revise and practise adverbs of frequency with the key
vocabulary
The pupils now practise the adverbs of frequency in the cloud with the key
words of the lesson. You can also play the DVD for the pupils to watch a
model chain drill.
Activity 4 Look and make sentences. 6 min
Objective: to practise negative sentences in the Present Simple Tense
STEP 1: Explain with examples how to make positive and negative sentences in the Present Simple Tense. Draw their attention to the Remember Box.
STEP 2: Now ask the pupils to look at the table and write negative sentences
from the positive ones. You can also use the DVD for this purpose.
Activity 5 Work in pairs. Make sentences with: always, usually, often,
sometimes, never. 7 min
Objective: to further practise making Present Simple positive and
negative sentences
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to make up four positive and negative sentences
about themselves using always, usually, often, sometimes and never, and the
phrases in the cloud.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to make pairs. They tell each other their sentences.
Check around the class. To make it more challenging you can say the name
of the pupil, the adverb s/he should use and the type of a sentence: positive or
negative.
e.g. Teacher: Nargiza – usually, positive.
Nargiza: I usually have geography on Monday.
Teacher: Bobur – always, negative.
Bobur: I don’t always wake up at 6 o’clock, etc.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.
Answer key for Homework 1: d, b, f, a, g, c, h, e
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Lesson 2 Aziz always wakes up at ...
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn the Present Simple
3rd person singular affirmative
and negative sentences;
- to revise “before/after/then”.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
and discuss daily routines;
- to enable pupils to use “before/after/then” to provide the
sequence of events.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - make
Pr. Simple
3rd person
singular affirmative and
negative;
- use “before/
after/then”.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
come/get
home, air the
room, have a
break for
lunch, leave
school, eat
biscuits,
finish, clean
the table

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song.
Look at Unit 7 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2 Look, listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to present new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and guess the meaning of
the words/phrases.
STEP 2: Check by asking some pupils.
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to listen to you or the DVD, repeat and read the
words/phrases.
Activity 3a Listen, repeat and read. 8 min
Objective: to present the Present Simple verbs 3rd person singular
STEP 1: Explain how to form the Present Simple verbs in the 3rd person
singular.
STEP 2: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen and repeat.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.

Ü
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Language Notes
We add:
-s after verbs ending with consonants, silent -e and two vowel
combinations e.g. gets, sends, plays, says, writes, etc.
-es after verbs ending with single vowels and hissing consonants and
consonant combinations like - s, - sh, -ss, -tch, -ch etc. as well as
after vowels before which there is a consonant
e.g. studies (here -y turns into -ie) .
We pronounce them like:

UNIT 7 MY DAY

Ü

[s] after voiceless consonants and after silent e before which there is a
voiceless consonant e.g. writes, gets, etc.
[iz] after hissing consonants and after the vowels before which there is
a consonant e.g. study – studies etc.
[z] after voiced consonants, vowels and after silent e before which there
is a voiced consonant e.g. reads, plays, comes.

Activity 3b, 3c Say the words. Listen and check your answers. 5 min
Objectives: to practise pronunciation; to check the answers
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to read and say the words.
STEP 2: Play the DVD. The pupils put the words under the correct column
of [s], [z], [iz] and check their answers.
Answer key: [s] writes, speaks [z] has, is, listens [iz] touches
Activity 4a Listen and say what Aziz does in the morning. Use: before,
after, then. 10 min
Objectives: to practise the Present Simple Tense 3rd person singular;
to revise “before”, “after”, “then”
STEP 1: Revise “before”, “after”, “then”, which the pupils learnt in Kids’
English 4. Make sure they still remember their meaning.
STEP 2: Then play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to Aziz’s words about
his morning.
DVD script:
Hello, I’m Aziz. I always wake up at 7 o’clock and get up at 7.10 in the
morning. Then I make my bed. After this I get washed: I brush my teeth and
wash my face and hands. Before breakfast I put on my clothes, brush or
comb my hair. Then I have my breakfast. I usually finish breakfast at 7.40
and leave home at 7.45. I go to school on foot. I often get to school at 8
o’clock, and sometimes at 8.10. I never go to school late. Before lessons I
always look at and read my homework. School starts at 8.30.
STEP 3: Now ask the pupils to say what Aziz does in the morning using
“before”, “after”, “then” as in the example. Help them to make sentences if
necessary.
STEP 4: They can check their answers in the DVD.
7 min
Activity 4b Listen. Read Aziz’s words and the sentences you say about him.
Objective: to introduce the Present Simple negative in the 3rd person singular
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to what Aziz says about
his afternoon. Ask them to pay more attention to what he does not do.
DVD script:
We usually have 6-7 lessons. After Lesson 5 we have a big break for
lunch. I usually have lunch at the school canteen. I have 2 somsas and
drink a glass of juice for lunch. Somsa is delicious. I don’t eat manti, palov,
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soup, salads, eggs and sausages. I don’t drink tea and milk. After the
lessons I don’t stay at school. I leave school at 2 o’clock, come home and
air my room. After this I eat biscuits and a cup of hot tea. Then I clean the
table. Before I do my homework, I play games with friends. I often play
football, sometimes I ride my bike. I don’t play tag. I don’t play computer
games, too. Then I come home and do my homework. I finish my homework
at 6.30. After this I have my dinner at 7 o’clock. I always have dinner with
my family. Usually I don’t lay the table for dinner. My mum does it. After
dinner I help my mum: I wash the dishes and take the rubbish out. Then I
watch TV, listen to music and read books.
STEP 2: Now ask them to read Aziz’s words and the sentences you say
about him. Ask what they have noticed. Elicit that “don’t” has changed to
“doesn’t” in the 3rd person singular.
Activity 4c Write the sentences about Aziz. 3 min
Objective: to practise the Present Simple negative 3rd person singular
Now ask the pupils to open their Workbooks to Page 106 and rewrite
Aziz’s words in the 3rd person singular. There is also an interactive exercise
in the DVD, which can be used for this purpose.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 3 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.

Lesson 3 The Whitfields visit Tashkent.
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn the Pr. Simple affirmative and negative sentences;
- to learn to ask personal questions and answer.
Developing:
- to develop pupils’ listening
and speaking skills;
- to enable pupils to make Pr.
Simple affirmative and negative
sentences.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- make Pr.
Simple affirmative and negative sen-ces;
- ask personal
questions and
answer.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
student, visit,
interest,
historical
places

Activity 1 Sing the song. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 7 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
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Activity 2 Work in groups. Play “Snowball”. 7 min
Objective: to consolidate previously learnt material
This is a usual “Snowball” activity. In groups, the pupils practise saying
Present Simple negative sentences in the 1st and 3rd person singular as in
the example/the DVD.
Option:
Objective: to consolidate the conjunctions “but” and “because”
STEP 1: The pupils write two sentences about the things they do or don’t
do: one sentence with “but”, and one with “because”.
e.g. I watch tennis but I don’t play it. I eat ice cream because I like it very much.
STEP 2: In pairs the pupils tell each other about themselves as in the
example in Step 1.
STEP 3: Finally, the pupils tells the rest of the class about their partner.
e.g. Murod watches tennis but he doesn’t play it. etc.
Activity 3a Look, read and guess the new words. 5 min
Objective: to present new vocabulary
Ask the pupils to look at the pictures, read the captions and guess the
meaning of the highlighted words. You can also use the DVD for this purpose.

Ü

Language Note
The Registan or Registan Square are both acceptable in English.

Activity 3b Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to practise pronunciation
Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD and repeat after each word. Then they
can read the words. See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 3c Listen and answer. 8 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to decide if Mrs Whitfield is happy
or sad. Ask them why they think so.
Answer key: Mrs Whitfield is happy
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to read the questions. Play the DVD once more.
Ask the questions, the pupils answer them.
DVD script:
Hello! I’m Mrs Whitfield from England. I teach at the university. Sometimes
my family and I visit Uzbekistan because historical places interest us very
much. We want to go there again. We usually visit Tashkent, Bukhara,
Khiva, Samarkand and Shakhrisabz. I always tell my students about them.
We like these cities very much. We like Uzbek people. Our next visit is on
September 4. We’re very happy to visit Uzbekistan again. We have friends
there. Lucy and Daniel have many friends in Tashkent. They write letters to
their friends very often.
7 — New Fly High 5 Teacher’s book
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Activity 4a Work in pairs. Ask and write. 8 min
Objective: to practise asking and answering personal questions
STEP 1: Make pairs. Tell that Pupil A in the pairs is Aziz and Pupil B is Lucy.
STEP 2: Ask Pupil As to copy the table on Page 44, and Bs on Page 47.
STEP 3: Explain that the words in the table are answers to their partner’s
questions, and at the same time, they serve as clues for asking questions.
When everybody understands what to do, ask Pupil As to ask Pupil Bs questions and note answers in the table. After that Pupil Bs ask and Pupil As answer.
Possible question: How old are you? Where are you from? What’s your
address? What’s your telephone number? How many people are there in your
family? What do you do?
Activity 4b Tell the class about Aziz/Lucy. 5 min
Objective: to practise giving personal information
The pupils speak about their partners using the information table in Activity
4a. e.g. Aziz is 11 years old. He …
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.
Answer key for task 2: 1) student; 2) beautiful; 3) historical; 4) university

Lesson 4 What do you do after school?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to make Present
Simple affirmative and negative
sentences;
- to learn to ask personal
questions and answer.
Developing:
- to consolidate the language
learnt in the previous lessons;
- to develop oral fluency;
- to develop reading for gist.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- make Pr.
Simple affirmative and negative sen-ces;
- ask personal
questions and
answer.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
do the
washing, do
the ironing,
have/take a
shower, do
the shopping,
sleep/fall
asleep

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD, a
small ball
(not too
hard and
heavy!) or
a piece of
screwed
up paper

Activity 1 Sing the song. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 7 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2 Play “Ball”.
Objectives: to warm up; to revise the questions learnt so far
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STEP 1: You need a small ball (not too hard and heavy!) for this game. You
can screw up a piece of paper if you don’t have a ball.
STEP 2: You begin by throwing the ball (gently!) to a pupil. Then you ask
that pupil a question. After catching the ball and answering the question, a
pupil should throw the ball to another pupil and ask a question. This game
goes on until everybody in the class has taken part. Questions can be based
on all the previous topics.
Option: The pupils can also play the game in groups as in the DVD.
Activity 3a Look, listen and repeat.
Objective: to present new vocabulary
STEP 1: The pupils look at the pictures, and the phrases under them and guess
their meanings. Ask some pupils their meanings to check if they have understood.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD and repeat.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 3b Chain Drill.
Objective: to practise the new vocabulary
As usual, this is a practice of the new vocabulary. Play the DVD to see
how the pupils do the activity.
Activity 4 Chain Drill.
Objective: to practise the question “What do you do after school?”
As usual. Play the DVD to see how the pupils do the activity.
Activity 5 Read and give a title.
Objective: to read for gist
Ask the pupils to read the text silently and give titles. You can write some
of the best titles on the blackboard. If time permits, the pupils can listen to the
text in the DVD.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.

Lesson 5 Does he ...? Yes, he does.
Aims
Educational:
- to learn Pr. Simp. in the 3rd
person singular;
- to learn to ask personal questions and answer.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use Pr.
Simp. in the 3rd person singular.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to make
Pr. Simple
sen-ces in
the 3rd person singular.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling
previously
learnt
vocabulary
be late, at all,
get good
marks

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD
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Activity 1 Sing the song. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 7 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2 Read and find differences. 8 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to read the questions and answers. Ask what they
have noticed, and get the answer that “do” is “does” in the 3rd person singular.
STEP 2: Explain to the pupils the short answers to the Yes/No questions.

Ü

Language Note
The interrogative form of the Present Simple Tense is formed with the
auxiliary verbs do (for all persons except the 3rd person singular) and
does (for the 3rd person singular).
e.g. I get up at 7 o’clock.
Do you get up at 7 o’clock?
He gets up at 7 o’clock. Does he get up at 7 o’clock?

Activity 3a, 3b 10 min
Objective: to practise writing Present Simple questions and answers
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the table and read the examples.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to copy the table. When they finish, ask them to
write the questions and answers in the 2nd and 3rd person singular for the
given affirmative sentences.
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to make pairs. Explain that the pairs should ask
the questions about their partner and their partner’s friend, and mark the answers.
Activity 3c Report. 5 min
Objective: to practise Present Simple questions in the 3rd person singular
Ask some pupils to report about their partners and their friends.
e.g. Samira gets up at 7 o’clock. Her friend doesn’t get up at 7 o’clock.
Activity 4 Play “Does s/he …?” 10 min
Objective: to practise Present Simple questions in the 3rd person singular
STEP 1: Divide the class into 2 groups and choose 1 leader for both groups.
STEP 2: Explain that you will tell the leader something and the rest of the
team must guess it by asking questions. Each time they guess correctly
they will get a point.
STEP 3: Whisper into the leader’s ears what you often do (e.g. I often
watch TV.). Group members take turns to guess what you often do by asking
the leader questions.
e.g. Group A
Pupil 1: Does s/he often do the shopping? Leader: No, s/he doesn’t.
Pupil 2: Does s/he often watch TV?
Leader: Yes, s/he does.
You can whisper in the leader’s ear several times. The group with the most
points at the end is the winner.
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Activity 5 Look, listen and match. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for detailed information
Tell the pupils to listen/read the texts and match them with the four pictures.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Answer key: 1b; 2d; 3a; 4c
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.

Lesson 6 Project
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment

By the end of Recycling
Educational:
Pupil’s
- to learn the Present Simple the lesson
previously
Book,
in the 3rd person singular;
pupils will be learnt
the DVD
- to learn to interview and report. able to make vocabulary
Developing:
Pr. Simple
- to enable pupils to use the sentences in
Pr. Simple sentences in the 3rd the 3rd person
person singular;
singular.
- to develop oral fluency.
Activity 1 Sing the song. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 7 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2a Write questions about Heggy. 10 min
Objective: to practise writing questions
Ask the pupils to write questions about Heggy. Explain to them that we
say “Yum, yum” when the food is good. You can also use the DVD for this purpose.
Activity 2b Ask your teacher questions about Heggy. 5 min
Objective: to practise Pr. Simple Interrogative in the 3rd person singular
The pupils ask you questions about Heggy. You answer their questions.
Activity 3a Draw your robot. 5 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
Ask the pupils to draw their robot. Tell them that their robot can be simple.
Activity 3b, 3c 18 min
Objective: to practise Present Simple in the 3rd person singular
Ask the pupils to write sentences about their robot: what it does/doesn’t
do. Tell them that they can use the hints. Then they report about their robots.
Homework 2 min 1) Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check
that everybody understands what to do. If necessary, explain how to do the
homework. 2) Ask the pupils to prepare Portfolio entry on Unit 7.
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PROGRESS CHECK 5
1 Put the sentences in order. e.g. 1e (5x1=10)
a) I come home and have lunch. b) Then I do my homework. c) I go to bed at
10 o’clock. d) I have breakfast and go to school. e) I get up at 7 o’clock.
f) I get washed in the bathroom. Answer key: 1e; 2f; 3d; 4a; 5b; 6c
2 Write questions to the answers. (5x2=10)
e.g. He gets up at 7 o’clock.
When does he get up?
1) He gets up at 7 o’clock.
he/does/When/get/up?
2) He gets washed in the bathroom.
in/the/What/does/do bathroom/he?
3) Yes, he does.
he/have/Does/breakfast?
4) He comes home 2 o’clock.
does/come/he/home/When?
5) In the evening he does his homework. do/does/he/his/When/homework?
6) He goes to bed at 10 o’clock.
does/When/he/to/bed/go?
Answer key: 1) When does he get up? 2) What does he do in the bathroom?
3) Does he have breakfast? 4) When does he come home? 5) When does he
do his homework? 6) When does he go to bed?
3 Complete the sentences about you. Use the words: always, never, often,
usually, sometimes. (5x2=10)
1) I go to school by bus. e.g. I never go to school by bus.
2) I get up at 6 o’clock. 3) I work hard. 4) I go to the park on Sunday.
5) I play football. 6) I go home on foot.
Possible answers: Pupils own answer
4a Listen and underline. (5x2=10)
Sam Libby lives in Paris/London. He teaches history at the university/school
and he has a lot of students. He gets up at 6 o’clock/6.30 and has breakfast
at 7 o’clock/7.30. He starts work at 8 o’clock/9 o’clock. He goes home at 4
o’clock/4.30. He likes his job because it’s very interesting but he doesn’t work
every day. On Tuesday and Thursday he stays at home/goes to work.
DVD script:
Sam Libby lives in London. He teaches history in at the university and he
has a lot of students. He gets up at 6.30 and has breakfast at 7 o’clock. He
starts work at 8 o’clock. He goes home at 4 o’clock. He likes his job because
it’s very interesting but he doesn’t work every day. On Tuesday and Thursday
he stays at home.
4b Read and match. e.g. 1d (5x2=10)
1) Where does Sam live?
a) Yes, it is.
2) What does he do?
b) No, he doesn’t.
3) When does he get up?
c) At 4 o’clock.
Answer key: 1d; 2f;
4) Is his job interesting?
d) He lives in London.
3e; 4a; 5c; 6b
5) When does he go home? e) At 6.30.
6) Does he work every day? f) He is a history teacher. Total: 50 points
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Unit 8 Things I like
Lesson 1 I like playing ...
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to use the gerund;
- to learn to talk about leisure
activities.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use the
gerund;
- to enable pupils to talk about
leisure activities.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - use
the gerund;
- talk about
leisure activities.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
go to the
Pupil’s
circus, play
Book,
badminton,
the DVD
do sums, go
to the theatre/
cinema, play
draughts, sew,
do puzzles/
crosswords

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song. Ask which
words they recognised.
DVD script:
Things I like (Tune of “Mary had a little lamb”)
No, I don’t like sewing, cooking.
Do you like collecting stamps?
I like reading, I like singing.
Doing puzzles, playing chess?
No, I don’t like doing puzzles.
Do you like sewing, cooking,
I like playing chess.
Reading, playing chess?
Activity 2a Look, listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to present new vocabulary; to practise pronunciation
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to look at the pictures, listen to and
repeat the phrases after the DVD. See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
STEP 2: The pupils read the phrases and say the meaning of the phrases
in their mother tongue.
Activity 2b Look and say. 7 min
Objective: to present and practise the gerund
STEP 1: Use mother tongue to explain the gerund (-ing form of the verb) to
the pupils. Show them how to form the gerund on the board. Draw attention to
the Remember Box.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to look at the examples and make the gerund of
the new vocabulary.
STEP 3: Play the DVD. The pupils repeat the new phrases and their gerund
forms after it.
Activity 2c Work in pairs. Ask and answer. 5 min
Objective: to give further practice of the gerund and new vocabulary
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STEP 1: Ask the pupils to choose from 2a two activities they like, and two
they don’t like. Tell them not to say them to their partners.
STEP 2: The pupils work in pairs. As in the DVD, they ask each other
questions to find out the things they like and don’t like.
Activity 2d Report. 5 min
Objective: to give further practice of the gerund and the new vocabulary
Ask your pupils to report on their own and their partners’ likes and dislikes.
You can play the DVD for the pupils to see how others report.
Activity 3a Look and read. 5 min
Objective: to revise the conjunctions “and” and “but”
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look and read the first group of sentences. Ask
what they have noticed. Get the answer that two positive sentences (I like
doing sums. Umida likes doing sums.) can be joined with the help of “and” (I
like doing sums and Umida does too.) Help the pupils understand the meaning.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to look and read the second group of sentences.
Ask what they have noticed. Get the answer that two opposite sentences (I
like sewing. Nargiza doesn’t.) can be joined with the help of “but” (I like sewing
but Nargiza doesn’t.) Help the pupils understand the meaning.
Activity 3b Write three sentences with “but”. 5 min
Objective: to practise making sentences with “but”
Ask the pupils to make up their own sentences with “but”. They can use
their answers in Activity 2d.
Activity 4 Listen. Tick the things the boys like. 8 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to copy the table. Tell them they will listen to the
conversation between Aziz and his friends.
STEP 2: Play the DVD. The pupils just listen.
STEP 3: Play the DVD again and ask them to tick the things the boys like
and cross the things they don’t like.
DVD script:
Vali: Isn’t this great, Aziz. I love see-sawing! Do you want a go, Ali?
Ali: It’s OK. But I don’t like see-sawing. I like playing draughts and chess.
What about you, Aziz?
Aziz: I like chess too. It’s a good game. Do you like chess, Vali?
Vali: No, I don’t. I like playing football and running. And you Aziz?
Aziz: Well, I like football too, but sometimes I like writing poems and
drawing. Do you like drawing and writing poems Ali?
Ali: Yes, and doing puzzles, crossword. Vali, what about you? Do you like puzzles?
Vali: I don’t. But you know what I like - I like cooking palov. My dad says
my palov is very good.
Aziz: I don’t like cooking but I love eating! Please make palov for me – soon!
Ali: I love eating too!
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STEP 4: Play the DVD again and ask the pupils to check their table.
Answer key:
Aziz
see-sawing
playing draughts
playing chess
playing football
running
writing poems and drawing
doing crossword and puzzles
cooking

ü
ü
ü

Ali

Vali

û
ü
ü

ü

ü
ü

û

û
ü
ü
û
ü

Lesson 2 Do you have a hobby?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn about leisure activities.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
leisure activities and hobbies;
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of English
children’s life.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - use
the gerund;
- talk about
leisure activities.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
collect coins,
write poems,
cycle, draw,
read stories/
fairy tales,
half-term, for
example

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song.
Look at Unit 8 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2 Look, listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to present new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and guess the meaning of
the new words. Elicit the answers.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to listen and repeat the DVD.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 3 Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to practise the new vocabulary
As usual, this is a practice of the new vocabulary. Play the DVD to see
how the pupils do the activity.
Activity 4a, 4b 15 min
Objective: to consolidate the new vocabulary
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STEP 1: Ask the pupils to copy the table on Page 108.
STEP 2: Divide the class into groups of 4 or 5. Demonstrate how to begin
this game. P1 asks P2 a question like Do you like playing chess? If P2 answers
Yes, I do. The rest of the group should write P2’s name in their tables. Then
P2 asks P3 another question. Continue like this until all group members have
asked and answered several questions.
STEP 3: Ask some of your pupils to report.
Activity 5a Listen and choose a title. 5 min
Objective: to practise listening for gist
The pupils listen to/read the text and choose the best title.
Activity 5b Read and write Lucy’s hobbies. 8 min
Objective: to practise writing the new vocabulary
Ask the pupils to read the text and write Lucy’s hobbies.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.

Lesson 3 Do you like singing?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn more leisure activities.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
leisure activities and hobbies;
- to develop listening and reading
skills.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - talk
about leisure
activities;
- talk about
hobbies.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Pupil’s
roller-skate,
ride a skate- Book,
board, do the the DVD
long-jump, do
the high-jump,
skip a rope,
sledge, quiet

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 8 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to read their homework for
Lesson 1 and Lesson 2 to each other. They can do it in pairs or go round the
class and work with as many pupils as they can.
Activity 2a Match the pictures and words. 7 min
Objective: to present the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and words. Explain that
they must find the meaning of the new words by themselves matching the
words and pictures. You can also use the DVD for this purpose.
STEP 2: Elicit the meaning of the words. Ask other pupils to check their answers.
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Activity 2b Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to practise pronunciation
Tell the pupils to listen to the DVD and repeat the words.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 3 Do, ask and answer. 8 min
Objective: to practise the new vocabulary
Ask Pupil 1 to mime an activity s/he likes doing.
Others should guess what activity it is by asking questions.
e.g. Pupil 2: (after Pupil 1 mimes.) Do you like skating?
Pupil 1: Yes. (No.) etc.
The pupils can take turns to mime.
Activity 4a, 4b 8 min
Objectives: to practise Do-questions and new vocabulary; to revise
vocabulary from previous lessons
Ask the pupils to read the questions and choose the answers in the table.
Then they should write the score for each question in the score column and
total them up.
Activity 4c Read and answer. Are you quiet? 5 min
Objective: reading for specific information
Now the pupils can interpret their total score to answer the question Are
you quiet?
Ask the pupils to put up their hands to show who is quiet, who is sometimes
quiet and sometimes active, and who is usually active. Ask them if they agree.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.

Lesson 4 I like music.
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to use “but”, “or”;
- to learn about leisure activities.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use “but”, “or”;
- to enable pupils to talk about
leisure activities and hobbies.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of English
children’s likes and dislikes.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - talk
about leisure
activities;
- talk about
hobbies; - use
“but”, “or”.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
classical
music, pop
music, saxophone, jazz,
rock music,
or, fantastic,
soon

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD
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Activity 1 Listen and sing. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 8 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2 Listen, repeat and read. 5 min
Objectives: to present the topic vocabulary; to practise pronunciation
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to look at the pictures, listen to
and repeat the words after the DVD.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
STEP 2: The pupils read the phrases and say the meaning of the
phrases in their mother tongue.
Ü Language Note
Musical instruments are used with the. e.g. I play the guitar, the doira.
Activity 3 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to learn a chant
STEP 1: Play the DVD. The pupils listen to the chant.
STEP 2: Play it again pausing after each line for the pupils to repeat. Then
you say the first line, the pupils should answer saying the second line. etc.
While singing click your fingers to keep the rhythm in order.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 4 Chain Drill. 5 min
Objectives: to practise the topic vocabulary; to reinforce “but”
As usual, this is a practice of the topic vocabulary. Ask the pupils to use
the conjunction “but” in their answers.
Activity 5a Look, listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
The pupils look, listen and repeat the dialogue after you/the DVD. Then
they can read it in pairs.
Activity 5b Work in pairs. Complete the dialogue. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing a dialogue
Ask the pupils to make pairs and complete the dialogue using the word cloud.
Activity 6a Read Lucy’s letter and say what her favourite music is. 5 min
Objective: reading for specific information
Ask the pupils to read/listen to Lucy’s letter to Aziz and say what her
favourite music is. Ask the pupils to try to work out the meanings of “or”,
“fantastic” and “soon”. Help if necessary.
Activity 6b Write about Lucy. 5min
Objective: to practise writing about someone’s likes/dislikes.
The pupils complete the sentences about Lucy from the letter.
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Activity 7 Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to practise the topic vocabulary
As usual, this is a practice of the topic vocabulary. As in the example/
DVD, the pupils practise talking about the musical instruments they play. Ask
the pupils to use the with musical instruments.

Lesson 5 What’s on Channel 4?
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn vocabulary about TV;
- to learn to report.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
TV programmes.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of English
children’s likes and dislikes
about TV programmes, and of
a TV schedule from a British
newspaper.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - talk
about TV
programmes;
- use “at” with
times and
“on” with TV
channels.

Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
nature/sports/ Pupil’s
music program- Book,
me, comedy, the DVD
cartoon, horror film, channel, Musical
Parade

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 8 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2 Match the pictures and words. Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to present the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils what their favourite television programmes are and
write them on the board.
STEP 2: Then ask them to look at the pictures of TV screens and check
their understanding.
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to match the words and the pictures. Note that
“cartoon” and “on Channel 4” can be matched with Picture b.
STEP 4: The pupils listen and repeat the words after you/the DVD. Then
they can read aloud by themselves. See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 3 Chain Drill. 5 min
Objectives: to practise the topic vocabulary; to reinforce “but”
As usual, this is a practice of the topic vocabulary. As in the example/
DVD, the pupils practise talking about TV programmes.
Activity 4 Read and say what programmes Sarah and Scott like/don’t like.
Objective: to practise reading/listening for specific information 5 min
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The pupils read the two texts or listen to the DVD and say what programmes
Sarah and Scott like/don’t like.
Activity 5 Work in pairs. Say what programmes your family like/don’t
like. 5 min
Objective: to talk about likes and dislikes
Ask the pupils to work in pairs and speak about programmes their family
members like and don’t like. Ask them to use “but” as in the example.
Activity 6a Look and choose two programmes. Write them. 8 min
Objective: to practise writing about the TV schedule
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to copy the table.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to choose two programmes from the TV schedule
from a British newspaper and write them in the “I” row of the table.
Activity 6b Work in pairs. Ask and answer. 5 min
Objective: to practise asking and answering about what we want to
watch on TV
Tell the pupils to make pairs and ask each other questions to fill in the “My
friend” row of the table in Activity 6a.
Activity 6c Report. 5 min
Objective: to practise reporting the results
The pupils report on the table they have filled in as shown in the example.
Remind them that they should use “at” with times and “on” with TV channels.
Ü Culture Note
The BBC stands for British Broadcasting Corporation. It is the oldest
TV company in Britain. It is particularly famous for its news, sport and
nature programmes. The BBC is not allowed to show advertisements
for products on its channels.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.

Lesson 6 Project
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn to write questions to
interview people;
- to learn to interview people.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to write questions and interview people.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to write
questions and
interview
people.
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Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
Recycling the Pupil’s
Book,
previously
the DVD
learnt
material

PROGRESS CHECK 6

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 8 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2 Work in groups. Copy and write your group TV interview. 15 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
STEP 1: Divide the class into three groups.
STEP 2: Ask the groups to choose a topic from the list or you can allocate
the topics to the groups. Explain that the pupils will write and then act out an
interview on a TV programme.
STEP 3: Explain that each group should fill in the information about their
programme in the first table. They should think of a famous person to interview.
If the group have chosen “school”, they might like to choose one pupil to describe.
STEP 4: Next they make up four or five questions to their famous person
and write them together with his/her answers in the second table.
Activity 3 Act out your group TV interview. 15 min
Objective: to practise interviewing
Now the pupils can act out the TV interview. One group member can be a
famous person and another can ask the questions. Give the interviewer a
rolled up piece of paper or newspaper to hold like a microphone.
I can
8 min
As usual ask the pupils to start “I can” in the class and finish at home. This
is to revise Unit 7 and 8.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to prepare Portfolio entry on Unit 8.

PROGRESS CHECK 6
1 Read and answer the questions. (5x2=10)
Answer keys:
1) The boy’s name is Henry. 2) His hobby is playing computer games. 3) No,
she doesn’t. 4) She likes collecting dolls. 5) On Sunday he likes playing
football with his friends. 6) She likes playing see-saw in the playground.
2 Complete the sentences with and or but. (5x2=10)
Answer keys: 1) but; 2) and; 3) but; 4) and; 5) and; 6 but
3 Put the words in the correct boxes. (10x1=10)

Answer key:
TV programmes
hobby
school subjects musical instruments
Sports
collecting coins maths
saxophone
Nature
playing draughts botany
rubob
Comedy
sewing
doira
mother tongue
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4 Write the sentences. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1) He is always on time for his lessons. 2) My favourite programme
is nature. 3) I don’t like music programme. 4) What music do you like? 5) Do
you have a hobby?
5 Listen and complete. Use: cartoons, dancing, sports programmes, rubob,
guitar, piano (5x2=10)
likes
musical instrument
Answer key:
Kate

e.g. cartoons

piano

Jack

sports programmes

guitar

Dilbar

dancing

rubob

DVD script:
Dilbar: Kate, what programmes do you like?
Kate: I like cartoons. But Jack doesn’t.
Dilbar: Jack, do you like cartoons?
Jack: No, I don’t. I like sports programmes. What about you, Dilbar?
Dilbar: I like dancing. And I play the rubob. What about you, Jack?
Jack: I don’t play the rubob. I play the guitar. Kate, do you play a musical
instrument?
Kate: Yes. I play the piano.

Unit 9 Furry friends
Lesson 1 Pets
Aims

Learning
outcomes

Educational:
- to learn about pets;
- to learn about plurals.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to make plurals of nouns;
- to develop reading, speaking
and listening skills.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of English
family’s pets.

By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - talk
about pets;
- make regular and irregular plurals ;
- use the conjunctions “and”
and “or”.

Ü
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Vocabulary Required
and structure equipment
dove; quail;
canary;
goldfish;
tortoise;
hedgehog;
puppy; kitten

Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Culture Notes
Pets: they live in the house and are kept for company and pleasure.
They do not work and they are never killed for food. They include (in
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Ü

Britain): cats, dogs, rabbits, goldfish, white mice, white rats, gerbils,
hamsters, guinea pigs, budgies, parrots, parakeets. You can tell your
pupils that some people in Britain keep unusual pets such as mice,
tortoises, spiders and even snakes!

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 6 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song. Ask which
words they recognised.
DVD script:
Furry friends (Tune of “Baa baa black sheep”)
One for the kindergarten,
Moo moo, black cow,
One for the school.
Have you any milk?
One for the supermarket down the lane.
Yes kids, yes kids
Three buckets full.
Baa baa, brown sheep,
One for the kindergarten,
Have you any wool?
One for the school.
Yes kids, yes kids
One for the supermarket down the lane. Three bags full.
Cluck cluck, red chicken
Have you any eggs?
Yes kids, yes kids
Three plates full.

One for the kindergarten,
One for the school.
One for the supermarket down the lane.

Activity 2a Match the pictures and words. 7 min
Objective: to present the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and words. Explain that
they must find the meaning of the new words by themselves matching the
words and pictures. You can also use the DVD for this purpose.
STEP 2: Elicit the meaning of the words. Ask other pupils to check own
answers. Answer key: 1f, 2c, 3d, 4h, 5e, 6b, 7g, 8a, 9j, 10i
Activity 2b Listen, repeat and point. 3 min
Objective: to practise pronunciation
STEP 1: The pupils listen to the words in the DVD and point to the pictures.
STEP 2: Then play the DVD again and ask the pupils to repeat the words.
See Pupils’ book for the DVD script.
Activity 2c Work in pairs. Say and point. 2 min
Objective: to practise the new vocabulary
Ask the pupils to make pairs. One of them should say the words in Activity
2a and the other one points to the correct pictures. They take turns.
Activity 2d Write the plural of the words in 2a. 10 min
Objectives: to practise regular plurals; to present irregular plurals
STEP 1: Ask the pupils’ knowledge about the formation of plurals. If
necessary, explain how to form plurals with “-s/-es”. Draw their attention to
8 — New Fly High 5 Teacher’s book
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the words in the Remember Box. Explain that “fish” is the same in the singular
and plural. Focus the pupils’ attention on the formation of plural of “canary”.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to write the plurals of the words in Activity 2a.
STEP 3: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen and repeat the plurals, and
check their answers.
Activity 3a Read and answer. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for specific information
Ask the pupils to read the letter from England and answer the question.
You can also play the DVD for this purpose. Answer key: They have 17 pets.
Activity 3b Work in pairs. Say what Lucy/her brother has/doesn’t have. 5 min
Objective: to talk about pets
Ask the pupils to make pairs and say what Lucy/her brother has and does
not have. Ask them to take turns to say them.
Activity 4 Work in pairs. Say what pets you/your family have/don’t have.
Objective: to talk about own pets 5 min
Ask the pupils to tell their partners about his/her and their family members’
animals: what they have and do not have. Remind the pupils that when we link
two negative items we use “or” not “and”.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.

Lesson 2 Domestic animals
Aims
Educational:
- to learn about domestic animals and their youngs;
- to learn about the pronouns
in the object case;
- to learn to describe animals;
- to learn about more irregular
plurals.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use the
pronouns in the object case.

Ü
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Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - talk
about animals/
their young;
- make plurals;
- use the pronouns in the
object case.

Vocabulary
and structure
gosling, kid,
turkey –
poult, foal,
pig, piglet,
duckling,
lamb, calf,
chick
the pronouns:
me, him, her,
it, us, you,
them

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Culture Notes
Domestic animals: animals kept by a family for their own use such
as cows, sheep, horses for ploughing, dogs for guarding and helping
with sheep and which live outside in the yard or a kennel, cats which
live in the yard or an outbuilding, goats, rabbits kept for eating, chickens,
ducks, geese, turkeys, fish kept in ponds and which are for eating.

UNIT 9 FURRY FRIENDS

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and repeat the song.
Look at Unit 9 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2a Match the pictures and words. 7 min
Objective: to present the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and words. Explain that
they must find the meaning of the new words by themselves matching the
words and pictures. You can also use the DVD for this purpose.
STEP 2: Elicit the meaning of the words. Ask other pupils to check own
answers. Answer key: 1d, 2g, 3a, 4h, 5e, 6j, 7b, 8f, 9i, 10c
Activity 2b Listen and repeat. 3 min
Objective: to practise pronunciation
Ask the pupils to listen and repeat the words in Activity 2a after you or the DVD.
Activity 3a Read and find. 3 min
Objective: to practise reading/listening for detailed information
Ask the pupils to read/listen to the texts and find what animal they are.
Answer key: 1) goose; 2) donkey
5 min
Activity 3b Work in pairs. Say what animals you like/don’t like. Use ‘but’.
Objective: to talk about likes/dislikes making a contrast using ‘but’
STEP 1: Draw the pupils’ attention to the Remember Box. Ask what they
have noticed. Get the answer that the singular and plural of “sheep” is the
same, “geese” is the plural of “goose” and “calves” is the plural of “calf”.
STEP 2: The pupils repeat the words in the Remember Box after you.
STEP 3: The pupils make pairs and tell each other about the animals they like
and don’t like taking turns. Remind them to use “but” to join two opposite sentences.
Activity 4a Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to present the personal pronouns in the object case
Ask the pupils to listen and repeat the personal pronouns in the object
case after the DVD. Explain their meaning and usage in their mother tongue.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 4b Say what animals your family like/don’t like. 5 min
Objectives: to reinforce the personal pronouns in the object case; to
talk about likes/dislikes making a contrast using ‘but’
Ask some of the pupils to speak about their families. Ask them what animals
they like and do not like. They should use the words in Activity 4a.
Activity 5 Draw your animal(s) or the animals you like. Write about them.
Objective: to practise writing about animals 5 min
Ask the pupils to draw the animals they like and don’t like and write about
them. They have 30 seconds to draw. Their pictures do not need to be accurate.
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Activity 6 Sing the song ‘There is/are’. 5 min
Objective: to learn the song
Ask the pupils to listen to the song first, then ask them to sing it.
DVD script:
There is a farm
There is a horse
There is a cow
There is a sheep.
There is a farm
There is a horse
There is a cow
There is a sheep.
Do you want any more?

There are a lot of ducks
There are a lot of hens
There are a lot of geese
There are a lot of goats.
There are a lot of ducks
There are a lot of hens
There are a lot of geese
There are a lot of goats.
Isn’t that very nice?

Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 3 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.
Answer key for Homework 1:
Dear Lucy
Thank you for your letter. I like it. We like animals. We have a big farm.
We have fifty animals on our farm. We have three cows and three calves, two
goats and four kids, five sheep and two lambs. Madina and I have three hens
and four chicks, a duck and seven ducklings. Aziz and Davron have two
geese and eight goslings, a dog and three puppies. The dog’s name is
Olapar. My father has a horse and a foal.
Please write to me soon.
Answer key for Homework 2a:
Love
1) a horse; 2) a chick
Sabina

Lesson 3 My dog can ...
Aims
Educational:
- to learn how to make adverbs
from adjectives by adding the
suffix “-ly”;
- to learn to describe animals.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to make
extended sentences from the
info provided in tables;
- to enable pupils to talk more
about animals.
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Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- talk more
about animals;
- make adverbs
from adjectives by adding
the suffix “-ly”.

Vocabulary
and structure
bone, grass,
corn, bite, bark;
adverbs formed by adding
‘-ly’ to adjectives: loud –
loudly; soft –
softly; slow –
slowly, etc.;
the sounds
animals make.

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD
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Activity 1 Listen and sing. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 9 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2a Match the pictures and words. 5 min
Objective: to present the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and words. Explain that
they must find the meaning of the new words by themselves matching the
words and pictures. You can also use the DVD for this purpose.
STEP 2: Elicit the meaning of the words. Ask other pupils to check own
answers. Answer key: 1e, 2c, 3a, 4f, 5d, 6b, 7g
Activity 2b Listen, repeat and read aloud. 3 min
Objective: to practise pronunciation
Ask the pupils to listen and repeat the words in Activity 2a after you or the
DVD. Then let them read aloud the new words by themselves.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 3a Listen and repeat. 7 min
Objective: to present adverbs
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to listen, repeat the words after you and then read
them by themselves.
STEP 2: Explain to them how to make adverbs from adjectives with the
help of the suffix “-ly”.
STEP 3: Draw the pupils’ attention to “happy – happily” and “noisy –
noisily”. Ask them what they have noticed. Get the answer that when “-ly” is
added to adjectives ending in consonant + y, the last letter y changes to i.
Activity 3b Chain Drill. 3 min
Objective: to practise adverbs
Ask the pupils to play the chain drill with adverbs.
Activity 4a Listen and number the animals. 5 min
Objective: to have fun
Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD recording of animal sounds, recognise
and number them. e.g. (if they first hear the sound of a dog) 1c, (then if they
hear the sound of hens) 2b, etc.
DVD script: The recorded sounds of the animals listed in Activity 4a.
Activity 4b Look at the table. Listen and repeat the words for animal sounds.
Objectives: to introduce the words for animal sounds; to prepare for
the next activity 5 min
Ask the pupils to look at the table in Activity 4c. Say “dogs bark”, “cats
meow”, “sheep baa”, etc. The pupils repeat after you.
Activity 4c Choose animals. Make sentences. 5 min
Objective: to talk about animals
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STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the “dogs” row of the table and read the
example sentences about dogs. Check if they understood how to make
sentences using the information of the table.
STEP 2: The pupils choose one of the animals given in the table and make
sentences about how this animal makes the sound, what it eats and what it can do.
Activity 5 Think about a fantasy pet. What animal is it? What can it do?
Objective: to introduce ‘can + verb’ to talk about ability 7 min
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to make pairs. Ask them to imagine a fantasy animal.
STEP 2: Ask them to tell each other what their animals can do. They can
boast about their imaginary animals as much as they can. They can be as
boastful as they like. The pupils can use the phrases given or they can add
other words and phrases they know.
STEP 3: Ask some pupils to tell the class about their imaginary animals.
Homework
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 3 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.

Lesson 4 I look after my pets.
Aims
Educational:
- to learn how to use the phrase
“… times a week/a day”;
- to learn to say how one looks
after pets.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to say how
one looks after pets;
- to enable pupils to use “…
times a week/a day”.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- say about
how to look
after pets;
- use … times
a week/a day.

Vocabulary
and structure
feed a pet, be
kind to a pet,
keep a pet
clean, look
after a pet,
take a pet for
a walk, …
times a day/a
week,
myself

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 9 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2 Listen, repeat and match. 5 min
Objective: to present the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and words. Explain that
they must find the meaning of the new words by themselves matching the
words and pictures. You can also use the DVD for this purpose.
STEP 2: Elicit the meaning of the words. Ask other pupils to check own answers.
STEP 3: Ask the pupils to repeat the phrases after you/the DVD.
Answer key: 1b, 2a, 3c, 4d, 5a–d
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Activity 3 Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to practise the new vocabulary
Ask the pupils to play the chain drill with the new vocabulary.
Activity 4 Answer the question. 5 min
Objective: to talk about routine activities
Explain the use and meaning of “... times a week/a day”.
Then ask the pupils to read and complete the sentences.
Activity 5a Listen to Alisher and Aziz. What does Alisher want? 5 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD and answer the question What does
Alisher want? Play the DVD 2-3 times if needed. Explain the meaning of fridge
and I’d love to. Answer key: Alisher wants Aziz to look after his pets.
DVD script:
Alisher: (dials numbers) 328754. (ring-ring)
Aziz: Hello. 328754.
Alisher: Hello. Is that Aziz? Alisher here.
Aziz: Yes. Hello Alisher.
Alisher: We want to visit my granny in Samarkand this Sunday. Can
you look after my pets?
Aziz: Yes, I’d love to.
Alisher: You know, I have three pets: a dog, a cat and hens.
Aziz: Good, I like hens!
Alisher: My dog’s name is Yulbars. He’s nice. You must feed him two
times a day. Take him for a walk every morning and evening. My cat’s name
is Pussy. She’s black and white. She likes playing and she is very clever.
You must feed her three times a day. There is fish in the fridge for my cat
and some bones for my dog.
Aziz: What about the hens?
Alisher: They’re OK. They have corn for a week. Thank you. Have fun.
Aziz: OK. See you on Monday.
Alisher: Yes, see you then. Bye-bye.
Aziz: Bye-bye.
Activity 5b Copy, listen and complete. 10 min
Objective: to practise listening for detailed information
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to copy the table.
STEP 2: Play the DVD once more and ask your pupils to complete the
table. Help them if necessary.
Activity 5c Complete the sentences. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing sentences
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to open their Workbooks to Page 111.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to complete the sentences with the words given in
the cloud. Play the DVD again if necessary.
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Answer key: Alisher goes to his granny in Samarkand this Sunday. He asks
his friend to look after his pets. He has a dog, a cat, and hens. Aziz must feed
the dog two times a day and take him for a walk every morning and evening.
There is fish in the fridge for the cat and bones for the dog. The hens eat corn.
Activity 5d Say the sentences in order. 3 min
Objective: to practise reading for detail
Ask the pupils to read the sentences and say them in the correct order.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.
Answer key for Homework 1:
Nodira: I like animals. Can I have a pet?
Mother: What pet do you want?
Nodira: A dog.
Mother: OK. This birthday you can have a small dog. Don’t forget. You
must keep him clean and take him for a walk.
Answer key for Homework 2: 1) You can look after my pets. 2) You
must feed them two times a day. 3) Don’t forget milk and water.

Lesson 5 Happy pets
Aims
Educational:
- to learn to write questions
from jumbled up words;
- to learn to say how one looks
after pets.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to say how
one looks after pets;
- to enable pupils to talk as
animals about humans.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- write the
description of
an animal;
- gossip about
humans as
animals.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
vocabulary
learnt in
previous
lessons

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 9 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
Activity 2a Draw a pet and write. 15 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
STEP 1: Everyone should draw one of their pets on a sheet of paper. They
colour it if possible. It should take no longer than a few minutes to draw. Ask
the pupils not to show their pictures to others.
STEP 2: Collect drawings and stick them on the board.
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STEP 3: Ask the pupils to write a description.
STEP 4: Next ask a pupil to read out his/her description. The other pupils
look at the pictures on the board and try to guess which one is being described.
STEP 5: Finally, ask the pupils to draw their pets again in their exercise
books and complete the information.
Possible answer: Animal: dog Name: Rex Food: meat, bones
Colour: brown Look after: go for a walk, keep clean
Activity 2b Write questions. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing questions
The pupils write the jumbled questions in the correct order in their exercise books.
Answer key: 1) What pet do you want? 2) What is your pet’s name?
3) What colour is your pet? 4) Do you look after your pet? 5) What food do
you give it? 6) Do you keep your pet clean
Activity 2c Work in pairs. Ask and answer. 5 min
Objective: to practise asking and answering questions
Tell your pupils to make pairs. The pupils take turns to ask questions they
have written and answer. Give help if necessary.
Activity 3 Imagine you are a fantasy dog. Talk about your human. 8 min
Objectives: to practise new vocabulary; to have fun
Ask the pupils to work in pairs. Ask them to imagine that they are dogs.
They should gossip about their humans. They can use the words given in
the cloud or they can say anything they like about their humans.
Activity 4 Listen to the song ‘On the farm”. 5 min
Objective: to learn the song
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it with you.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.

Lesson 6 Project
Aims

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
Educational:
- to learn to write and report on the lesson
pupils will be
fantasy pets.
able to:
Developing:
- to enable pupils to write the - write about
description and report on fan- an animal;
- report on
tasy pets.
fantasy pets.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
vocabulary
learnt in previous lessons

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to and sing the song.
Look at Unit 9 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
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STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils can check in pairs or go round
the class and work with as many pupils as they can.
Activity 2 Work in groups. Draw your fantasy pet. Write about it. 15 min
Objectives: to prepare for the next activity; to write a short description
Ask the pupils to work in groups and draw their fantasy pet picture on a
piece of paper and then write about it as shown in the example. Ask them to
keep their work secret!
Activity 3 Report about your group’s fantasy pet. 15 min
Objective: to develop fluency
STEP 1: When the groups are ready collect their pictures and stick them
on the walls.
STEP 2: Ask the groups to read their descriptions in turn. Other groups
listen and match the description with the picture.
STEP 3: Finally, ask each pupil to copy the drawing and description of the
group’s fantasy pet into her/his exercise books.
Activity 4 Say the tongue twister. 3 min
Objective: to practise pronunciation
If time allows, practise the tongue twister. If not, the pupils can do it at home.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to prepare Portfolio entry on Unit 9.

PROGRESS CHECK 7
1 Match the words. e.g. cow - calf (10x1=10)
Answer key: 1) d/h; 2) g/e; 3) i; 4) k; 5) b; 6) a; 7) j; 8) c; 9) d/h; 10) g/e; 11) f
2 Match. (5x2=10)
Answer key: horses –neigh; dogs- bark; hens- cluck; cats- miaow; sheep- baa
3 Write the questions. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1) How many times a day do you eat? 2) Do you look after your
pet? 3) How many times a week do you watch TV? 4) How many times a week
do you clean your room? 5) How many times a week do you go to school?
4 Match. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1) f; 2) a; 3) e; 4) d; 5) b; 6) c
5 Listen and count the animals on the farm. (10x1=10)
cows donkeys
e.g. 3

x

DVD script:

horses

sheep

2

10

Answer key:

goats hens roosters turkeys geese ducks

x

23

2

x

x

10

Total: 50 animals

I live with my family on the farm. Our farm isn’t very big. But we have a lot of
animals there. There are 3 cows and 2 horses. They’re big. We don’t have
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donkeys on the farm. There are 10 sheep but we don’t have goats. The
sheep are black and white. They’re not very big. There are 23 hens and 2
roosters on the farm. We don’t have turkeys and geese. There’s a small
river near our farm. We have 10 ducks and they can swim in the river.
Total: 50 points

Unit 10 Wildlife
Lesson 1 Habitat is home
Aims
Educational:
- to learn how to talk about wild
animals and their habitats;
- to learn to make plurals of
regular and irregular nouns.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
wild animals and their habitats;
- to enable pupils to make plurals of regular and irregular nouns.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- talk about
wild animals/
their habitats;
- make plurals
of regular and
irregular nouns.

Vocabulary
and structure
camel, varan,
lizard, deer,
fox, wolf,
dolphin,
shark, ocean,
whale, turtle,
habitat

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 7 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to listen to the song and say what this song is about.
STEP 2: Play the DVD again and ask them to repeat the song.
DVD script:
We are living in the jungle.
Yes, we are. (We are monkeys)
We are living in the jungle.
Yes, we are. (We are tigers)
We are living in the jungle,
Living in the jungle.
We are happy in the jungle.
Yes, we are.

We are living in the desert.
Yes, we are. (we are lizards)
We are living in the desert.
Yes, we are. (we are spiders)
We are living in the desert,
Living in the desert.
We are happy in the desert.
Yes, we are.

We are living in the blue sea.
Yes, we are. (we are dolphins)
We are living in the blue sea.
Yes, we are. (we are sharks)
We are living in the blue sea,
Living in the blue sea.
We are happy in the blue sea.
Yes, we are.

We are living in the woods.
Yes, we are. (we are bears)
We are living in the woods.
Yes, we are. (we are hares)
We are living in the woods,
Living in the woods.
We are happy in the woods.
Yes, we are.
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Activity 2a Find the new animals. Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to introduce the new vocabulary
STEP 1: The pupils look at the pictures and say which animals they don’t know.
STEP 2: Play the DVD and ask the pupils to repeat the new words.
See the Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 2b Write the plural of the words in 2a. 8 min
Objective: to revise the plural of nouns with the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Remind the pupils about the formation of plurals. If necessary,
explain how to form plurals with “-s/-es”. Draw their attention to the words in
the Remember Box. Explain that “deer” is the same in the singular and plural.
Focus the pupils’ attention on the formation of plural of “wolf”.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to write the plurals of the words in Activity 2a.
Activity 2c Listen and repeat. 2 min
Objective: to practise pronunciation
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen and repeat the plurals, and check
their answers in Activity 2b.
Activity 3a Answer the question. 5 min
Objective: to introduce the words “habitat” and “ocean”
STEP 1: Explain to the pupils that each animal has a habitat in which it
lives. Use mother tongue to explain the meaning of habitat.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to look at the habitat pictures. Introduce the word ocean.
Activity 3b Match the animals and habitats. 5 min
Objective: to practise the new vocabulary
Ask the pupils to look at the animals in Activity 2a and match them with their
habitats in Activity 3b. Explain that some animals have more than one habitat.
Activity 3c Work in pairs. Ask and answer. 10 min
Objective: to practise new vocabulary
Divide the class into pairs. Ask the pupils to ask and answer the questions
in turns as in the DVD. They can use the animals given in the cloud.

Lesson 2 What can animals do?
Aims
Educational:
- to learn the story “Mowgli”;
- to learn about the animals in
the jungle.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
animals’ habitat and things
they can do;
- to develop reading for specific
and detailed information.
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Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to talk:
- about the
animals in the
jungle;
- the things
the animals
can do.

Vocabulary
and structure
gazelle, black
panther, take
care of

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD
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Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and repeat it.
Look at Unit 10 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to read their sentences to
each other, listen to the sentences and guess the animal.
Activity 2 Find the new animals. Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objective: to introduce the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the picture and name the animals they
know. Ask “Which animals live in the jungle?”
STEP 2: Introduce the new words. Ask them to repeat all the words after
you or the DVD.
Activity 3a Read and answer the questions. 5 min
Objective: to read for specific information
Ask the pupils to read the text or listen to the text in the DVD and answer the
questions. Explain that they must use the Past Simple Tense in their answers.
See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
Activity 3b Read and match the animals and their names. 5 min
Objective: to read for detailed information
The pupils match the names and the animals.
You can also use the DVD for this purpose.
Answer key: 1e; 2a; 3d; 4c; 5b
Activity 3c Write T for True or F for False. 7 min
Objective: reading for detailed information
Ask the pupils to read the sentences and write T for true or F for false. Give
them time to find the answers in the text.
Answer key: 1) T; 2) F; 3) F; 4) F; 5) T; 6) F; 7) T; 8) T
Activity 4 Write what animals in the jungle can do. 10 min
Objective: to reinforce the use of “can + verb” for ability through writing
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and the verbs under them.
Ask the meaning of the verbs. Then have the pupils repeat the words after you.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to make sentences about what the animals in the
jungle can do using the verbs they have just revised.
Homework 3 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework. Check that everybody understands
what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.
Possible answers:
Task 1: 1) climb / fly. 2) swim / jump. 3) jump / climb. 4) run / fly.
Task 2: The mountains in Uzbekistan are beautiful. There are a lot of flowers
there. In the mountains there are a lot of small animals, snakes, birds and beautiful butterflies too. It is very cold in the mountains in winter. Not many big
animals live there. It is a habitat for wild goats and sheep, hyenas and bears.
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Lesson 3 At the zoo
Aims
Educational:
- to learn to use the Pr. Cont.
positive and negative sentences;
- to learn to continue stories.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use the
Present Continuous Tense;
- to enable pupils to write the
continuation of a story;
- to develop reading/listening
for detailed information.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- use positive
and negative
sentences in
the Pr. Cont.;
- write the
continuation
of a story.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling of
Present
Continuous
New
vocabulary:
keeper, sick,
special, food

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 10 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils can check in pairs or go round
the class and work with as many pupils as they can.
Activity 2 Look and name the animals at the zoo. 3 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
Ask the pupils to look at the picture and name the animals.
Activity 3a Look and read. 10 min
Objective: to revise Present Simple and Present Continuous for actions
happening at the moment of speaking
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to read the text or listen to the text in the DVD.
Explain to them the meaning of now.
STEP 2: Ask what difference they have noticed between the sentences
The elephant eats bananas every day and Now it is washing the tiger. If they
say that the first sentence is in the Present Simple and it is used to describe
regular actions, and the second sentence is in the Present Continuous Tense,
which is used to describe actions happening at the moment of speaking but
not for regular actions, you have very good pupils! If they cannot come to the
right conclusion explain it yourself.
STEP 3: You may also ask one of your good pupils about how the Present
Continuous Tense is formed or explain it to the class yourself. Ask the pupils
to look at the negative sentence “It isn’t singing” and explain how it is formed.
STEP 4: Then draw their attention to the Remember Box and ask them to
read the sentences about the crocodile.
Activity 3b Read and find the missing animal. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for detailed information
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The pupils read the text silently or listen to the text in the DVD and say the
missing animal. Answer key: The missing animal is the crocodile.
Activity 3c Read and complete. Use is/are. 5 min
Objective: to practise the Present Continuous Tense
The pupils complete the sentences on Page 113. Help if necessary.
Activity 3d Work in pairs. Say about animals. 5 min
Objective: to practise the Present Continuous Tense
Divide the class into pairs. As in the example/DVD, they ask about the
animals in the picture and what they are doing.
Activity 4 Read and complete the story. 5 min
Objective: to practise negative sentences in the Present Continuous Tense
The pupils read and complete the story with the negative sentences. Write
isn’t/aren’t ...ing on the board to help. If you don’t have enough time to do this activity in the class, be sure your pupils understand how to do it. They will do it at home.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 114. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 3 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the
homework.
Possible answers:
Task 1: 1) The ducks are swimming now. 2) The monkeys are jumping
now. 3) The lion is not sleeping now. 4) The bear is eating now.
Task 2: Big Cats can be: a lion, a tiger, a black panther, a leopard
Task 3: ... The gazelles are not roller-skating. The snake is not singing to
the lion. The little tigers are not playing with the bear. The ducks are not
listening to music. The little wolves are not playing football. The monkeys are
not dancing. The crocodile is not reading.

Lesson 4 Dangerous animals
Aims
Educational:
- to learn Pr. Cont. questions
and short answers;
- to learn about safari parks.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use Pr.
Cont. questions and answers;
- to enable pupils to talk about
the animals in safari parks;
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of safari
parks.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- use Pr. Cont.
questions and
answers;
- talk about
the animals in
safari parks.

Vocabulary
and structure
dangerous,
be free,
spots, well,
grassland,
leopard

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD
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Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objective: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 10 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to read their sentences and
stories to each other.
Activity 2a Read and answer the question. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading/listening for specific information
Ask the pupils to read the text or listen to the text in the DVD and guess
what “safari park” is like. Ask them about the difference between a zoo and a
safari park.
Activity 2b Read about safari parks and say True or False. 5 min
Objective: reading for specific information
Ask the pupils to read the text silently and say true or false about the 5
sentences. You can play the DVD and do the True/False activity involving the
whole class.
DVD script and answer key:
1) In safari parks animals must live in cages. F 2) The dangerous animals
must be free. T 3) You must go on foot in a safari park. F 4) You must be in
a car in a safari park T 5) You must not open the car doors and windows. T
Activity 2c Match the animals and activities. 3 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
Ask the pupils to look at the picture in Activity 2a and name the animals.
Ask them to match the animals and the verbs (what the animals in the picture
are doing). You can also use the DVD for this purpose.
Answer key: 1 e (an elephant – get washed); 2 b (zebras – eat); 3 g (deer
– run); 4 a (a monkey – climb); 5 d (a lion – eat); 6 c (birds – fly); 7 f (a
crocodile – swim)
Activity 2d Work in pairs. Find five differences. 5 min
Objective: to introduce and practise questions in the Present Continuous
tense and short answers
This is an ‘information gap’ activity. The pupils work in pairs. Pupil A looks
at the picture on Page 63 and Pupil B looks at the picture on Page 115. They
ask each other questions to find five differences in the pictures. Tell them not
to look at their partner’s picture. Draw the pupils’ attention to the questions in
the example. Explain that they can use the verbs in the cloud in their questions.
Activity 3a Listen and repeat. 3 min
Objectives: to practise pronunciation; to prepare for the next activity
The pupils read the words after the DVD.
Activity 3b Listen and complete. 7 min
Objective: Listening for specific information
Ask the pupils to listen and complete the table. Play the DVD two times.
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DVD script:
Leopards are Big Cats. They live in the grasslands in Africa and America.
Leopards are big, strong and dangerous. They are about two metres long.
They are yellow with dark spots. These spots hide them in the grassland.
Leopards see well, swim well and run fast. They eat gazelles. At night
leopards often hide in trees and jump on small animals.
Answer key:
class of animals
big / small
eats
habitat
Big Cats
are big, strong gazelles and grasslands in Africa
and dangerous small animals and America

Activity 3c Write about leopards. 5 min
Objective: to practice writing
Ask the pupils to write sentences about leopards. Ask them to use the
words from 3a.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 114. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do them.

Lesson 5 How long can animals live?
Aims
Educational:
- to learn how to read graphs;
- to learn cardinal numbers;
- to learn about animal lives.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to read graphs;
- to enable pupils to read and
write cardinal numbers;
- to develop reading/listening
for the main idea and detailed
information.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- read graphs;
- read and
write cardinal
numbers from
30 to 150;
- talk about
animal lives.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt
vocabulary,
the cardinal
numbers from
30 to 150,
New:
poisonous,
clever, sign

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objective: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and repeat it.
Look at Unit 10 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils read their questions to each other.
Activity 2a Match the numbers 5 min
Objective: to revise the cardinal numbers from thirty to a hundred
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to match the numbers. This can also be done in
the DVD. Draw the pupils’ attention to the numbers in the Remember box.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to repeat the numbers after you.
9 — New Fly High 5 Teacher’s book
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Activity 2b Write the numbers 5 min
Objective: to practise writing the cardinal numbers
Ask the pupils to write the numbers in words in their exercise books.
Activity 3 Work in pairs. Find the answer in the graph. 10 min
Objectives: to practise interpreting graphs; to practise cardinal numbers
The pupils work in pairs. Each letter in the graph stands for an animal.
They look at the pictures and find it. Explain how to find the answer in the
graph. Monitor the class and help if they need it.
Activity 4a Read and answer. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for the main idea
Ask the pupils to read the text or listen to the text in the DVD and answer
the question Was Jackie a clever monkey?
Activity 4b Put the sentences in order. 8 min
Objective: to read for detailed information; to practise making a summery
Ask the pupils to put the sentences in order. They look at the text for help.
Answer key: b, c, e, a, d, f
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 115. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 3 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do them.

Lesson 6 Project
Learning
outcomes
By the end of
Educational:
- to learn how to read graphs; the lesson
- to learn to prepare and make pupils will be
presentations about animals. able to talk
about the
Developing:
- to enable pupils to to prepare learnt mateand make presentations about rial introduced
in the unit.
animals.
Aims

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt
vocabulary

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 10 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils can check in pairs or go round
the class and work with as many pupils as they can.
Activity 2 Work in groups. Ask and guess. 10 min
Objective: to give freer practise
Divide the class into pairs. Each pupil in the group thinks of an animal. The
other pupils ask him/her questions and guess the animal.
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Activity 3a and 3b 23 min
Objective: to give freer practice
STEP 1: Divide the class into groups. The groups choose a habitat. They
answer the questions and prepare a presentation.
STEP 2: They make a presentation to the class.
Option: You can divide the class into groups of four. Each pair should
make their presentation in the group.
Homework 2 min
1) Ask the pupils to do the quiz “I can ...” at home. This quiz does not test
memory – it is a learning opportunity, so the pupils should be allowed to use
their Pupil’s books. Where necessary, they write the answers in their exercise
books. 2) Ask the pupils to prepare Portfolio entry on Unit 10.

TEST 3
1 Put the words in the correct boxes. (10x1=10)
donkey, deer, PE, pig, turkey, gym, snake, botany, horror film, leopard, cartoon,
staff room, nature, geography, library
Table and answer key:
wild animals domestic animals TV programme
school subjects
school
deer, snake, donkey, pig,
nature, horror gym, staff
PE, botany
leopard
turkey
film, cartoon
room, library geography

2 Complete the sentences. Use the words: him, me, her, us, them. (5x2=10)
e.g. 1) I like my cats and they like me. 2) My sister likes chicks and she
feeds … . 3) Bobur has a little sister and he takes care about … . 4) My friend
has a dog Trezor. He takes … for a walk. 5) Our teacher gives … much
homework. Answer key: 1) me; 2) them; 3) her; 4) him; 5) us
3 Read and answer the questions. (5x2=10)
1) What was the boy’s name?
Tarzan/name/His/was.
2) Where did the boy live?
the/jungle/lived/in/He.
3) What did he look like?
was/He/strong/very.
4) What did Tarzan do?
and/He/climbed/jumped/the tall/trees.
5) Who were his parents in the jungle? the/jungle/In/his/were/parents/monkeys
6) Who were his friends?
were/His/monkeys/friends.
Tarzan
Tarzan was a little boy. He lived in the jungle. He didn’t have a father and a
mother. His parents were monkeys. They took care about him. Tarzan was
a very strong boy. He jumped and climbed the tall trees. He ran fast and
swam in the river. He helped his friends – monkeys.
Answer key: 1) His name was Tarzan. 2) He lived in the jungle. 3) He was
very strong. 4) He jumped and climbed the tall trees. 5) In the jungle his
parents were monkeys. 6) His friends were monkeys.
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4 Match the questions and answers. (5x2=10)
1) Is your sister getting washed now?
2) Are your friends listening to music now?
3) Are you writing now?
4) Is your teacher playing now?
5) Are the birds singing now?
Answer key:1b 2d 3a 4e 5c

a Yes, I am.
b Yes, she is.
c Yes, they are.
d. No, they aren’t.
e No, s/he isn’t

5 Listen to the conversation and complete. (5x2= 10)
DVD script:
Bill: Kate, do you like watching TV?
Kate: Yes, I love watching cartoons. And you?
Bill: I don’t like watching TV but I like playing football.
Kate: I don’t like football. It’s boring. Do you have a pet?
Bill: I have a dog. His name’s Spot. He’s clever.
Kate: I don’t like dogs. I like cats.
1) Kate loves watching … on TV. 2) Bill likes … 3) Kate doesn’t like … It’s
boring. 4) Bill has a … . 5) Kate likes … .
Answer key: 1cartoons 2 playing football 3 football 4 dog 5 cats
Total: 50 points

Unit 11 Seasons
Lesson 1 My favourite season
Learning
outcomes
By the end of
Educational:
- to learn to describe seasons; the lesson
pupils will be
- to learn about seasons.
able to:
Developing:
- to enable pupils to describe - describe seasons;
seasons;
- to enable pupils to talk about - talk about the
four seasons.
the four seasons.
Aims

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt
vocabulary

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to listen to the song and say what this song is
about. Play the DVD.
STEP 2: Play the DVD again and ask them to repeat the song.
Activity 2a Look and answer the questions. 5 min
Objective: to revise the vocabulary about seasons
The pupils look at the pictures and answer the questions.
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DVD script for Activity 1 (Tune of “This old man.”):
Winter, Spring
Summer, Autumn
These are seasons of a year
Look around in the street
And you can see,
It is winter yes, siree!

Winter, Spring
Summer, Autumn
These are seasons of a year
Look around in the street
And you can see,
It is summer yes, siree!

Winter, Spring
Summer, Autumn
These are seasons of a year
Look around in the street
And you can see,
It is spring yes, siree!

Winter, Spring
Summer, Autumn
These are seasons of a year
Look around in the street
And you can see,
It is autumn yes, siree!

NB: (“siree” also “sirree” is an exclamation used for emphasis, especially
after yes and no. Origin: early 19th century: from sir + the emphatic suffix -ee.)
Activity 2b Read and match with pictures. 10 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
Ask the pupils to match the texts and pictures. Do not say them the answer.This activity can also be done in the DVD. Answer key: 1C, 2B, 3A, 4D
Activity 2c Listen and check. 5 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD and check their answers.
DVD script:
One spring day Olim came up to his grandfather and said, “Grandad, spring
is my favourite season.”
“Why?” asked his grandfather.
“The days are longer and the nights are shorter. The days are nice and
warm. There are a lot of beautiful flowers. Swallows and other birds are
here. I can fly a kite, run, jump, play games in the yard”, said the boy.
“Good”, said his grandfather and wrote it in his diary.
One summer day Olim came up to his grandfather and said,
“Grandad, summer is my favourite season.”
“Why?” asked his grandfather.
“The sun shines a lot. The days are sunny and hot. It doesn’t rain. I can eat
ice cream and swim in the river. The water in the river is warm”, said the boy.
“Good”, said his grandfather and wrote it in his diary.
One autumn day Olim came up to his grandfather and said, “Grandad,
autumn is my favourite season.”
“Why?” asked his grandfather.
“After hot days it’s cool. The days are shorter. But I can eat a lot of fruit and
vegetables. Every day my friends and I go for walks and play football. We
go to school”, said the boy.
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“Good”, said his grandfather and wrote it in his diary.
One winter day Olim came up to his grandfather and said, “Grandad, winter
is my favourite season.”
“Why?” asked his grandfather.
“The days are so beautiful! There is snow on the trees and houses. It’s
cold. But I can ski and play snowballs. At home I play computer games and
read books”, said the boy.
Then Grandfather opened his diary and showed it to the boy. “Look!”, he
said, “all four seasons are your favourite, because every season is beautiful.”
Activity 3a Work in pairs. Look, copy and complete. 10 min
Objective: to practise writing words and phrases
Divide the class into pairs. Ask them to complete the word-flowers together
with the words and phrases they know.
Activity 3b Work in groups. Make sentences and talk about the seasons.
Objective: to provide with freer practice 8 min
Option 1: Make a competition between groups. Divide the class into four
groups. Allocate the seasons for each group. Ask each group to make
sentences about their season with the words in the flower. The group with the
most correct sentences wins.
Option 2: Divide the class into groups of four. Each pupil says sentences
about one season.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 116. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do them.

Lesson 2 Summer holidays are fun!
Aims
Educational:
- to learn to talk and write about
summer and summer activities.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk and
write about summer activities;
- to develop reading/listening
for specific information.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of a fairy tale.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - talk
and write
about summer
and summer
activities;
- read/listen
for specific info.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt
vocabulary

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and repeat it.
Look at Unit 11 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
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STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils can check in pairs or go round
the class and work with as many pupils as they can.
Activity 2 Listen and put the pictures in the correct order. 10 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and ask if they know the fairy tale
“Snow Queen”. Ask the pupils to listen to the story and put the pictures in
order. Then play the DVD. Answer key: c, f, e, a, d, b
DVD script:
The girl’s name is Gerda. Gerda wants to find her best friend Kai.
“It’s autumn. The sky is grey. The leaves of the trees are red and yellow.”
Gerda goes to the river: “Near the river there is a beautiful garden.”
An old woman lives in the garden. She is happy. She likes the girl. The old
woman has a magic wand. In her garden, there is always summer.
Gerda: “The sky is blue. It’s hot. There are a lot of flowers.”
Gerda’s favourite flower is a rose. She and Kai like roses.
Gerda: “But in this garden there are no roses.”
Behind the old woman’s house Gerda can see a rose... She goes out of the
garden. She wants to find Kai: “Oh, it’s cold. It’s winter.”
Activity 3 Work in pairs. Ask and write five differences. 10 min
Objective: to give further practise of vocabulary
This is an “information gap activity”.
Divide the class into pairs. The second picture is on page 71. Explain that
Pupil A and Pupil B have similar but different pictures. They must not show
each other the pictures. They should find the differences by asking questions.
The pupils write all the differences they find in their exercise books.
Answer key: a blue sky – a grey sky; one tree- two trees; a girl – two
boys; reading a book – playing chess; flowers – grass
Activity 4 Read and say True or False. 10 min
Objective: to practise reading for specific information
Ask the pupils to read the text and sentences. They must write T if the
sentence is True and F if the sentence is False. This activity can also be done
in the DVD. Answer key: 1) F; 2) T; 3) T; 4) F; 5) F; 6) T
Homework 5 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 116. Check that
everybody understands what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain
how to do them.
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Lesson 3 Autumn
Learning
outcomes
By the end of
Educational:
- to learn how to use complex the lesson
pupils will be
sentence with when;
- to learn about the seasons in able to: - use
complex senAfrica.
tence with
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use com- when;
- say reason
plex sentence with when.
for something.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of a fairy tale.
Aims

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt
vocabulary

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 11 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils can check in pairs or go round
the class and work with as many pupils as they can.
Activity 2a Work in groups. Copy the table. Ask and complete. 7 min
Objective: to introduce and practise complex sentences with “when”
Divide the class into groups. Ask them to complete the chart asking Doquestions. Before doing this activity tell them they should use sentences with
When it rains. Give some examples in English or in mother tongue.
Activity 2b Report. 5 min
Objectives: to give further practice of using complex sentences with
“when”; to talk about the activities children do.
One pupil from each group reports about the group as shown in the example.
Activity 3a Answer the questions. 3 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
Ask the pupils which of them like/don’t like autumn and why/why not.
Explain that in some countries there are only two seasons: summer (the wet)
and winter (the dry). These countries do not have spring and autumn. Some
countries are in Africa. The swallows from Uzbekistan usually fly away to Africa.
Activity 3b Listen and choose the right words. 7 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
Ask the pupils to watch the cartoon, listen and choose the right words.
Answer key: Thumbelina is a girl/boy. She had a sister/mother. They lived
in a big house/flat. In Uzbekistan there are two/four seasons: winter, spring,
summer and autumn. It was summer. It was hot/cold. In autumn swallows go
to Africa/England. In Africa there are only two/three seasons: winter and
summer. Thumbelina likes to live in a flat/flower.
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DVD script:
Swallow: Small girl, what are you doing here? It’s autumn.
Thumbelina: My name’s Thumbelina. Once I had a mother. We lived in a
big house. Now I don’t have a family. What is autumn?
Swallow: In Uzbekistan, there are four seasons: winter, spring, summer
and autumn. It was summer. It was hot. Now it’s autumn. It’s cool. In autumn,
the swallows go to Africa. Let’s go with me.
Thumbelina: What season is it there now?
Swallow: In Africa, there are only two seasons: summer and winter. Now
it’s summer. There are a lot of flowers. Let’s go to Africa.
Thumbelina: OK. I like to live in a beautiful flower.
Swallow: Tweet, tweet …
Activity 4 Work in two groups. Read, choose and write the sentences. 6 min
Objective: to practise reading and writing
Divide the class into two groups. Explain that the Group A choose and only
write sentences about autumn. Group B must write the sentences about winter.
Answer key: Group A: Autumn
1 I like autumn because it rains a lot and I like rainy weather. 3 It is cool. 5 Yellow, red, and orange trees are fantastic! 7 I like autumn flowers. 9 These flowers are wonderful. 11 It is time to go to school. 13 I have a lot of friends at school.
Group B: Winter: 2 I like winter because it is cold and I like fresh air. 4 It
is snowy. 6 There is snow on trees and houses. 8 I like skiing in the mountains.
10 I like playing hockey. 12 I feel very healthy and happy. 14 I like fresh air and
beautiful nature.
Activity 5 Read and answer the questions. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for specific information
Ask the pupils to read the two letters and answer the questions.
Answer key: 1) To say “happy Teacher’s Day”. 2) There is no Teacher’s
Day in England.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 117. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do them.

Lesson 4 Winter days
Aims
Educational:
- to learn how to write sentences about children’s birthdays
Developing:
- to enable pupils to write sentences about children’s birthdays.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - to
use ordinal
numbers form
20 to 31.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary New:
Arctic ocean,
baby, Hide
and Seek

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD
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Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and repeat it.
Look at Unit 11 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils can check in pairs or go round
the class and work with as many pupils as they can.
Activity 2 Look, listen and repeat. 8 min
Objective: to introduce ordinal numbers from 20 to 31
STEP 1: First revise the ordinal numbers from 1 to 20. e.g. What is your
first lesson today? etc.
STEP 2: Then explain the formation of ordinal numbers from 21 to 30.
Draw their attention to the Remember Box. Explain that they should put a
hyphen between two numbers while writing.
STEP 3: Then play the DVD. The pupils listen and repeat.
Activity 3 Look at the calendar. Write in order. 5 min
Objective: to practise ordinal numbers
Ask the pupils to write the special days according to the calendar.
Activity 4a Write the sentences. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing sentences with dates
The pupils look at the calendar on Page 117 and write the sentences about
the children’s birthdays as in the example. Ask them which preposition they
need with dates. If necessary, tell them “on”.
Activity 4b Work in pairs. Ask and guess your partner’s birthday. 5 min
Objective: to practise talking about birthdays
Divide the class into pairs. Pupil 1 tells her/his birth month without the
date. Pupil 2 must try to guess the date by asking questions as in the example/
DVD. When Pupil 2 has found the birthday, they change roles with Pupil 1
guessing Pupil’s 2 birthday. Ask them which preposition they need with months.
If necessary, tell them “in”.
Activity 5a Read the text and answer the questions. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for specific information
The pupils read the text about polar bears silently and answer the questions.
Activity 5b Say True, False or Don’t know. 5 min
Objective: to read for detailed information
The pupils should say whether the sentences are True or False. If they
cannot find the information, they should say Don’t know.
Answer key: a) True; b) True; c) False; d) False; e) False; f) Don’t know.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 117. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do
the homework.
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Learning
Vocabulary Required
outcomes and structure equipment
By the end of Recycling the Pupil’s
Educational:
- to learn about the Past Simp. the lesson
previously
Book,
pupils will be learnt vocaverbs;
the DVD
- to learn to describe seasons. able to: - des- bulary New:
cribe seasons; ugly
Developing:
- to enable pupils to describe - tell about animals and their
seasons;
- to enable pupils to tell about youngs;
- say if the inforanimals and their youngs.
mation is true
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of a fairy or false accortales about an ugly duckling. ding to the text.
Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 11 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils read the sentences to each
other and guess the season.
Aims

Activity 2 Play “Find Your Partner”. 6 min
Objective: to practise speaking
Variant 1: Give each pupil a slip of paper with the “secret” word: spring,
summer, autumn or winter. The pupils walk around the classroom trying to
find the ones with the same season. The pupils can describe their season but
they cannot name the season.
The pupils with the same season should stand together in a group.
Variant 2: Prepare 3-4 sets of cards. Each set includes 4 simple pictures
showing seasons. Give one card each pupil and ask them to keep them a
secret. Each pupil must find 3 partners. e.g. A pupil with the card Spring
must find the pupils with summer, winter and autumn. The pupils must describe
their picture. They are not allowed to name the season. e.g. P1: The sky is
blue. The sun is shining. Three boys are swimming in the river.
Groups of four seasons should stand together.
Activity 3 Work in pairs. Ask and answer. 5 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
Divide the class into pairs. The pupils ask and answer about the previously
learnt vocabulary as in the example/DVD.
Activity 4a Read and put the verbs in Past Simple. 10 min
Objective: to practise the Past Simple
STEP 1: Explain the meaning of the word “ugly”. Ask the pupils to repeat
it after you.
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STEP 2: Then ask them to put the verbs in the Past Simple. Do not tell
them the correct answer.
Answer key: 1 had; 2 opened; 3 didn’t want; 4 saw; 5 lived; 6 went; 7 was
Activity 4b Listen and check. 2 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to watch the cartoon and check their answers.
Activity 4c Read and write T for True and F for False. 5 min
Objective: reading for specific information
Ask the pupils to read the text one more time and say if the sentences are
True or False. This activity can also be done in the DVD.
Answer key: 1) F; 2) T; 3) T; 4) T; 5) F; 6) T
Activity 5 Look and write in order. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing the months in order
The pupils look at the jumbled months and write them in order. This activity
can also be done in the DVD.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 118. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do them.
Answer keys:
Task 1: 1) longer; 2) hottest; 3) longer; 4) coldest; 5) shortest; 6) longest;
7) shortest
Task 2: 1) Is it hot in summer? 2) What is your favourite season? 3) Is
January the first month? 4) Do you like swimming?

Lesson 6 Project
Aims
Educational:
- to learn how active oneself is;
- to learn how to talk about seasons in different places.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
seasons in different places;
- to develop fluency.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of seasons in different places.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- find out how
active they
are;
- talk about
seasons in
different
places.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary New:
ugly

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 11 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils read sentences to each other.
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Activity 2a Read and write your answers. 5 min
Objectives: to practise reading for detailed information; to practise filling
a questionnaire
The pupils should read the information in the table and then write the activity
numbers (a, b or c) they like for each column.
Activity 2b Find and write your score. 3 min
Objectives: to practise working with questionnaires
Now pupils find and write their scores for each column and then total them up.
Activity 2c Read. 2 min
Objectives: to practise interpreting scores
The pupils read the results for their total scores.
Activity 3 Work in groups. Copy and complete the table about Uzbekistan.
Objective: to revise the previous lessons 8 min
Divide the class into groups. Then ask the pupils to copy and complete the
table about Uzbekistan.
Activity 4 Listen and complete the table. 5 min
Objective: listening for specific information
Ask the pupils to draw a similar table for Australia. The pupils listen to the
DVD and complete the table.
DVD script:
My name is Nancy. I live in Australia. Now it’s autumn in Australia. Autumn
months are March, April and May. It’s cool in autumn, sometimes it rains.
My favourite season is summer. It’s very hot in summer. Summer months
are December, January and February.
Activity 5 Work in groups. 10 min
Objective: to practise talking about seasons
Divide the class into 2 groups. Group A talk about seasons in Uzbekistan,
group B talk about seasons in Australia using the tables they completed. Ask
the pairs to sit back to back so they cannot see each other’s face as in a real
telephone conversation.
Homework 2 min
1) Ask the pupils to prepare Portfolio entry on Unit 11. 2) Ask the pupils to
look at the homework on Page 118. Check that everybody understands what
to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do the homework.

PROGRESS CHECK 8
1 Complete the sentences. Use the words: rains, warm, beautiful, shines,
season, yellow. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1) season; 2) warm; 3) beautiful; 4) yellow; 5) shines; 6 rains
2 Write the questions. (5x2=10)
Answer key:1) How many seasons are there? 2) What season comes after
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spring? 3) Is there the sun in the sky? 4) What colour is the sky in spring? 5)
What colour are trees in the parks and streets? 6) Is it cool in May?
3 Choose the correct word. (5x1=5)
Answer key: 1c 2d 3a 4b 5d
4 Find the odd word. (5x1=5)
Answer key: 1) thin; 2) leg; 3) cow; 4) flat; 5) clever
5 Read the text. Write T for true or F for false. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1F 2T 3T 4F 5T
6 Listen and choose the right words. (5x2=10)
DVD script:
Last summer I with my little sister went to the village. Our grandparents live
there. The village is not very big. There is a river near the village. When it’s
hot I like swimming. But my sister doesn’t. Sometimes we went fishing.
The weather was nice.
Answer key: 1) sister; 2) grandparents; 3) river; 4) doesn’t like; 5) fishing; 6) nice
Total: 50 points

Unit 12 The weather
Lesson 1 What’s the weather like?
Aims
Educational:
- to learn to talk about weather,
express feelings and reasons;
- to learn complex sentences
with when.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
weather and express their feelings and reasons for them;
- to enable pupils to use complex sentences with when;
- to develop reading/listening
for specific information.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - use
complex sentences with
when;
- talk about
weather and
express feelings and reasons for them.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary
New: fine,
bad, freezing,
put on, coat,
stay at home

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to listen to the song and say what this song is
about. Play the DVD.
STEP 2: Play the DVD again and ask them to repeat the song.
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DVD script:
The weather (Tune of “Oh, my darling Clementine”)
Is it sunny?
What’s the weather?
Is it cloudy?
What’s the weather?
Is it rainy like today?
What’s the weather like today?
Is it windy?
Tell me children,
Is it snowy?
What’s the weather?
What’s the weather like today?
What’s the weather like today?
Activity 2 Look at the pictures. Guess the new words. 2 min
Objective: to present the new words
STEP1: Ask the pupils to look at the words, guess their meaning and
match with the pictures. Help them using the mother tongue.
Answer key: a) fine; b) bad; c) freezing
STEP 2: Ask them to repeat the words after the DVD.
Activity 3a Copy and write the words under the line. 5 min
Objective: to practise the new vocabulary
The pupils write the words in the right place. You can also use the DVD for
this purpose. Answer key:
45°

35°

25°

15°

-5°

-15°

very hot

hot

warm

cool

cold

freezing

Activity 3b Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to practise using why/because.
This is a usual chain drill. The pupils ask and answer in turn as in the
example/DVD.
Activity 4 Look, read and translate. 5 min
Objective: to learn how to express feelings and reasons
Ask the pupils to look, read and translate the sentences. Focus on why/because.
Activity 5a Listen and say what weather Akmal likes and why. 5 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
Pupils listen to the DVD very attentively and answer the question: What
weather does Akmal like and why?
Answer key: Akmal likes cool weather because when it is cool he can
play football and go for a walk.
DVD script:
Akmal: Hello, Lola.
Lola: Hi, Akmal. How are you?
Akmal: Fine, thanks and you?
Lola: Not bad, thank you. You look sad today. Why?
Akmal: Because the weather is bad. It’s very hot today.
Lola: What weather do you like?
Akmal: I like cool weather.
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Lola: Why do you like cool weather?
Akmal: Because when it’s hot I can’t go out. It’s boring. But in cool
weather I can play football with my friends and go for a walk.
Activity 5b, 5c 10 min
Objective: to give further practice in complex sentences with when
STEP 1: Divide the class into pairs. They ask their partners what they do
when it is cold, hot, etc. using the examples. They ask and give reasons.
STEP 2: Then they should report on their partners
Activity 6 Read and find the parts of a day. 6 min
Objective: to practise reading for specific information
The pupils read the texts, try to guess different parts of a day and match
them with the time phrases. Explain what the words “different” and “again”
mean using the mother tongue. At the end of the activity ask the pupils what
season it is and why they think so. Answer key: 1c; 2a; 3b; summer
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 119. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 3 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do them.

Lesson 2 Sunny days are lovely!
Aims
Educational:
- to learn how to talk about the
kinds of weather and symbols
of forecasting;
- to learn to form adjectives by
adding -y at the end nouns.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
the kinds of weather and symbols of forecasting;
- to enable pupils to form adjectives adding -y at the end nouns;
- to develop fluency.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- talk about
the kinds of
weather and
symbols of
forecasting;
- use adjectives with the
weather.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary
New: fog,
cloud, wind,
dark, light,
ice

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and repeat it.
Look at Unit 12 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Remind the pupils that they had a task the
day before to watch the weather forecast on TV, listen to it in the radio or read
it in the newspaper. They should have noted what weather was expected today
in different places. The pupils ask each other questions to find out what the
weather is like in different places today.
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Activity 2a, 2b, 2c 15 min
Objective: to present and practise adjectives made from nouns
STEP 1: Explain how to make adjectives from nouns by adding the suffix
-y at the end of the nouns. Show one or two examples.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to match the pictures and words. You can also
play the DVD and ask the pupils to match and repeat.
Answer key: 1d; 2f; 3b; 4e; 5a; 6c
STEP 3: Draw the attention to the Remember Box. Then ask the pupils to
look at the pictures and describe them. Remind them not to forget to add -y
while saying the kind of days.
STEP 4: The pupils work in pairs. They ask and answer about kinds of
days as shown in Activity 2c.
Activity 3a, 3b 13 min
Objective: to give less controlled practice of the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the map of Uzbekistan and say what the
weather is like in the different towns.
STEP 2: The pupils work in pairs. They ask and answer about weather in
different places as shown in Activity 3b.
Activity 3c Write the weather in your place. 5 min
Objective: practice in writing the weather
Ask the pupils to write about the weather in their place.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 119. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do them.

Lesson 3 What’s the temperature?
Aims
Educational:
- to learn to talk about different
weather and temperatures;
- to learn about British weather.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to use temperature related vocabulary;
- to enable pupils to talk about
different weather and temperatures.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of the
British weather.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - use
temperature
related words;
- talk about
different weather and temperatures;
- know about
British weather.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary
New: degree,
minus,
clothes,
temperature,
rise, fall,
thermometer

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
10 — New Fly High 5 Teacher’s book
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STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 12 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Remind the pupils that they had a task the
day before. They should have noted what weather was expected in Scotland
and Whales and write the weather. The pupils ask each other questions to
find out what the weather is like in different places.
Activity 2a, 2b 8 min
Objective: to present the new vocabulary (meaning and pronunciation)
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to guess the meaning of the new words labelled.
STEP 2: Play the DVD and ask the pupils to repeat the words in chorus.
Activity 3 Look and write the temperature. 8 min
Objective: to practise the new vocabulary
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the six thermometers and say what the
temperature is. Tell them to use It’s minus X degrees if the temperature is
under 0 and It’s X degrees if the temperature is above 0.
STEP 2: Play the DVD, the pupils check their answers.
Activity 4 Work in pairs. Speak about the temperature and the weather.
Objective: to give further practice of the new vocabulary 7 min
The pupils look at the pictures and say about the temperature and the weather.
Activity 5a, 5b 10 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
STEP 1: The pupils listen to the dialogue and note the main points while
listening. They can listen to the text two or three times. Explain the meaning
of the word clothes.
STEP 2: Ask them to talk about the British weather. Answer key:
place
e.g.
London

temperature
weather
in spring on rainy days on sunny days
rainy, windy,
cool

5 degrees

10 degrees

clothes
light warm

DVD script:
Alyor: Hello, Mardon. What are you doing? I see you’re very busy.
Mardon: Hello, Alyor. I’m going to London with my mother and father. We
have friends there. Do you know what the weather is like there?
Alyor: It’s spring, so it’s rainy and windy in London now. It rains a lot.
Mardon: Is that so? And what about the temperature? When is wet, it must
be cold.
Alyor: Yes, you are right. It’s cool. When it rains the temperature falls to 5
degrees. When it’s sunny and there are no clouds in the sky the temperature rises to 10 degrees. In Britain it’s never freezing cold. The
temperature is usually above zero, not minus. Take light, warm clothes.
Mardon: Oh, thank you. Now I know what to do. Bye.
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Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 119. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the task. If necessary, explain that the pupils
should draw thermometers for the given temperatures and write sentences.

Lesson 4 Seasons and weather
Aims
Educational:
- to learn how to give reasons
for likes and dislikes;
- to learn about the weather in
winter in Uzbekistan and in
Tashkent.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to give reasons for likes and dislikes;
- to enable pupils to talk about
the weather in winter in Uzbekistan and in Tashkent.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - give
reasons for
likes/dislikes;
- talk about
the weather in
winter in Uzbekistan;
- talk about
the weather in
Tashkent.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary
New: dry,
melt

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 12 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to show their thermometers
and read their sentences to each other.
Activity 2 Talk about the weather in Uzbekistan in winter. 7 min
Objective: to talk about the weather in Uzbekistan
Divide the class into pairs. Explain that Mardon, the boy from the last
lesson who visited London invited an English pupil to Uzbekistan. The English
pupil is coming to Uzbekistan for his winter holidays. So he is interested in
the weather in Uzbekistan. The pupils should inform the English pupil about
the temperature; what clothes he should take. etc. Ask each pair for their
suggestion. Remind them that they shouldn’t repeat each other’s advice.
Activity 3a Read and find the new words. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for gist
Ask the pupils to read the text and guess the meaning of the new word
from the context. If it is difficult, tell them to look it up in the Wordlist.
Activity 3b Say the sentences about the snowman. 6 min
Objective: to talk about likes and dislikes
Ask the pupils to look at the snowman and say what he likes and
dislikes and why. Tell them to complete the sentences.
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Activity 4 Work in groups. Say what season and what weather you like/
don’t like. Objective: to talk about likes and dislikes 8 min
In groups, the pupils say what season and what kind of weather they like
and don’t like and why. They should use I like + noun, because ...
Activity 5 Read about Tashkent. Answer the question. 7 min
Objective: reading for specific information
Ask the pupils to read the information about Tashkent in silence and say
what months are rainy/dry/cold/hot.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 120. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the tasks. If necessary, explain that in Activity 1
they should write four sentences about Samarkand and Khorezm using the
tables, and in Activity 2 write about the weather in their home town.

Lesson 5 Stormy weather
Learning
outcomes
By the end of
Educational:
- to learn how to express their the lesson
pupils will be
feelings about weather.
able to: - exDeveloping:
- to enable pupils to express press their
feelings about
their feelings about weather.
weather;
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of ex- - give reasons
for feelings.
pressing their feelings.
Aims

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary
New: bright,
hailstone,
duststorm,
hail, feel,
angry

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 12 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to read their sentences to
each other.
Activity 2a Match the words. Write the meaning. 5 min
Objective: to present new vocabulary
Ask the pupils to match the words and pictures. They can check their
answers in the Wordlist. Explain that “hail” is a verb like “rain” and “snow”. We
say “It hails” or “It’s hailing.” Tell the pupils to check their answers with their
partners. Answer key: 1f; 2c; 3b; 4e; 5a; 6d; 7g
Activity 2b Listen, repeat and read. 3 min
Objective: to practise pronunciation
Play the DVD and ask the pupils to repeat. Then ask them to read the
words aloud in chorus. See Pupil’s book for the DVD script.
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Activity 2c Chain Drill. 5 min
Objective: to practise new vocabulary
Ask the pupils to ask and answer in chain.
Activity 3a, 3b 7 min
Objective: to practise expressing feelings about the weather
Explain the new phrase I feel ... Ask them how they feel now. Each pupil
should say a sentence in a chain.
Activity 3c Listen and complete the sentences. 5 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
Ask the pupils to listen to the DVD and say how the children are feeling.
DVD script:
Boy: Oh, it’s hailing! How nice! We can collect hailstones. Be quick! It’s
stopping. (There is a noise of hailing in the background and giggling of the
children).
Girl: Uhh! It’s raining. I again can’t go out. I don’t like that rain. It’s boring.
Answer key: The boy feels happy because he likes hailstorm. The girl
feels sad because she doesn’t like rain.
Activity 4 Work in pairs. Look and speak about the people in the pictures.
Objective: to practise expressing feelings about weather 5 min
Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and ask their partner how the people
in the pictures are feeling.
Activity 5 Read and say the season. 3 min
Objective: to read for gist
Ask the pupils to read the text and say what season it is. Ask them to
explain their answers.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 120. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the tasks. If necessary, explain them.

Lesson 6 Project
Learning
outcomes
By the end of
Educational:
- to learn how to make a wea- the lesson
pupils will be
ther report.
able to: - use
Developing:
- to enable pupils to make a the material
of this unit;
weather report.
- make report
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of how to about the weather in Uzbekpresent weather reports.
istan, Britain.
Aims

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD
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Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 12 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Pupils read their sentences to each other.
Activity 2a, 2b 23 min
Objective: to practise writing weather reports
STEP 1: The pupils copy and complete the maps of Uzbekistan and
England, Scotland and Wales with symbols and temperatures.
STEP 2: They write the reports about Uzbekistan and England, Scotland
and Wales and get ready for the TV programme, as shown in the example.
Activity 2c Report. 10 min
Objective: to practise presenting weather reports
When the pupils have written their reports they should present their TV
weather report to the rest of the class.
Homework 2 min
1) Ask the pupils to do the quiz “I can ...” at home. This quiz does not test
memory – it is a learning opportunity, so the pupils should be allowed to
use their Pupil’s books. Where necessary, they write the answers in their
exercise books. 2) Ask the pupils to prepare Portfolio entry on Unit 12.

PROGRESS CHECK 9
1 Match the sentences. (5x1=5) Answer key: 1b; 2e; 3d; 4c; 5a; 6f
2 Write the questions. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1) What is the weather like today? 2) What do you do when it’s
hot? 3) Do you like hailstorms? 4) What can you do in winter? 5) What do you
like doing in spring?
3 Write True or False. (5x1=5)
Answer key: 1) F; 2) T; 3) F; 4) T; 5) T
4 Write what animals are doing now. (5x2=10)
Answer key: 1) They are climbing now. 2) It is swimming now. 3) They are
flying now. 4) They are running now. 5) It is jumping now. 6) It is eating
now. 7) They are walking now.
5 Choose the correct answer. (5x2=10) Answer key: 1c; 2d; 3a; 4c; 5b
6 Listen and write T for True and F for False. (5x1=5)
DVD script: The weather in Tashkent is very dry. The summer is long, hot
and dry. But in the mountains near Tashkent there is snow in summer. In
July the temperature is about 37 degrees. There are about 200 sunny days.
The spring is wet and very rainy in the mountains. In winter there is snow,
but not a lot. In January the temperature is usually 1 to -2 degrees.
Answer key: 1T, 2F 3T, 4T 5F 6F
Total: 50 points
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Lesson 1 I like Navruz.
Learning
outcomes
Educational:
By the end of
- to learn how to talk, ask and the lesson
answer about Navruz;
pupils will be
- to learn how to say dates.
able to:
Developing:
- say the
- to enable pupils to talk, ask dates;
and answer about Navruz;
- talk, ask and
- to enable pupils to say dates. answer about
Socio-cultural:
Navruz.
- to raise awareness of Navruz.
Aims

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary
New: begin
Women’s
Day, Asian,
celebrate,
invite

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,
the DVD

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 5 min
Objectives: to introduce the unit topic; to warm up
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and say what
this song is about.
STEP 2: Play the DVD again and ask them to repeat the song.
DVD script:
Spring holidays (Tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle”)
In warm March and April, May.
On the happy Navruz Day
We have lots of holidays.
We can dance and sing all day.
Women’s Day and 9th of May.
On the warm and sunny days
But Navruz is best of all.
We have lots of holidays.
People cook palov, manti,
Mother’s Day we celebrate
Jam and sweets and sumalak.
“Mummy, I love you,” we say.
Activity 2a Read and match. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing sentences
You can do this activity orally with the whole class first, then ask the
pupils to write the sentences. You can also do this activity in the DVD.
Answer key: 1e; 2d; 3a; 4c; 5f; 6b
Activity 2b Look and say the dates. 5 min
Objective: to practise pronunciation of dates
STEP 1: Draw the pupils’ attention to the Remember Box. Explain that
dates are written like ‘1 May’ but are said ‘the first of May’.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to say the dates in the pictures. They can then
check their answers in the DVD.
Activity 3a Read and give a title. Answer the question. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for gist
STEP 1: In a less advanced class, you can read the text aloud or play the
DVD and make sure your pupils follow your reading or the DVD recording. In
a more advanced class, they read the text silently.
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STEP 2: After that, ask them to guess the title. The pupils should be able
to say Happy Navruz.
Activity 3b Answer the questions. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for specific information
Ask the pupils to read the text and answer the questions.
Possible answers to the questions:
1) Yes, it is. 2) On 21 March. 3) They visit their friends and family.
4) No, they don’t. 5) Children go to the park. 6) Yes, they do.
Activity 4a Read and add two sentences. 8 min
Objective: to give further practice in using because
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the table and make up sentences.
STEP 2: Ask the pupils to add two sentences to the table.
Activity 4b Work in groups. Ask and answer. 10 min
Objective: to practise talking about Navruz
STEP 1: The pupils work in group asking each other questions and
answering them as in the example.
STEP 2: When all the groups are ready, ask several pupils to report to the
whole class. They should be able to say something Nurullo likes Navruz
because the holiday is full of music.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 121. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 3 tasks. If necessary, explain how to do them.

Lesson 2 Come and stay with us.
Aims
Educational:
- to learn to write an invitation
card and reply;
- to learn about what people do
at Navruz.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to write an
invitation card and reply;
- to develop reading for gist and
detailed information.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to: - write
an invitation
card and reply;
- say what
people do at
Navruz; - write
Wh-questions.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary
New: of
course, jam,
invitation

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,the
DVD, cards
with names
of the holidays: New
Year, Women’s Day,
Navruz, Teacher’s day

Activity 1 Listen and repeat. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and repeat it.
Look at Unit 13 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils can check in pairs or go round
the class and work with as many pupils as they can.
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Activity 2a Read and give a title. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for gist
Repeat the procedure as in Lesson 1 Activity 3a.
Activity 2b Write questions to the answers. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing questions
Ask the pupils to read the answers and write questions for them. You can
also do this activity in the DVD. Answer key: 1) What do women cook? 2)
What do children like eating? 3) What do the children in the Abdullaev family
like? 4) What does the mother cook very well?
Activity 3 Write the invitation. 5 min
Objectives: to practise reading for detailed information; to introduce
how to write an invitation letter
Explain to the pupils that they should put in order the scrambled sentences
and read a short invitation letter. Give them time to think and write, then ask to
read the parts of the letter in order. Ask them to read the sentences aloud.
Activity 4 Write an invitation to your friend. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing an invitation
The pupils write a short invitation to their friends following the example in
Activity 3.
Activity 5 Answer your friend’s invitation. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing a reply to an invitation
STEP 1: Draw the pupils’ attention to the sample card in the Pupil’s Book.
Ask what it is. Get the answer that it is a ‘thank you’ letter for the invitation.
STEP 2: Tell your pupils that they will write a similar answer to the invitation.
Explain that to do it each pupil should first read her/his partner’s invitation,
and then write an answer. Help if necessary.
Activity 6 Play “Four corners”. 8 min
Objective: to give freer practice of vocabulary
STEP 1: Put cards with the names of holidays on the walls in the four
corners of the classroom: New Year, Women’s Day, Navruz, Teacher’s day.
STEP 2: Tell the pupils to stand up and go to the corner with their favourite
holiday. You may join one of the groups.
STEP 3: Then ask one pupil from each group why s/he is in this corner.
They should say, “I’m here because I like Navruz. It’s my favourite holiday.” If
the pupils have difficulty you can be the first to speak.
STEP 4: Then the pupils in the group ask each other, “Why do you like...?”
or “Why is... your favourite holiday?”
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 121. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain that in Activity
1 the pupils should complete the sentences, and in Activity 2 the pupils
must write a letter to their friend about Hayt.
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Lesson 3 Navruz in Bukhara
Aims
Educational:
- to learn about historical places in Uzbekistan.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
historical places in Uzbekistan;
- to develop listening for specific and detailed information;
- to develop reading for gist and
specific information.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of historical places in Uzbekistan.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- talk about
historical
places in
Uzbekistan;
- listen/read for
gist, specific
and detailed
information.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary
New: palace,
mosque,
mausoleum

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,the
DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 13 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils can check in pairs or go round
the class and work with as many pupils as they can.
Activity 2a Listen and answer. 7 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
STEP 1: First draw your pupils’ attention to the two questions, and make
sure they understand them.
STEP 2: Then play the DVD. The pupils answer the questions.
DVD script:
Vika: Hello.
Nargiza: Hello, Vika. This is Nargiza.
Vika: Oh, hello, Nargiza. How are you?
Nargiza: Fine! Guess what I have to tell you.
Vika: I can’t. What is it?
Nargiza: Do you remember my friend from Australia?
Vika: Nancy? Yes, I do.
Nargiza: Well, she’s here in Bukhara. She’s staying with us.
Vika: Oh, good. What are you doing now?
Nargiza: We’re listening to music and eating sumalak. We’re so happy!
Vika: Does Nancy like sumalak?
Nargiza: I don’t know, but I can ask her. Nancy, do you like sumalak?
She says she likes it very much. Vika, we want to go to the park. Can
you come to my home and go to the park with us? It’s a fine day.
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Vika: What time do you want to go?
Nargiza: After lunch, at two or half past two.
Vika: I can come at three.
Nargiza: OK, come at three then. Bye.
Vika: See you at three o’clock.
Activity 2b Listen again. Put the sentences in order. 8 min
Objective: to practise listening for detailed information
Play the DVD again. Now ask the pupils to write the sentences in order.
Answer key: 5; 6; 3; 2; 4; 1
Activity 3a Read and answer. 8 min
Objective: to practise reading for specific information
The pupils to read the text silently and answer the questions given above.
Activity 3b Answer the questions. 5 min
Objective: to check comprehension
You may read the questions one by one yourself or ask one of your good
pupils to do it. The rest should answer them.
Activity 4 Work in pairs. Read and answer. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for gist
STEP 1: The pupils read the text about Shakhrisabz and answer the question.
STEP 2: The pupils work in pairs. Ask as many pupils to express their
opinions as possible.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 121. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 2 tasks.

Lesson 4 Fun in April
Aims
Educational:
- to learn about April Fool’s Day;
- to learn to tell and write April
Fool’s jokes.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to tell and
write April Fool’s jokes;
- to develop listening for specific and detailed information;
- to develop reading for the
main idea and for pleasure.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of British
customs/April Fool’s Day.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- talk about 1
April, i.e. April
Fool’s Day;
- tell jokes;
- write some
April Fool’s
jokes.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary
New: April
Fool’s Day,
funny, laugh,
news

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,the
DVD
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Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 13 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils can check in pairs or go round
the class and work with as many pupils as they can.
Activity 2a What do you do on this day? 2 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
Ask the pupils to look at the calendar page and answer the question. They
should be able to say: We have (a lot of) fun on this day.
Activity 2b Read and do. 3 min
Objective: to have fun
Read the joke and explain its meaning. Then ask your pupils to read and
do it.
Activity 3a Listen and answer the questions. 8 min
Objective: to practise listening for specific information
Ask the pupils to listen and answer the questions.
You can play the DVD two times.
DVD script:
April Fool’s Day is a funny day in England. It’s on the first of April. On the
first of April people say things which are not true. When the things are
funny, people laugh. But it is only in the morning – we can’t do it after twelve
o’clock. For example, Lucy’s mother says to Lucy, “Look! There is a black
cat in your schoolbag.” Lucy looks in her schoolbag but there is no cat
there. Her mother laughs and says, “April Fool!”
Activity 3b Listen again and put the sentences in order. 5 min
Objective: to listen for detailed information
The pupils listen to the text in Activity 3a one more time, and then they put
the sentences in order. You can do this activity in the DVD too.
Answer key: 1b; 2d; 3e; 4a; 5c
Activity 4 Read 1 April news. Is it true? 3 min
Objective: to read for main idea
The pupils read the text and answer the question. They explain the joke.
(Of course they know that sweets don’t grow on trees. The joke like this
one was a real joke broadcast on British TV. Many people believed. It was true
until they remembered the date!)
Activity 5a Read Aziz’s joke for 1 April. 2 min
Objective: to read for pleasure
The pupils read the joke. You can ask them if they like it.
Activity 5b Work in pairs. Write a joke for 1 April. 5 min
Objective: to practise writing
The pupils work in small groups. They try to write one or more jokes.
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Activity 5c Tell the class your joke for 1 April. 5 min
Objective: to practise telling jokes in English
Ask as many pupils as you can to tell their jokes to the class.
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 122. Check that everybody
understands what to do. If necessary, explain the homework.

Lesson 5 May Day holiday
Aims
Educational:
- to learn the technique of
remembering words by looking
for pairs.
Developing:
- to develop fluency;
- to develop reading for gist,
specific and detailed information.
Socio-cultural:
- to raise awareness of an
English festival, i.e. May Day
holiday.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- speak about
an English
festival, i.e.
May Day
holiday;
- differentiate
Uzbek and
English
holidays.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary
New: dress,
pick, king,
queen,
ribbon,
maypole

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,the
DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 8 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 13 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. The pupils can check in pairs.
Activity 2 Look and answer. 5 min
Objective: to prepare for the next activity
Ask the pupils to look at the picture and answer the questions. You may
get various answers to the last question. In this case do not be in a hurry to say
which is true. The pupils will learn about the country when they read the text.
Activity 3a Read and choose a title. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for gist
Ask the pupils to read the text silently. As usual, help them with the words
which are difficult for them. Then the pupils should choose the most suitable
title. (Title 2).
Activity 3b Look and match the sentences in 3a and the pictures. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for specific information
Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and find sentences in 3a to match
these pictures. This activity can also be done in the DVD.
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Answer key:
a The ribbons make a bright picture on the maypole.
b On May Day young people take flowers to their homes.
c The May king and May queen have beautiful spring flowers on their heads.
Activity 3c Make pairs of words. 5 min
Objective: to raise pupils’ awareness about words with opposite
meaning and pairs of words
The pupils should make pairs of words opposite in meaning or pairs.
This activity can also be done in the DVD. Answer key: 1c; 2d; 3b; 4a
Activity 4 Put the words in order. 10 min
Objective: to give practice in writing sentences
Ask the pupils to write the sentences.
Answer key:
1 May Day is a holiday in England.
2 On May Day young people take flowers to their homes.
3 They sing spring songs.
4 Children dance round a maypole.
5 The ribbons make a bright picture.
6 Not a lot of people do it now.
Activity 5 Say True or False. 5 min
Objective: to practise reading for detailed information
STEP 1: Ask the pupils not only to say True or False but also to give true
sentences instead of the false ones. e.g. May Day isn’t a holiday in India or
May Day is a holiday in England.
STEP 2: At the end of the lesson remind your pupils about the usage of
prepositions with holidays.
Answer key:
British people cook sumalak on 21 March. False. Uzbek people cook
sumalak on 21 March.
People take a maypole to their homes. False People take flowers to their homes.
May Day is a holiday in India. False May Day is a holiday in England.
On May Day people have a lot of flowers. True
At Navruz children dance round the maypole with ribbons. False On May
Day children dance round the maypole with ribbons.
People like singing on May Day. True
Homework 2 min
Ask the pupils to look at the homework on Page 122. Check that everybody
understands what to do with the 2 tasks. If necessary, explain that in Activity
1 they should do a crossword to find 10 words, and in Activity 2 they must
make a poster “Celebrations in England and Uzbekistan”.
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Lesson 6 Project
Aims
Educational:
- to learn to make presentations;
- to learn to design and describe
presents.
Developing:
- to enable pupils to talk about
presents and holidays;
- to enable pupils to make
presentations;
- to develop creativity;
- to stretch imaginations;
- to develop fluency.

Learning
outcomes
By the end of
the lesson
pupils will be
able to:
- talk about
imaginary
spring holidays
and presents;
- make presentations.

Vocabulary
and structure
Recycling the
previously
learnt vocabulary
New: present,
perfume

Required
equipment
Pupil’s
Book,the
DVD

Activity 1 Listen and sing. 10 min
Objectives: to warm up by singing the song; to check homework
STEP 1: Play the DVD. Ask the pupils to listen to the song and sing it.
Look at Unit 13 Lesson 1 Activity 1 for the DVD script.
STEP 2: Checking homework. Ask the pupils to make their presentations.
Activity 2 Work in pairs. Make a new spring holiday. Copy and complete.
Objectives: to stretch pupils’ imagination; to develop pupils’ creativity 5 min
Tell your pupils to think of an absolutely new holiday that does not exist in
real life. e.g. Pets’ day. They will complete the table working in pairs.
Activity 3 Draw and describe a present for your new spring holiday. 10 min
Objective: to practise designing and describing presents
STEP 1: Ask the pupils to look at the presents that people usually give
and get. Tell them to think of something new.
STEP 2: In pairs the pupils draw and describe a present for their new
holiday. They should write 3-5 sentences. Your help will be necessary because
it will be more interesting if different pairs have different presents.
Activity 4 Work in groups of four. Ask and guess the present. 8 min
Objective: to practise asking questions
Divide the class into groups of four. The pupils take turns to ask questions
as in the example and guess the present of each pair.
Activity 5 Report to the class. Describe your new spring holiday and present.
Objective: to develop fluency 12 min
Pairs report to the class. One pupil in the pair speaks about the holiday,
the second speaks about the present. Ask as many pairs as you can.
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TEST 4
1 Write the questions. (5x2=10)
e.g. Navruz/When/people/celebrate/do? When do people celebrate Navruz?
1) people/Do/work/on this/day/? 2) What/they/do/at Navruz/do/?
3) Where/the people/take/their children/do? 4) What/cook/do/women?
5) like/children/Do/sumalak?
Answer key: 1) Do people work on this day? 2) What do they do at Navruz?
3) Where do the people take their children? 4) What do women cook? 5) Do
children like sumalak?
2 Match pair words. e.g. 1c (5x2=10)
d head Answer key: 1c 2e 3b 4f 5a 6d
1 sing
a funny 4 sew
2 green b bright 5 sunny e queen
6 leg
f no
3 white c king
at in on
1
April
3 Match prepositions and phrases. (5x2=10)
2 May Day
Answer key: 1 in; 2 on; 3 at; 4 on; 5 in; 6 at
3 Navruz
4 Choose the right word. e.g. 1b (5x2=10)
4 March 8
+
1) In summer it’s … in Uzbekistan.
5
Spring
a) warm b) hot c) cold d) cool
6 12 o’clock
2) When it is hot people …
a) play snowballs b) fly a kite c) go swimming d) sledge
3) When it is cold I like … a) staying at home b) going swimming c) playing
football d) sunbathing
4) April Fool’s Day is a…day in England. a) beautiful b) interesting c) funny d) hot
5) May Day is a holiday in ... a) India b) Uzbekistan c) England d) Korea
Answer key: 1b 2c 3a 4c 5c
5 Listen and write the answers to the questions. (5x2=10)
DVD script: Today’s the 18th of May. It’s six o’clock in the morning. Mary
gets up and goes to the garden. There are a lot of trees and flowers in the
garden. Mary’s mother likes roses. Mary takes roses and goes home. She
sits down at the desk and draws a picture for her mother. When her mother
and father get up they see beautiful flowers and a picture. Little Mary says,
“Happy birthday to you, mummy.” Father smiles because he has a present
too. He gives her a big cake. Mother is happy. She says, “Thank you”. They
laugh and go to the kitchen to have tea and cake.
1 What season is it? a) summer b) spring c) autumn
2 When does Mary get up? a) 5.30 p.m b) 6.00 p.m. c) 6.0 a.m. d) 7.00a.m
3 Why does Mary get up early?
a) to draw a picture and take flowers b) to make a cake c) she likes drawing
4 She has a present to her mother because it is …
a) May Day b) Navruz c) Her mother’s birthday
5 What does Mary’s father give as a present? a) flowers b) cake c) picture
Answer key: 1b 2c 3a 4c 5b
Total: 50 points
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